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ABSTRACT
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AND THE NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM
May 1976
Richard Harvey Smith
M.Ed. University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Harvey B. Scribner
The procedure under which teachers and supervisors
are recruited, selected and promoted within the New York
City public school system has been under attack by civil
rights organizations, public administration specialists,
reformers, the lay board and various other community and
civic groups for over two decades. The principal charges
have been that the selection procedures were too limited
in scope, favored insiders and subtly discriminated
against minority group members.
The study has two major purposes: first, to
identify, examine and analyze those factors within the
V
New York City public school system's employment practices
which are believed to contribute to the charges that the
system discriminates against minorities in job selection
and promotion, by effect if not intent. Secondly, to
propose a model program of affirmative action for adop-
tion by the New York City Board of Education. The
primary objective of the proposed model plan is to serve
as a guide to identify and eliminate all forms of dis-
criminatory barriers encountered by minorities seeking
employment and promotion within the school system.
The study also examines and analyzes those
factors involved in establishing and implementing affir-
mative action requirements for the numerous contractors,
vendors and suppliers who contract with the school
system to provide goods and services.
The significance of the study rests with the
fact that the New York City public school system alone,
among the major urban school systems in the country, has
not found a way to appreciably integrate Black and
Hispanic teachers and supervisors. The failure is
significant because New York City's school system.
VI
educationally effective or not, has often been looked
upon as a model for other urban school systems to
follow. It has long been considered by some as a
center of cosmopolitan values, progressive school
politics, innovation and liberalism. Yet meaningful
staff integration has not taken place.
There is sufficient evidence submitted in this
study to support the claim of some that the school
system's employment practices are, in effect, dis-
criminatory. A review of the Board of Education's own
ethnic survey of teaching, supervisory and administra-
tive staff for 1973-74, disclosed lower percentages of
Black and Hispanic professionals than in virtually any
other urban school system in the country. The study
also includes evidence which may lead some to conclude
that the present employment system is not only dis-
criminatory, but also outmoded, lacks validity, is unnec
essarily cumbersome and rigid, and is inconsistent with
the concepts of decentralization. In addition, the
study gives some credence to the belief by many critics
of the system that the current employment
practices.
vii
particularly the selection process, cannot be corrected
except by wholesale reform. Such wholesale reform
could be accomplished through the adoption of an effec-
tive affirmative action program suggested by the model
plan submitted in this study.
The study is primarily a historical docu-
mentation of discrimination by consequence. It does
not attempt to assess the motivation, but speaks to the
consequences
.
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CHAPTER I
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY:
ITS CONCEPT AND THEORY
Significance of Unequal Employment
Opportunities for Minorities
in America
The importance of employment in our society is
historic. A person's job, which occupies approximately
one—third of his or her daily life, is more than just a
means of livelihood; it is a vital influence on one's ex-
istence even beyond working hours. Our social position,
economic welfare, and even daily habits are all determined
by the kind of job we hold.
In 1968, the Kerner Commission Report referred to
the importance of meaningful employment in our society:
Access to meaningful employment and the opportunity to
advance in one’s chosen career has traditionally been
considered the test of participation in American Society.
The ability to obtain and hold a steady job, paying an
adequate salary, provides both purchasing power and
social status. It develops capabilities, confidence and
self-esteem an individual needs to be a responsible
^
citizen and provide the basis for a stable family life.
Otto Kerner et al.. Report of the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders (New York: Bantam Books,
1968), p. 252.
1
2Anne Roe in lier book, Tlie Psychology of Occupations
,
remarked tkat. In our culture, social and economic status
depend more upon the occupation than upon anything else.
Other prominent educators also support the contention that
in our society, a good job gains one his or her self-identity,
provides purchasing power and social status, and is generally
3the basis for a stable family life.
For the vast majority of Black Americans, obtaining
and holding a good job with an adequate salary is much more
difficult than for most other Americans. The U.S. Bureau
of the Census reported in July of 1974 that the gap that
separates the median income of Black and white families has
continued to widen. In 1973 the median income of -a Black
family of two adults and two children was 58 percent of the
median income for the same size white family. Unemployment
rates for Blacks are double the rate for whites in almost
every category and reach as high as 40 percent in some
cities for Black youths. In the area of employment, the
2
Anne Roe, The Psychology of Occupations , (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1956), p. 33.
^G. Gilbert Wrenn, Man in a World at Work (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1964), p. 24; Donald E. Super,
The Psychology of Careers , (New York: Harper Brothers,
1957), p. 35.
3Bureau reported that, "During the 1963-73 decade, there
occurred a greater degree of occupational upgrading among
employed Negro ... than among their white counterparts."
The report concluded. However, Negro ... still lagged
far behind whites in the proportion holding high-paying,
1^ 19^ status ]]obs. Thus, while Blacks were being hired in
increasing numbers during the 1960 's and early 1970' s,
labor statistics bore out the fact that mass unemployment
and underemployment among Blacks remained. Economist
Vivian Henderson alluded to this fact in testimony before
the Kerner Commission in 1967 when he stated.
No one can deny that all Negroes have benefited from
civil rights laws.
. . . The fact is, however, that
the masses of Negroes have not experienced tangible
benefits in a significant way. This is so in education
and housing. It is critically so in the area of jobs
and economic security. Expectations of Negro masses
for equal job opportunity programs have fallen far
short of fulfillment.^
Most educators, sociologists, economists and poli-
ticians as well as plain citizens believe that the key to
employment success in this country is education. The fact
"^U.S. Bureau of the Census, The Social and Economic
Status of the Black Population in the United States, 1972 ,
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973.
5
Otto Kerner et al.. Report of the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders (New York: Bantam Books,
1968), p. 262.
4is tliat ©rnployrn©nt discrirnination lDas©d on irac© lias C3r©at©d
a situation in our soci©ty in which ©ducation is r©latively
unimportant in ©xplaining th© diff©r©nc© betw©©n whit© and
Black incomes. Reports have shown that in many instances
a whit© person with only an 8th grad© ©ducation earns as
much as a Black person with a high school diploma, and a
whit© with only a high school diploma earns as much as a
Black with a college degree. Stephan Michelson, in a study
conducted in 1968 entitled "Income of Racial Minorities, "
reported.
Educating non whites equal to whites did not prove
effective in raising non white income. . . . Full
employment at current education and wage levels also
did not greatly affect relative incomes. Perhaps
most surprisingly, equating the occupational dis-
tribution and years of school did not together glose
even one-fifth of (white-non white) income gap.
The high rates of unemployment and underemployment
in the racial ghettos of our major cities are evidence, in
part, that many Black men living in these areas are seeking
but cannot obtain jobs which will support a family. Equally
important, most jobs they can obtain are considered "low
status" jobs lacking status to sustain a worker's self-respect,
^Stephan Michelson, "Income of Racial Minorities,"
Unpublished Manuscript, Washington, D.C.: Brooking Institute,
1968, p. 8.46.
5or the respect of his family and circle of friends. in many
instances the wives of these men are forced to work to make
ends meet. In other instances these men leave their homes
so that the family will be eligible for welfare relief.
The culture of poverty that usually results from discrim-
ination, unemployment, and underemployment among Blacks pro-
duces a ruthless, exploitative relationship within the
ghetto. The results are high rates of crime, drug addiction,
increased illegitimate births, prostitution, personal in-
security and tension.
Today, equal employment opportunity is the law of
the land. It has been mandated by federal, state^ and local
legislation, presidential executive orders and definitive
court decisions. Yet it seems clear that there is a need
to go beyond the mere establishment of neutral "non-discrim-
inatory" and "merit hiring" policies. If private firms,
institutions and agencies are to be truly responsive to the
spirit or intent of equal employment laws, positive action
must be initiated on their part. One such positive response,
with great hope for the future, is the implementation of
equal employment opportunity programs requiring affirmative
action
.
6OvGirvi 0W of Ecfua.1 ErnployiriGnt
Opportunity; Executive and
Legislative Initiatives
Equal employment opportunity has been defined by
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (1971) as the
right of all persons to be employed, to work and to advance
the basis of merit, ability and potential. This princi-
ple has deep roots in American society. But for many
ysars this right has been severely restricted by discrim-
inatory employment practices operating against the poor and
minority groups in our society. Original actions to pro-
hibit such by state fair employment laws and presidential
orders in the 1940' s and 1950' s proved insufficient.
Finally Congress provided federal legal enforcement for
equal employment in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 with strengthening amendments added through the Equal
anployment Act of 1972.
Adoption of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, with
its Title VII equal employment opportunity provisions,
culminated a drive by civil rights organizations begun
many years before. It was a drive that gained fruition
first in the area of government employment and much later
in the area of government contract employment.
7But earlier efforts to enact federal legislation
to deal with equal employment opportunity on a broad basis,
some of which extended back to the 1940' s, had all been
stymied in Congress.
Government Employment
Uutil the New Deal period of the 1930' s, action by
the Federal Government relating to employment discrimination
was largely confined to government employees. The Civil
Service Act of 1883, for example, sought to establish the
principle of "merit employment." One of the first regu-
lations issued under the law, outlawed religious discrim-
• •
• 7matron rn federal employment.
In 1940, a Civil Service rule forbade racial, as
p
well as religious, discrimination in federal employment.
Then when Congress adopted the Ramspeck Act, expanding
the coverage of the Civil Service Act and amending the
Classification Act of 1923, the principle of "equal rights
for all" in classified federal employment was established.
7
The Pendleton Act (Civil Service Act) , 22 Stat.
403, 1883, 5 U.S.C. ch. 12, 1958; U.S. Civil Service
Commission, Rule VIII, 1883.
^Executive Order 8587, 5 Fed. Reg. 445, 1940.
8The Act declared:
In carrying out the provisions of this Title, and the
provisions of the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, there shall be no discrimination against any
person, or with respect to the position held by any
person, on account of race, creed, or color.
^
New Deal Legislation
In the 1930' s during the early New Deal period,
a policy of equal opportunity in employment and training
fi^sriced by federal funds was established by congressional
and executive action. The policy extended not only to
direct federal employment and employment by government con-
tractors, but to employment and training opportunities pro-
vided by grant-in-aid programs as well.
The principle of equal job opportunity was enun-
ciated by Congress in the Unemployment Act of 1933. It pro-
vided: "That in employing citizens for the purpose of this
Act no discrimination shall be made on account of race,
color, or creed.
Many of the laws passed under the New Deal contained
similar provisions. Regulations issued under the National
^Ramspeck Act
,
54 Stat. 1211, 1940, Title I, 5 U.S.C.
sec. 631a, 1958.
^^Unemployment Relief Act of 1933 , 48 Stat. 22.
9Indu.stiria.l R©cov©iry Act and tli© laws providing for public
low-rent housing and defense housing programs, for example,
forbade discrimination based on race, color or religion.
Although these pronouncements amounted to unequi-
vocal declaration by the legislative and executive branches,
they were of limited effect in most instances. In practice,
they amounted to little more than expressions of policy.
There were no standards by which discrimination could be
determined; and machinery and sanctions for enforcement
were rare.
World War II and FEPC
The inclusion of non discrimination provisions in
laws providing for federally-financed training programs
continued after the outbreak of World War II. Despite these
provisions. Black civil rights leaders rightly contended
that Blacks were still being denied federally-financed
training for defense jobs. A march on Washington was
threatened, but not carried out.
On June 25, 1941, President Roosevelt issued Exe-
cutive Order 8802 establishing a five—man Fair Employment
^^National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, Title II,
48 Stat. 200; 44 C.F.R. sec. 265-33, 1938.
10
Practice Committee. The Committee was set up as an indepen
dent agency responsible solely to the President. The execu-
tive order declared the following to be the government's
policy:
To encourage full participation in the national
defense program by all citizens of the United States,
regardless of race, creed, color, or national origin,
in the firm belief that the democratic way of life
within the nation can be defended successfully only
with the help and support of all groups within its
borders
.
Broad in scope, the order applied to all defense
‘^oritracts, to employment by the federal government, and
to vocational and training programs administered by
federal agencies. The FEPC was authorized to receive and
investigate complaints of discrimination, to take "appro-
priate steps" to redress valid grievances, and to recom-
mend to federal agencies and to the President whatever
measures it deemed necessary and proper to carry out the
purpose of the order.
The FEPC, nevertheless, had its weaknesses. It
had a staff of only eight members, and it lacked direct
enforcement powers. The later transfer of the FEPC to the
War Manpower Commission deprived it of its autonomy. The
12
Executive Order 8802, 6 Fed. Reg. 3109, 1941.
11
Committee, in effect, suspended operations in early 1943.
Later in 1943, President Roosevelt issued Executive
Order 9346 establishing a new FEPC.^^ A broader juris-
diction than that of its predecessor was given to the new
FEPC. It extended to all employment by government con-
tractors, recruitment and training for war production, and
employment by the federal government. More important,
its authority with regard to labor unions was extended to
discrimination in membership as well as in employ-
ment .
The second FEPC was much better staffed than its
predecessor. Its budget permitted it to employ a staff
of nearly 120 and to open 15 field offices. In its three
years of existence, it processed approximately 8,000 com-
plaints and conducted 30 public hearings. It still lacked
power to enforce its decisions. Its authority expired at
the end of 1946.
Government Contracts and the
Truman Committee
From 1946 until 1964, the principal government
efforts to eliminate racial and religious discrimination
Executive Order 9346, 8 Fed. Reg. 7183, 1943.
12
in employment were in the area of government contracts. A
major step was taken by President Harry Truman in 1951,
when he issued a series of executive orders directing cer-
government agencies to include non discrimination
clauses in their contracts.
On December 3, 1951, President Truman issued Exe-
cutive Order 10308 creating the Committee on Government
Contract Compliance. It was an eleven member group com-
posed of representatives of industry, the public, and the
five principal government contracting agencies.
After studying the effectiveness of the existing
program, the Committee made more than twenty recommendations
for improving the program. Many were aimed at the es-
tablishment of effective enforcement procedures for the
non discrimination clause.
The Eisenhower Committee
On August 13, 1953, President Eisenhower issued
Executive Order 10479, replacing the Truman Committee with
the President's Committee on government contracts—a fifteen
member group composed of representatives of industry, labor,
government and the public. Its duties were similar to the
14
Executive Order 10479, 18 Fed. Reg. 4899, 1953.
previous Committees. However, once again, the Committee
had no power to enforce its recommendations.
13
The Kennedy Committee
The policy of non discrimination by government
contractors was finally given teeth under the Kennedy
Administration. In Executive Order 10925 issued on March 6,
1961, President Kennedy created a new President's Committee
on Equal Employment Opportunity charged with the responsi-
bility of effectuating equal employment opportunity both in
government employment and in employment on government con-
tracts .
There was a dramatic break with the past under the
new order. While earlier orders had imposed an obligation
on contractors not to discriminate on the basis of race,
creed, color or national origin, the Kennedy order also re-
quired the contractors to take affirmative action to make
the policy effective, and included enforcement powers.
Program Broadened
Under Executive Order 1114 issued by President
Kennedy on June 22, 1963, the non discrimination requirement
15Executive Order 10925, 26 Fed. Reg. 1977, 1961.
was extended to all construction contracts paid for in whol
or in part with funds obtained from the federal government
or borrowed on the credit of the government pursuant to a
grant, contract, loan, insurance, or guarantee. it was ex-
tended to contracts undertaken pursuant to any federal pro-
gram involving such a grant, contract, loan insurance, or
guarantee.
President Johnson
On February 13, 1964, President Johnson issued
Executive Order 11141 declaring a federal policy under
which federal supply contractors and subcontractors are
forbidden (1) to discriminate because of age in hiring,
promoting, or discharging employees, or in connection
with working conditions or privileges, and (2) to specify
an age limit in help-wanted ads. Both prohibitions are
subject to a qualification permitting discrimination based
on a bonafide occupational qualification, retirement plan,
or statutory requirement.
Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Executive Order 11246 issued by President Johnson
on September 24, 1965, transferred the function of the
President's Committee to the Department of Labor.
15
Secretary of Labor Wirtz on October 5, 1965, issued Order
No. 26-65 which established the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance to carry out the responsibilities assigned to
the Labor Department by the executive order. The exe-
cutive order was amended on October 13, 1967, effective
October 13, 1968, to add sex as a forbidden basis of dis-
crimination
.
Legislative Background: The
Creation of Title VII
Some of the first efforts of the federal govern-
ment to legislate in the area of equal employment oppor-
tunity grew out of the World War II Fair Employment
Practice Committees. The object was to give the Commit-
tees statutory status.
One of the first bills of this type was intro-
duced in February 1943, by New York Congressman Vito
Marcantonio . A bill to abolish the FEPC established by
executive order was introduced by Congressman Robert
Ramspeck of Georgia in December of the same year. Neither
proposal was ever acted upon.
^^Executive Order 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12319, 1965;
Executive Order 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14303, 1967.
16
In the period between 1943 and 1963, bills were
inL.roduced in each house of each Congress to regulate or
at least to conciliate complaints involving alleged em-
ployrnent discrimination based on race, creed, color, re~
ligion, sex, age^ or national origin. The bills varied
widely as to coverage, administration, and enforcement.
For example, a bill introduced by Senator Robert
Taft of Ohio in 1945, proposed to resolve disputes over
such discrimination in employment by voluntary methods.
The Dawson—Scanlon bill of 1954, on the other hand, pro-
posed to establish an agency with authority and power of
enforcement similar to those of the National Labor Re-
lations Board. Up until 1964, only one bill was passed
by either house. The bill that passed one house was that
sponsored by Congressman Samuel K. McConnell, Jr. of
Pennsylvania in 1950. This was a substitute bill for one
introduced by Congressman Adam Clayton Powell of New York.
The vote to substitute was 221 to 178; the substitute bill
was then passed by a vote of 240 to 177. The McConnell
bill would have set up a FEPC with power to study the mat-
ter of discrimination, to recommend procedures for elimina-
tion of such discrimination and to create employment oppor-
tunities for minorities without use of compulsion. The only
17
apparent power the FEPC would have had was that of sub-
poena to compel the attendance of a witness.
The Powell bill, on the other hand, provided for
enforcement of orders based on findings of illegal dis-
*^riminat ion . Congressman Powell called the McConnell
bill 'nothing but good advice. " Although many other bills
^sre introduced, none reached the floor of either house
until the 88th Congress.
Kennedy Proposal
In a televised conference on June 11, 1963,
President Kennedy announced that he would seek civil rights
legislation in the 88th Congress. On June 19, he sent a
draft proposal to Congress.
There then followed considerable maneuvering in
Congress. The House Labor Committee gave tentative ap-
proval to H.R. 405, an equal employment opportunity bill
providing for enforcement through suits in the federal
district courts.
In the Senate, S. 1937 introduced by Senator
Humphrey of Minnesota was approved by the Labor Committee.
Under S. 1937, the administration and enforcement of the
equal employment opportunity requirements were to be
18
handled by an Administrator in the Department of Labor.
The Administrator was to prosecute complaints before an
independent Equal Employment Opportunity Board. The
Board was to issue cease-and-desist orders enforceable
in the Federal Courts of Appeals.
House Committee Bill
Most important was H.R. 7152, which was reported
with bipartisan support by the House Judiciary Committee.
This bill was introduced by the Committee's Chairman,
Congressman Cellar of New York, on June 20, 1963 as the
Administration's omnibus civil-rights bill.
A subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee held
twenty-two days of hearings on this bill and others. As
reported by the House Judiciary Committee, H.R. 7125 was
a broad civil rights measure. There were ten titles. The
equal employment opportunity provisions were in Title VII.
The controversy over the method of enforcing the
equal employment opportunity provisions was to be resolved
as follows:
1. There would be a bipartisan Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission without enforcement powers
2. Enforcement would be through suits brought by
19
the Commission or aggrieved persons in the federal district
courts
.
Approval by House
Following the assassination of President Kennedy,
eights legislation was given a priority by President
Johnson.
The House began debate on the bill on January 31,
1964. Before passing the bill on February 10, the House
adopted eighteen amendments to Title VII. The most im-
po^tant amendment adopted was one which added sex as one
forbidden basis of employment discrimination.
Action by the Senate
The House bill went directly to the floor of the
Senate. However, the bill was amended eighty-seven times
during the eighty-three day debate in the Senate, and the
Dirksen-Mansfield substitute that finally was adopted
made many changes, including some major ones in Titles
VII and XI. On June 17, the Senate adopted the sub-
stitute bill by a vote of 76 to 18.
Final Approval
Upon return to the House, the House was asked
20
to vote on the acceptance of the measure as amended by the
Senate. On July 2
, 1964, after one hour of debate, the
House adopted H.R. 7152 as amended by the Senate. The vote
was 289 to 126. President Johnson signed the bill into
law the same day. Thus, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was
born and Title VII was a reality.
Title VII
Traditionally, before Title VII, a charge of dis-
crimination required proof that there was intent to dis-
criminate or that members of one group were treated dif-
ferently or unequally from members of another group. But
Title VII forced new probing into the actual processes by
which discrimination occurs, evolving out of court decisions
on cases brought by EEOC as it carried out its mandate and
by others asking the courts to interpret Title VII. In
case upon case, the courts found that discrimination often
occurs when there is neither intent nor unequal treatment.
They found that discrimination may be the result of em-
ployment practices which have a "differential effect" on
excluded groups protected by the law. In other words, dis-
crimination was now to be defined in terms of consequence
rather than motive.
21
The case which gave this view of discrimination
its most comprehensive and articulate definition is
Griggs v. Duke Power Co., decided by the Supreme Court in
1971. The Griggs Case is said to have laid down funda-
^®^^tal legal principles for pursuing employment discrim-
iristion in the same way that Brown v. Board of Education
announced the principles regarding discrimination in
education
.
In final form Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 prohibited employment discrimination by all pri-
vate employers with 25 or more employees, as well as by
labor unions and employment agencies. In addition, it es-
tablished the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to
administer the law's provisions and promote achievement of
its goals. The formal tools, however, given to EEOC to
carry out its mission were limited to lawsuits, brought by
private parties or the Department of Justice. This restric-
tion remained until 1972, at which time Title VII was amended
under the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972.
The Equal Employment Opportunity
Act of 1972
Immediately after Congress adopted the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, pressure began building to give the
22
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission the enforcement
powers denied it by the compromise that cleared the way
for the passage of the Act.
For several years, the principle proposals would
have given the Commission authority to issue cease-and-desist
orders enforceable in the federal courts of appeals. This
authority is similar to that exercised by the National Labor
Relations Board under the Taft-Hartley Act. These propo-
sals regularly died in one or the other of the houses of
Congress
.
Finally there was a change in strategy. The Nixon
Administration proposed a measure that did not include
cease-and-desist powers. Instead, it provided for giving
the EEOC the power, after it had exhausted efforts to con-
ciliate a meritorious claim of discrimination, to file a
civil action in Federal District Court and to represent
the charging party in the action. The remedies included in-
junctions against further violations, plus reinstatement
and back pay for victims of unlawful discrimination.
The House acted first in 1972, approving a measure
early in the session. The Senate then approved a stronger
bill after a petition for cloture had been adopted on
February 22, 1972. The House-Senate conferees then agreed
23
to take the Senate bill. President Nixon signed the bill
on March 24, 1972, and it became effective immediately.
The Changes in Coverage
By a series of amendments, the coverage of Title
VII was extended to millions of employees and union members.
The major changes were as follows:
1. The amendments reduced the number of employees
and union members required from 25 to 15; prior to the
amendments. Title VII applied only to employers with 25 or
more employees and unions with 25 or more members
2. Under the original act, state and local gov-
ernments and their employees were excluded from coverage.
The amendments extended coverage to all state and local
governments, governmental agencies, political subdivisions,
and departments and agencies of the District of Columbia,
but still excluded federal employees
3. The 1972 amendments expanded coverage to in-
clude discrimination in notices of advertising by joint
labor-management committees that controlled apprenticeship
or other training or retraining programs, including on-
the-job training. The basic prohibition banned dis-
crimination both in administering the program and in
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admission to the program. Retaliation against persons
seeking to enforce their rights was banned.
Changes in Exemptions
Under the 1964 Act, there was an exemption for
educational institutions with respect to individuals
whose work involved educational activities. The amend-
ments eliminated this exemption
.
This change brought under Title VII an estimated
120,000 educational institutions, with about 2.8 million
teachers and professional staff members and another 1.5
niillion nonprofessional staff members. Also under the
original act, there was an exemption for religious
corporations, associations, or societies with respect to
individuals whose work involved the religious aspects of
the employing organization. The 1972 amendments broadened
the exemption to include all activities of such organi-
zations. It was noted, however, that the exemption
permitted the organization to discriminate solely on the
basis of religion. It could not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, sex or national origin.
The amendments extending coverage to state and
local governments and their employees provided an exemption
25
for elected officials, their personal assistants, and
their iminediate advisers.
Enforcement
The most fundamental changes made by the 1972
amendments related to enforcement. Under the 1972 amend-
ments, if the EEOC is unable to obtain an acceptable con-
ciliation agreement within thirty days after the filing
of the charge or after the expiration of a state agency
deferral period, the Commission may bring a civil suit in
federal district court for an injunction and other remedies
against the charged employer, union, employment agency, or
joint labor-management committee. In cases involving a
state or local government, the attorney general is autho-
rized to bring the action.
State and Local Equal Opportunity
Legislation
Beginning in the mid-1940's, a number of states
adopted fair employment practice laws. New York was the
first state to act in this area. It adopted an enforce-
able fair employment practice law in 1945. At the time
Title VII of the federal civil rights act of 1964 was
adopted, twenty-five states already had similar laws.
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Also, several cities had enacted fair employment practice
ordinances
.
The state FEP laws could be divided into three
groups
:
1. Those that provided for an administrative
hearing and judicial enforcement of orders of an adminis-
trative agency or official. Twenty-one states, including
New York, had laws of this type in 1964.
2. Those that did not provide for any type of
administrative agency or enforcement of orders but made
employment discrimination a misdemeanor. Four states had
laws of this type.
3. Those that were strictly voluntary and had
no enforcement provisions. Three states had laws of this
type.
The 1964 Federal Act made it clear that there was
no intent to undercut or preempt these state laws. In
fact, the provisions in the Federal Act for deferral to
the procedures under state laws led to the adoption of
several new state laws.
Where there is no State Law
Under the 1972 amendments, the following proce-
dures apply where no state equal employment act exists:
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1. A charge must be filed within 180 days after
^he occurrence of an alleged unlawful employment practice
2. After a charge is filed, the Commission must
serve a notice of the charge on the respondent within ten
days
3. The Commission then must investigate the
charge, after which it must determine whether there is
reasonable cause to believe that the charge is true
4. If no reasonable cause is found, the charge
is dismissed; if reasonable cause is found it will
attempt to conciliate the case
5. If no conciliation agreement can be reached,
the Commission may bring a civil action against the
respondent in an appropriate federal district court
6. If the court rules against the respondent,
the court may enjoin the respondent from engaging in the
unlawful employment practice and grant such affirmative
relief as it may deem appropriate.
Where there is State or
Local EEO Laws
Where a state or local EEO statute exists, the
EEOC must wait sixty days after state or local proceedings
have commenced, unless those proceedings are terminated
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sooner, before it can act on a charge. The deferral period
IS extended to 120 days during the first year after enact-
ment of a state or local law.
New York City Equal Employment
Opportunity Requirements
In compliance with the requirements of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, Mayor Abraham Beame
issued Executive Order No. 14 on May 21, 1974. The execu-
tive order directed the implementation of a New York City
Equal Employment Opportunity Program. The plan required
each city agency to prepare a written EEO program. The
program must consist of statements of policy, a detailed
^^s^lysis of the composition of the agency' s workforce and
personnel practices, and a projection of action to be taken
to correct problem areas identified. All such programs
were to have been submitted to the Office of the Mayor by
December 30, 1974.
Beyond Equal Employment Opportunity
Despite the progress made possible by recently
adopted civil rights laws and policies on federal, state
and local levels, there is substantial evidence that dis-
crimination persists in many areas. Generally, civil rights
laws have been most successful in dealing with practices
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that do not require institutional changes. Thus, desegre-
gation of public facilities, places of public accommodation,
hospitals and other health facilities requiring basic but
simple changes in conduct were generally accomplished with-
out either violent opposition or massive federal enforce-
ment efforts.
Elimination of discrimination practices to facili-
tate full participation of minority group members in
America' s economic main stream has proven to be much more
complicated. As the following examples suggest, equal em-
ployment opportunity still is far from a way of American
life.
Federal employment
In the area of federal employment, where the degree
of federal control is absolute, minority group representa-
tion has increased substantially, but is grossly under-
represented in the higher salary brackets. According to a
survey of minority group employment in the Federal Govern-
ment by the U.S. Civil Service Commission in 1969, less than
two percent of GS grade 13 and above of classified workers
were Black. Less than 0.7 percent of such workers were
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Spanish surnamed.^’^ The employment record of some indivi-
dual agencies is even worse. For example, the Federal
Aviation Administration, an agency of the Department of
Transportation, employed more than 20,000 air traffic con-
trollers as of June 30, 1969. Of these, only 547 were mi-
nority group employees. Moreover, there were only 13 mi-
^ority group employees among the 1600 supervisory and
administrative personnel at grade GS-14 or above.
State employment
Despite nondiscrimination requirements in the merit
system applicable to federally aided state programs, mi-
nority group employment remains low. For example, the
Mississippi Welfare Department had only thirty-eight Blacks
on its staff of more than 1,500 in 1967. Data for 1968
indicated that only 5.3 percent of the employees of the
Louisiana State Employment Security Agencies were Black and
only 7.7 percent of the employees of the Texas State
17U.S. Civil Service Commission Press Release,
May 14, 1970.
18U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Aviation Administration, Office of Civil Rights, Minority
Group and Women Employment Reports , as of June 1969, Re-
port No. 5 (1969).
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Employinent Security Agencies were of Spanish-American
descent
.
When the State of Alabama refused to amend its
standards for the merit system of personnel administration
to include a nondiscrimination clause, the Department of
Justice filed suit against the State. Evidence introduced
at the trial indicated that in 1968 the six state agencies
involved in the merit system had one Black among 988
•^Is^ical employees and twenty-six Blacks on their staffs
of 2,019 professional, technical, and supervisory employees.
Of the seventy custodial, labor, and laboratory helper
positions, however, sixty-seven were held by Blacks.
Private employment
Despite the fact that equal employment opportunity
requirements have been imposed on government contractors
since the 1940' s and that since 1964 and 1972, Title VII
has extended that requirement to most other employers, evi-
dence gathered by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights indi-
cates that employment discrimination in the private sector
19
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, For ALL the
People
. . . By ALL the People (1969)
.
2D
Pre-trial brief for the United States at 17, U.S.
V. Frazer, C.A. No. 2709-N (Mid. Ala. 1969)
.
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is still prevalent throughout the United States.
example, at an April 1966 hearing of the
Commission on Civil Rights in Cleveland, Ohio, testimony-
showed that there were 139 government contractors with
f^^iiities in Cleveland with fifty or more employees.
These firms had a total complement of more than 93,000
employees. Although Blacks constituted thirty— four per-
cent of Cleveland’s population, twenty—one of the firms
employed none at all and eighty-six employed less than
ten percent in their workforces.
Other federal agency investigations have revealed
similar results. It is clear that the full potential
of civil rights laws and policies has not been realized.
The persistence of discrimination raises serious questions
about the way Federal Departments and agencies charged
with civil rights responsibilities have carried them out.
More important, it raises serious questions regarding
institutional forms of discrimination.
21
Hearing before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
held in Cleveland, Ohio, April 1-7, 1966.
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Discrimination by Effect
Rather than Intent
Clearly the most hasic form of discrimination
today results from normal, often unintentional and seem-
ingly neutral practices throughout the employment process.
It is these practices that Chief Justice Warren Burger was
referring to, when he wrote that under Title VII,
Practices, procedures, or tests neutral on their
fact, and even neutral in terms of intent, cannot
be maintained if they operate to freeze the status
quo of prior discriminatory employment practices.
. .
.^^
According to court decisions, intent to discrimin-
ate need no longer be shown. The interpretation has been
that employment practices, neutral on their face, and
equally applied to all without intent to discriminate, can
in fact be discriminatory if the impact is to exclude people
of one group more than those of another. The courts have
ruled that if an employment practice excludes a signifi-
cantly higher proportion of qualified persons from one group,
it has a "disparate impact" and, unless job related, it is
23prohibited
.
^^Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971).
2 3Griggs v. Duke Power Co., supra; U.S. v. Hayes
International Corp., 456 F.2d 112, 118 (5th Cir., 1972).
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These forms of institutional discrimination are
continually perpetuated by the manner in which written
I and oral examinations are administered. Education and
experience requirements not related to the ability to per-
I
form the job have the effect of excluding large numbers of
minorities and women.
i
Identification and elimination of such institu—
1
tional forms of discrimination is the major focus of equal
employment opportunity efforts today and in the future.
The New York City Public School
System: A Special Case
The New York City public school system represents
i
1only one small part of a nation wide problem. But it may be
I
a classic example of institutional discrimination. Statis-
tics gathered by the school system clearly show dispropor-
I
tionate under representation of Black and Hispanic pro-
,
fessionals. The courts have ruled that it is the conse-
I
quences of employment practices, not the intent which de-
i
termines whether discrimination exists. Subsequent chapters
i
!
will examine the employment practices of the New York City
i
j
school system and attempt to determine whether institutional
I discrimination does exist in its selection and promotion of
»
I
minority applicants.
I
I
i
CHAPTER II
CURRENT POLICIES, PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
AFFECTING AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Introduction
The first activity necessary to establishing a mean-
ingful Affirmative Action Program within the New York City
public school system is to gather detailed information on
current methods of training, recruiting, selecting, appoint-
ing and promoting teachers and supervisors. Within these
broad areas of concentration are many more specific matters,
such as the relationship between teacher training institu-
tions and the school system, out of town recruitment as well
as recruitment in the metropolitan area, recruitment through
training of para-professionals, the relationship between re-
cruitment and the selection process, the value of state cer-
tification in the selection process, the role of the Board
of Examiners and its relationship to the Board of Education
and community school boards, the use and validity of written
tests, in-service training and promotion, and the use of
performance-based criteria in all facets of the employment
process
.
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Current Scope and Structure of the New
York City Board of Education
New York City embraces the largest public school
system in the United States. Its primary function is to
provide educational instruction for 1.1 million school chil-
dren in regular grades, from pre-kindergarten through high
school, and in special schools and classes. These services
are supplemented by an extensive program of evening schools,
continuing education, recreational activities as well as
other related programs. The operation and maintenance of
school services require facilities of nearly 1,000 buildings,
a staff of approximately 125,000 pedagogical and administra-
sniployees, and an annual budget in 1974—75 of more than
2*7 billion dollars. During the 1974—75 school year, the
workforce of the city school system was officially listed at
124,350 employees, including 74,350 pedagogical positions
and 50,000 supportive administrative personnel. The term
"pedagogical employee" is applied to persons who are li-
censed by the Board of Examiners or through the alternate
teacher selection method to serve in one or more of over
1,000 professional areas, including titles such as school
secretary, teacher, guidance counselor, assistant principal
and principal. An "administrative employee" belongs to one
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of the many classifications of civil service personnel,
ranging from architect to school lunch worker, and is cer-
tified for employment by the New York City Civil Service
Commission.
Under the decentralized community school district
system which was established by the New York State Legisla-
ture in 1969, the operation and control of the public schools
are shared by a city-wide Board of Education and thirty-two
community school boards. The Board of Education has juris-
*^iction over high schools, special schools and classes, and
certain other city-wide operations. The community school
boards control the elementary and junior high-intermediate
schools in their respective districts, subject to city-wide
policies established by the Board of Education and collective
bargaining agreements.
There are seven members on the present Board of
Education who will serve until June 30, 1978. One member is
appointed by each of the five borough presidents, and two
are appointed at large by the Mayor of the City of New York.
Each community school board has nine members who are elected
by the voters in each of the 32 school districts, and serve
for two year terms.
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The Chancellor is the chief executive officer of the
school system (see figure 1). He or she has the power, duty,
and responsibility of operating all schools and programs
under the jurisdiction of the Board of Education, and to
implement city—wide policy. The Chancellor must also assure
that community school boards and community superintendents
comply with applicable provisions of law, by-laws, rules or
regulations, directives and agreements, relating to schools
and programs under their supervision.^
The Current Employment System
In theory, there is a tripartite system for employ-
ing teachers and supervisors in the New York City public
schools. The three components are: (1) the Division of
Personnel, (2) the Board of Examiners, and (3) the community
school boards-central school board.
The Division of Personnel, as the arm of the Chan-
cellor and the Board of Education, is responsible for de-
fining eligibility requirements, recruiting qualified can-
didates, providing the Board of Examiners with analyses of
duties on the basis of which examinations are constructed,
^The New York City Board of Education, Facts and
Figures, 1974-1975 .
CENTRAL
HEADQUARTERS
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and instructing the Board of Examiners to give examinations
in particular licenses at particular times.
The Board of Examiners is responsible for designating
and administering examinations in most of the 1,000 teaching
and supervisory licenses, and for compiling eligible lists
of successful candidates (ranked lists for teaching licenses
and qualifying list for supervisory licenses). Although the
Board of Examiners is a part of the Board of Education for
many purposes, it is required by statute to carry out its
examination and eligible list functions in an independent
manner. The New York City Board of Examiners is the only
autonomous local examining body in New York State. Buffalo
was the only other school district in New York State ex-
pressly required by statute to have a local examination, but
in 1968 the requirement was eliminated by the legislature
for most supervisory positions. But, even in Buffalo, the
examination process is not administered by an independent
Board of Examiners, but rather by the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Schools.
The community school boards— for most elementary,
intermediate and junior high schools—and the city board
—
for senior high and special schools
—
generally appoint
teachers and supervisors from eligible lists, assign them to
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schools, supervise their activities and grant tenure.
This division of authority in the employment of
personnel into three discrete areas is both theoretical and
greatly oversimplified. The divisions of authority are in
practice less precise and the areas of overlapping of au-
thority more extensive.
Pre-Service Training
Over 90% of the teachers in the New York City public
school system receive their training in a New York City
college—65% of them at the City University of New York, ac-
cording to a spokesman of the Board of Examiners. The most
common educational qualification presented by candidates for
teaching licenses is a baccalaureate degree which includes
twenty-four semester hours in the professional study of edu-
cation and a college supervised student-teaching experience.
In the last few years, an "alternative B" examination has
been offered to candidates who have baccalaureate degrees
with only twelve semester hours in education (the remaining
twelve to be completed within five years).
^Testimony of Dr. Jay E. Greene, former member of
the Board of Examiners, before a hearing of the City
Commission on Human Rights held January 26, 1971.
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The Board of Education, at a time when there was a
teacher shortage, set up several programs in conjunction
with City University for candidates who wanted to take this
alternative route to licensing. The colleges involved were
instructed to give priority consideration to Black and
Puerto Rican candidates.
The first of such programs was the Intensive Teacher
Training Program (ITTP) which allowed liberal arts graduates
to take the required twelve hours of education credits in an
intensive summer program. A second program. Training Experi-
ence for New Elementary Teachers (TENET), was a year long
program for liberal arts graduates who needed education
credits or the student-teacher experience. Black and Puerto
Rican candidates comprised approximately fifty percent of
this group. A third. Teacher Education Master's Program for
Urban Schools (TEMPUS), was the master's degree component of
TENET. That program included over fifty Spanish-speaking
participants in 1969.
However, the most direct link between the school
system and the training of teachers is in the area of student
teaching and post-licensing training. Students who major in
education most often practice-teach in their senior year, if
possible, in the school district where they hope to be
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employed. A number of educators have commented, however,
that neither the colleges nor the school system has given
this aspect of training enough emphasis to prepare students
adequately for teaching in the public schools of New York
City.
In-Service Training
There is very little in-service training for teach-
ers in the New York City public school system. However,
the school system does provide new teachers with a training
program during their first year. This is, in fact, mandated
by the agreement with the UFT
. The contract requires the
principal to direct the new teacher to "devote a reasonable
number of hisAier preparation periods, not to exceed twenty,
to observing classes conducted by more experienced teachers,
or to consulting others familiar with classroom problems."^
On the supervisory level, training efforts have been pri-
marily directed toward the professional seminars and profes-
sional internship programs.
These and other such programs over a six year period
(1963-1969) are credited with increasing the number of minority
3Agreement between the Board of Education of the City
of New York and United Federation of Teachers, September 9,
1972-September 9, 1975, p. 91.
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teachers in the New York City system by fifty percent. Yet,
because of the increased growth of the system itself, and the
small base from which personnel began, the increase of mi-
nority teachers represented less than one percent of the en-
tire system.
Recruitment
The Bureau of Professional Liaison and Staffing of
the Division of Personnel has primary responsibility for
identifying and recruiting sufficient numbers of qualified
candidates. Overall, the recruiting efforts have resulted
in all vacancies being filled with regularly licensed per-
sonnel. Around 1968, one-third of all teaching positions
were filled by persons with substitute licenses. That fig-
ure has declined to approximately five percent and the Board
of Education has recently announced it will not license any
more permanent substitutes (although it has a category called
per diem substitutes). Consistently the vast bulk of re-
I
I
^ cruits have come from the New York metropolitan area.
In recent years recruitment efforts outside the New
' York metropolitan area and those aimed specifically at Black
I
I
and Spanish- speaking candidates have increased. For example,
' seventy— five percent of the total recruitment budget in the
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1968-1969 school year was spent on out-of-town recruitment.
During that same school year, almost $500,000 was allocated
to the Board of Educat ion/UFT Joint Recruitment Program
which consisted largely of out-of-town recruitment. Trips
were made regularly to Puerto Rico and to predominantly
Black Southern colleges.
In addition, there was special recruitment and train-
ing of Spanish-speaking teachers. There was also a program
which provided for para-professional employment and college
training for selected veterans in elementary schools and in
high schools. About fifty percent of that group were mi-
nority members. There are also career opportunities pro-
grams. These programs provide for college training for para-
professionals and will lead to a degree and qualifications
for a teaching license. About eighty percent of this group
consist of minority members.
Despite those emphases, most teachers still come
from the metropolitan area, with about sixty-five percent
from the City University of New York. Also, the combined
efforts have resulted in only negligible increases in Black
and Puerto Rican professionals in the school system, with
New York City remaining considerably below other large urban
school districts in this respect.
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Are the Employment Practices Discriminatory^
For more than two decades public attention has been
repeatedly drawn to the employment practices of the New York
City public schools system. There have been numerous charges
that the employment practices were in several different re-
spects discriminatory, in effect if not in intent. Moreover,
the Board of Education's ethnic survey of teaching and su-
pervisory staffs disclosed lower percentages of Black and
Hispanics than in virtually any other major urban school
system in the country (see tables 1-5). Only 8.9 percent of
teachers, 9.9 percent of assistant principals and 15.7 per-
cent of principals were Black, according to the ethnic sur-
vey of staff conducted by the Board for the school year
1973-1974. Less than three percent of the school system's
professionals were Hispanics. In comparison, as of March
1969, the ethnic survey of school staff conducted by the
Board at that time showed only eight Black licensed princi-
pals from a total number of 790 positions (see table 6).
The increase of Black principals as reflected in the 1973-
1974 ethnic survey (151 or 15.7 percent) is the result of
the Decentralization Law of 1969 and the federal court case.
Chance v. Board of Education.
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TABLE 6
ETHNIC SURVEY OF LICENSED SUPERVISORY POSITIONS
IN THE PEDAGOGICAL SERVICE
Position No . of
Whites
No . of
Blacks
No . of
Puerto
Ricans
No . of
Orientals
Principals 790 8 0 0
Asst. Principals 1,491 114 4 0
Directors 23 2 0 0
Asst. Directors
Asst. Adminis-
50 4 0 0
trative Directors 40 5 0 0
SOURCE: Office of Superintendent of Schools, Board
of Education, City of New York, March, 1969.
Quite apart from several other indicators of possi-
ble failure to offer equal employment opportunity, the per-
centage figures are unusually low for a profession which
has traditionally been among the professions most open to
Blacks and other minorities, and for a city where one-third
of the population and sixty-four percent of the public
school children are from minority groups.
The availability of minority teachers in other
urban areas is clearly seen as shown in table 7. Of the nine
major United States cities surveyed, having sixty to seventy
percent minority student population. New York City has the
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lowest percentage of minority group teachers. These statis-
tics are cited only to point out the unique position New
York City is in, not to suggest that there is a proper racial
or ethnic ratio for any city or school system.
Today, one of the major problems of the New York
City school system is the recruitment of enough Black and
Spanish-speaking teachers. Despite substantially increased
efforts during the past several years, results have been
small. Board of Education statistics show that Black teach-
ers in the system increased from 8.2 percent in 1963 to 8.8
percent in 1966 to 9.1 percent in 1969. The 1971 statistics
showed a decrease to 7.6 percent.^
The statistics regarding Puerto Rican and other
Spanish—speaking teachers and supervisors are even more dis-
couraging, according to the latest ethnic survey of profes-
sional staff (1973-1974). Only 2.9 percent of the profes-
sional staff were Spanish sur-named. Yet the number of
Puerto Rican and other Spanish-speaking students in the New
York City public schools is fast approaching 300,000 or 27.1
percent of the total school population (see table 8).
4The New York City Board of Education, Information
Center on Education Ethnic Census.
ETHNIC
COMPOSITION
OF
DAY
SCHOOL
POPULATION*
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Dr. Phyllis Wallace, Vice President of the Metro-
politan Applied Research Center in New York, also put the
New York City minority group figures into a national per-
spective. She commented:
When the recruitment and promotion of minority group
teachers and supervisory staff in the top five cities
in the United States are compared, it becomes apparent
that New York City's record is, overall, the poor-
est. ... In Chicago, Detroit and Philadelphia, the
percentages of minority group teachers is at least
three and one-half times as great as New York City.
Los Angeles, next lowest to New York City, has almost
twice the percentage of Black and Spanish-speaking
teachers as New York City.^
According to Dr. Wallace, New York City also has the poorest
record among the largest cities in terms of the percentage
of minority group personnel in supervisory positions and the
ratio of minority group teachers and principals to minority
group students.
Mrs. Daisy Hicks, a supervisor of the Board of Edu-
cation's out-of-town recruitment program said that out-of-
town recruiting has not succeeded. Mrs. Hicks attributed her
difficulties to several factors: (1) a cumbersome, confusing
{ selection process, (2) uncertainty about New York City's
j
‘ commitment to minority group professionals, and (3) the lack
I
I
I
5
,j
Testimony of Dr. Phyllis Wallace, before a hearing
of the City Commission on Human Rights, January 28, 1971.
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of guidelines with respect to professional staff integration.
How much of the problem rests with recruiting as
opposed to selection? Most dissatisfaction has focused on
the selection procedure. The Division of Personnel and the
Board of Examiners have recently, for the first time, com-
piled data about the pass-fail performance of Black and
Spanish-speaking candidates on their examinations. This
compilation was required by a federal court order in con-
nection with a suit brought by the NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, Inc.
, challenging the legality of the
school system's supervisory examinations. A similar court
case, Rubinos v. Board of Education, is also now in litiga-
Rubinos, the plaintiffs allege that the Board of
Examiners' teacher selection procedures discriminate against
Blacks and Spanish-speaking candidates.
Selection
In the public mind, selection of teachers and super-
visors in the New York City school system is regarded as the
domain of the Board of Examiners. That has been only par-
tially true since it is the Board of Education which estab-
lishes eligibility requirements to be met before a candidate
can begin the examination process. At the other end of the
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process, the body which appoints the candidate (the City
Board or community boards for schools under their respective
jurisdiction) has discretion in making the initial appoint-
ment from eligible lists, subject to the requirement that
appointment to teaching positions be made generally from the
top three candidates on ranked lists. By virtue of the 1969
Decentralization Law, eligible lists for all supervisory
Positions are qualifying rather than ranked. Therefore,
anyone whose name is on the list can be appointed. The
appointing body also has discretion as to the granting of
tenure, which is a later part of the selection process.
In addition, other provisions of the Decentralization
Law authorize community boards in certain circumstances to
appoint professional personnel outside the framework of the
Board of Examiners system. Community boards can select their
community superintendents on the basis of state certification.
And when teaching vacancies occur in schools which are in the
lowest forty-five percentile on city-wide reading tests, the
community boards can appoint teachers from October 1 to May 1
on the basis of their performance on the National Teacher Ex-
amination. Teachers may also be selected from a regular
ranked list but without regard to their rank, or from an un-
ranked list based on a special qualifying examination given
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by the Board of Examiners.
Despite these modifications, the local examination
still at the heart of the selection process. And the
Board of Examiners, as the judge of both content and per-
formance in relation to examinations, continues to be a
central force in the selection of teachers.
The New York State Constitution requires that ap-
pointments to the civil service, including teaching and
supervisory positions, "be made according to merit and fit-
ness to be ascertained, as far as practicable, by examination
which, as far as practicable, shall be competitive. ..."
The State Education Law permits each city school board in
the State except Buffalo and New York City to make appoint-
ments based on state certification and such additional or
higher qualifications as it prescribes. The 'merit and
fitness" requirement of the State Constitution may be ful-
the local school board's determination that a can-
didate possesses the necessary qualifications prescribed by
the State. And each school board has discretion to decide
the practicability of determining merit and fitness by ex-
amination, competitive or non-competitive. Only in New York
City and Buffalo has the Legislature determined that com-
petitive or qualifying examinations for most teaching and
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supervisory positions are practicable on a city-wide basis,
and only in New York City has it required a Board of Examin-
ers
.
A typical examination conducted by the Board of
Examiners consists of a written test with short-answer and
essay or written English questions, an interview test, a re-
view of record, and a physical-medical examination. In
some cases there may also be a performance component.
According to the courts, none of the aforesaid aspects
is required by the State Constitution or the State Education
Law. The requisite examination may consist of an unassembled
examination
—
perhaps just a review of record. And an unas-
sembled examination can be competitive as well as qualifying.
The Board of Examiners has created some eligible lists on
the basis of unassembled examinations. Presumably it has
the discretion to do so in all cases.
Job Descriptions and Testing
The absence of updated job descriptions for teaching
positions is also a source of concern to some educators in
New York City. Dr. Richard Barrett, Office of Admissions
Services, City University of New York, who specializes in the
impact of testing of minority groups, criticized the job
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description facet of the process for reasons beyond failure
to update. He said:
The first and, I think, most crucial step in developing
a selection procedure is a job description. The jobdescription should tell what a person does, why he does
It, how he does it, what skills are involved, what kind
of performance is likely to lead to success, what kind
of performance is likely to lead to failure. Once there
IS a good job description, and this could take months
^ sd job such as that of a principal, thedescription will serve as a guide in the development of
the rest of the selection procedure.^
If a test is not sufficiently related to a careful,
complete and current job description, its job-relatedness
IS clearly at issue. That raises a serious legal issue ac-
cording to former Assistant Attorney General Stephen Poliak,
in charge of the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Depart-
ment. He said:
The Supreme Court has ruled that any qualification must
have a rational connection with the applicant's fitness
or capacity to perform an occupation or profession.
. . .
In my judgment, this means that no school board may
lawfully use a standardized test as part of its selec-
tion process, whether for hiring, retention or pro-
motion, unless that test is a valid and reliable measure
of the candidate's capacity to perform well on the job
for which they are under consideration. In fact, the
United States District Court for the District of
Massachusetts has so held in December of 1969 in the
case called Arrington v. Massachusetts Bay Transpor-
tation Authority
. It ruled there that the Authority
denied rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment
Testimony of Dr. Richard Barrett, before a hearing
of the City Commission on Human Rights, January 27, 1971.
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when it decided among applicants ... on the basis of
scores from tests which were not job-related."^
Mr. Poliak amplified these remarks in testimony so
important as to warrant abundant guotation:
The thrust of the due process requirement is simply that
school boards must act reasonable. If a board refuses
to hire, retain or promote a teacher because of his
score on a test, then the board should be able to show
that the test is a reliable predictor of the capacity of
those taking the test to perform on the job in that
^y^tem. If the board cannot make this showing, its
action, if challenged, will not be sustained. To ful-
fill the mandate of the Equal Protection Clause, the
standardized test must not burden or benefit candidates
because of their race, economic class, or religion.
Further, where a test measures only a portion of the
qualifications required for successful performance on
the job, and that is really true with all tests that
I know of, and where members of a minority group uni-
formly score lower on the test, the Equal Protection
Clause would preclude a school board from acting solely
on the basis of the test. . . . There is no requirement
on plaintiffs to show that the school board has used
the test purposefully to discriminate. ... In deter-
mining whether a test discriminates against members of
a minority group who will be in the test population, the
school board should make its own study using expert help
as necessary.
. . . Where a test makes valid predictions
for members of a majority group, but not for a minority,
it should not be used in evaluating the latter. . . .
Where the test measures minor traits of teachers rather
than major ones, it should not be given significant
weight.
. . . Alternatives which measure critical traits
should be sought and weighed more heavily. Moreover,
this process of validation and review for non-discrimi-
nation should not be conducted once and then forgotten.
Analysis of the effect of the test on minority appli-
cants and review of the relationship of the test to the
7Testimony of Mr. Stephen Poliak, before a hearing
of the City Commission on Human Rights, January 27, 1971.
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skills considered necessary to top performance on theDob must be a continuing responsibility of the school
administrators
. . . i fear that few, if any, school
cards have made ... the studies necessary to insurethat a test serves their legitimate needs without dis-
crimination. These studies must be made and repeated
as needs change, if tests are to be the servant of theboards, rather than their master.
. . . Unless used
within proper and careful limits, a test adopted as apart will become the whole of a selection process in
what I believe will be serious risks of violations ofthe Constitution .
°
The recent case of Chance v. Board of Examiners
challenged the constitutionality of the Board's supervisory
examinations along the lines discussed by Mr. Poliak. The
Federal District Judge has ordered the Board of Examiners
and Board of Education to provide pass-fail data broken down
by race. To do so, the Board has had to conduct its first
such study regarding supervisory examinations. Nothing in
the records suggest that such a study, or any other study
dealing with the effect of the examinations on minority
groups, has been conducted with regard to teacher examinations.
The absence of an adequate job description may cre-
, ate legal problems in light of Mr. Poliak's testimony, but
I
i
the expertness with which job tasks are translated into test
items may also require scrutiny. The need for substantial
®Ibid.
I
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expertise in the areas of psychometrics and personnel manage-
ment is well recognized by the experts.
Except for the four members themselves, the entire
permanent staff of the Board of Examiners, which consist
mainly of examination assistants, are employed by a rather
loose informal process of recommendation with no specific
job description required. They are licensed pedagogical
personnel already in the school system who are assigned to
the Board of Examiners. They are not required to have any
background or training in test construction. Indeed, there
written requirements at all and apparently no written
procedures regarding who among the school system's licensed
personnel will be assigned to the Board of Examiners. The
process by which temporary examination assistants are se-
lected is, if anything, even more informal. Many see this
process as totally inconsistent with a merit system, and
members of the Board of Examiners agree that substantial
changes should be made.
Lack of Objectivity or Bias
Many charge that the New York City school system is
discriminatory, if not in purpose, certainly in effect, and
not alone on racial or ethnic grounds. It also operates, it
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IS charged, against outsiders, against all who are different,
and against all who do not reflect the conventional wisdom.
Dr. Laurence lannacone. Professor of Education Administration
at the University of Toronto and Staff Director of a study
of the Board of Examiners, testified at a hearing conducted
by the New York City Commission on Human Rights in 1971 that
the personnel practices of the school system, "function to
protect the vested interest of earlier arrivals, more es-
tablished ethnic populations ... at the expense of more
recent in-migrants or newer upwardly mobile groups. The
City schools' personnel system is so inbred as to be soci-
ological incest."
Dr. John King, formally Deputy Superintendent of
New York City Schools and a Black, said, at the same hear-
ing, that he thought the small number of Black and Puerto
Rican professionals was not a result of deliberate, planned
discrimination. "I think that it's worse. It is not un-
fairness, it is indifference. ..."
Experts see the teacher's examination process as
having two main sources of bias—cultural and geographic
bias in the written test and opportunity for highly sub-
jective reactions in the oral interview and review of record.
Studies and Evaluations
In 1959, the political scientists Wallace Sayre and
Herbert Kaufman characterized the Board of Examiners as
"A civil service reformer's dream, a bureaucrat's delight,
and an official's nightmare." Their main criticism of the
Selection technique was that it limited the sensitivity
about the work setting that people are being recruited for,
and that the examination was no more than a "ritualistic
device to promote insiders."^
In 1963 and 1966, the Daniel E. Griffith Research
Team commented on "The Board of Examiners' inefficiency in
recruitment and promotion procedures", and on "The favored
position of insiders." The Griffith recommendations were
The complete abolition of the Board of Examiners, setting
up a personnel commission,
. . . using the National Teacher
Examination as a basis for recruitment."^^ These recommen-
dations were never instituted. However, it was the Griffith
9Wallace Sayre and Herbert Kaufman, Governing New
York City
,
a report on the Board of Examiners, New York
City, 1959.
^*^Daniel E. Griffiths, John S. Benben, Samuel Goldman,
Laurance lannaccone, Wayne J. McFarland, Teacher Mobility in
New York City
,
A Study of the Recruitment, Selection, Ap-
pointment, and Promotion of Teachers in the New York City
Public Schools, Center for School Services and Off-Campus
Courses, School of Education, New York University,
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Study that gave Alfred Giordano, then President of the Board
the clout necessary to push through legislation in 1967 to
reduce the size of the Board of Examiners from nine to five,
as well as to change the administration to provide for more
flexibility in promotion procedures.
Dr. Marilyn Gittell, in her school study published
in 1968, found merit in the charges of "inbreeding" against
the school system. Her study showed that of twenty- six
field superintendents serving at that time, nineteen or
seventy-six percent had been in the school system more than
thirty years, and only one had been in the system less than
twenty years.
In 1964, after a great deal of movement in the city
in mobilization of parents to bring about equal opportunity
in education, not only for young people, but for the Black
and Puerto Rican professionals, the Board of Education urged
State Education Commissioner James Allen to appoint a com-
August 30, 1963; Daniel E. Griffiths, Richard C. Lonsdale,
Laurance lannaccone, Samuel Goldman, A Report of Recommen-
dations on the Recruitment, Selection, Appointment and
Promotion of Teachers in the New York City Public Schools,
Center for Field Research and School Services, New York
University, 1966.
^^Edward Hollander and Marilyn Gittell, Six Urban
School Districts
,
(New York: Praeger, 1968)
.
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mittee to make recommendations to the Board on its desegre-
gation policies. One of the major issues of that report
was that of the recruitment, licensing, appointment and pro-
motion of Black and Puerto Rican professionals.
The Allen Committee made note that Black and Puerto
Rican candidates have had more difficulty than others pro-
gressing through the system's hierarchy. in rejecting the
Board of Examiners' attempt at rationalization for its pro-
cedures in the situation, the Committee stated:
It is not enough that selection standards be high and
®^j®*^tive. An equally important question is whether
they are sufficiently relevant and flexible to obtain
people with the qualities most needed in the schools.
It should be possible in 1964 to find more than the
group of fewer than ten Negroes who are com-
petent to handle some of the system's more than 1,200
administrative positions. Surely more than the present
two or three Negroes are capable of outstanding service
among the 800 plus principalships
.
Summary
Despite the Board of Education's defense of its re-
cruitment and selection procedures, the fact is that few
Black and Spanish-speaking candidates pass the exams for
teaching and supervisory positions, particularly the super-
state Education Commission Advisory Committee on
Human Relations and Community Tensions, Desegregating the
Public Schools of New York City
,
a report for the Board of
Education of New York City, May 12, 1964.
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visory exam. The grand results of the meritorious recruit-
ment, licensing, and promotional procedures of the Board
of Education and the Board of Examiners up to the 1973-1974
school year was an 11.9 percent minority group professional
staff. Results of a research of other major urban school
systems across the country conclude that New York City has
the worst record of any major urban school system for the
hiring of minority group professionals.
While the Board of Education and the Board of Ex-
aminers claimed to have instituted many liberal reforms,
the meritorious appointments and promotions have not suf-
ficiently changed the imbalance. As a consequence, today
the New York City public school system is not in compliance
^^th federal law, presidential executive orders or court
decisions which require the integration of staff at all
levels
.
CHAPTER III
THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS AND THE SELECTION
PROCESS FOR SUPERVISORY POSITIONS
Introduction
The New York City school system has been described
by David Rogers as a system, "typical of what social
scientists call a 'sick' bureaucracy
—a term for organiza-
tions whose traditions, structure, and operations subvert
their stated missions and prevent any flexible accommoda-
tion to changing client demands."^ He stated further that
the system has all thos-e characteristics that every large
bureaucratic organization has, but they have been instituted
followed to such a degree that they no longer serve
their original purpose.
The one institution within the school system that
best fits Rogers' description of a bureaucracy is the Board
of Examiners. Rogers has stated, "No other single agency
within the system contributes so much to a perpetuation of
the status quo. . . . The Board of Examiners is the one
1
David Rogers, 110 Livingston Street (New York:
Random House, 1969, p. 267.
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institution that would have to be radically changed for
any meaningful reform.
. . .
Twenty five years ago Strayer and Yavner in their
evaluation report of the school system said.
Since the teaching, supervisory and administrative
personnel of any school system have the greatest
influence on the kind of education children and
youths receive, the impact of the Board of Examiners
on the quality of the educational product of the
New York City public schools can hardly be over-
estimated
.
What is the Board of Examiners?
The Board of Examiners is a statutory body, cre-
ated by an act of the legislature to function as the
examining body for the Board of Education. Although nom-
inally subject to the directives of the Chancellor and the
Board of Education, it operates under its own bylaws and
enjoys great independence of action.
No person may begin to teach in the New York City
public schools unless he or she has been found "fit and
meritorious" by the Board of Examiners. Nor, until 1971,
^Ibid.
3George Strayer and Louis Yavner, Administrative
Management of the School System of New York City
,
a report
to the New York City Board of Education, October 1951,
2:749.
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could a person advance to supervisory or administrative
positions unless he or she successfully completed an examina-
tion administered by the Board of Examiners.
The duties of the Board of Examiners are specified
in the education law of New York State and are essentially
as follows:
It shall be the duty of the Board to hold examinations
whenever necessary, to examine all applicants who are
required to be licensed or to have their names placed
upon eligible lists for appointment in the schools in
such city, except examiners, and to prepare all neces-
sary eligible lists. ... It shall perfoirm such other
duties as the Board of Education may require."^
The Board of Examiners is unique in several respects.
It selects the staff for the largest public school system in
the world. It differs from examining boards of sm.aller
school systems in the great number and variety of
examinations it administers. It differs from the civil service
commissions of large municipalities and states in that it deals
almost exclusively with professionally trained applicants.
Brief History
The Board of Examiners was organized in 1898 by an
act of the state legislature. It originally consisted of four
^Education Law, Section 871, as added by L. 1917,
Ch. 786, and amended by L. 1920, Ch. 837.
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members and the Superintendent of Schools who was chairman,
ex officio. in 1917 the Superintendent of Schools was re-
moved from the Board of Examiners, and the four man board
began to elect its own chairman. in 1920 the membership of
the Board was increased to seven by the State legislature.
The Superintendent of Schools or his delegate was still
excluded from the Board. in 1937 the composition of the
Board was again changed, this time from seven to eight mem-
bers. One of the eight was to be the Superintendent of
Schools. In 1947, ten years later, its number was increased
to nine. In addition, the Superintendent, as one of the nine
members, was authorized to be represented by a voting deputy.
Finally in 1967, primarily as a result of Daniel E. Griffith's
study of 1966, the State legislature reduced the size of the
Board from nine to the current five members.
Organization of the Board of Examiners
The current five member Board of Examiners consist
of a chairperson, three examiners and the Chancellor's desig-
nee (the Executive Director of Personnel). The examiners
(including the chairperson) are appointed by the Board of
Education after a competitive examination conducted by the
New York City Civil Service Commission. The appointments to
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the Board of Examiners carry life tenure. For the first time
in the history of the Board of Examiners, two of its present
permanent members are Black. However, none are Puerto Rican.
Charges of Discrimination
Despite the Board of Examiners' defense of testing
procedures on the ground that they eliminated patronage, some
Board of Education members, civil rights groups, the Chair-
person of the City Commission on Human Rights, Black teachers'
organizations and Black supervisors, coalitions of Black
ministers, and former Mayor John V. Lindsay, have attacked
the institution for discrimination against Blacks. Few
hard facts were produced which clearly demonstrate the charge
beyond individual complaints. Nevertheless, statistical data
as well as individual reports lend evidence that Black appli-
cants were not received with open arms in the past. For
example, in 1969 there were only eight Black licensed prin-
5
cipals out of a total of 790.
There has also been much concern voiced by Black
teachers and civil rights leaders concerning the coaching
courses given by principals, department heads or assistant
5Board of Education, City of New York, Ethnic Survey
of Licensed Supervisory Positions in the Pedagogical Service,
March, 1969.
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superintendents for people preparing to take the assistant
principal and principal exams. Many Blacks complained that
those coaching courses, for years, were only open to
"insiders"; that principals often invited only their friends
to attend, and Blacks seldom got into the courses. m
addition, the coaching courses were expensive. Some of the
coaching schools charged from $300 to $500.
The coaching courses were essentially memorization
exercises. Coaches generally used mimeograph machines to
produce standard answers to standard questions and would
suggest mnemonic formulas to help applicants prepare for the
test. Regardless of the validity of the complaints, the
fact IS that few Blacks and Hispanics passed the supervisory
exams
.
Chance-Mercado v. the Board of
Examiners: A Case History
There have been numerous studies and evaluations of
the Board of Examiners over the last twenty years. Many of
the studies and evaluations have recommended completely
abolishing the Board of Examiners. However, it was not until
1970, when two acting principals named Chance and Mercado
filed suit in Federal Court against the Board of Examiners
charging discrimination, that any meaningful change took place
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V7ith respect to this institution. The implications of this
case are of such significance as to warrant abundant review.
Early in 1970, Boston Chance, a Black acting prin-
cipal of P.S. 104, an elementary school in the Bronx, and
Louis Mercado, a Puerto Rican acting principal of P.S. 75,
an elementary school in Manhattan, brought suit against the
Board of Examiners and the Board of Education in the United
States District Court, Southern District of New York. In
the class action suit, Messrs. Chance and Mercado alleged
that the competitive examinations, which must be passed by
a candidate before he or she can qualify for licensing and
appointment, discriminated against Blacks and Puerto Ricans.
The suit further charged that the examinations had
not been validated or shown to fairly measure the skill,
and fitness of applicants for a particular supervisory
position. Nor did it indicate that success on the examina-
tions led to success as a supervisor. Federal Judge Walter
R. Mansfield subsequently temporarily enjoined the Board of
Examiners from conducting supervisory examinations and es-
tablishing eligibility lists.
Former Requirements for Permanent Appointment
to Supervisory Positions
An applicant for permanent appointment to a supervi-
sory position in the New York City public school system prior
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to 1971 had to, in addition to meeting state requirements,
obtain a New York city license. First, each candidate must
have met minimum education and experience requirements es-
tablished by the Board of Education and the Chancellor. For
example, a candidate for principal of a day elementary
school must, among other things, have had four years of
teaching experience in day schools under regular license and
appointment as a teacher; two years of supervisory experience
in day schools under license and appointment; or have met
various alternative experience requirements.
Next the candidate must have passed an examination
procedure prepared and administered by the Board of Examiners
for the particular type of classification of supervisory post
desired. This may have taken as long as two years to com-
plete. If the candidate successfully completed the testing
procedure, he or she was granted a license and placed on a
list of those eligible for assignment to the type of supervi-
soiry position involved. The appropriate school governing
body the central board for high schools and the community
boards for elementary and intermediate schools—then selected
the person it wished from the eligible list to fill an open
position. Since appointments of permanent supervisory per-
sonnel in the New York City school system were only made from
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lists of eligibles who had passed examinations, the Board
I
from time to time announced and conducted examinations for
particular supervisory positions {of which there were more
j
than fifty different types) following which the number of
persons eligible for appointment ware supplemented by promul-
I
gation of lists of those who passed the latest examinations.
1
:
If a successful candidate, after being listed as eligible
I
for appointment, was not appointed within four years, he or
(
she was dropped from the list and must again pass the quali-
fying examination to be placed as eligible.
As previously stated, only in the cities of New York
I
and Buffalo does State law provide for examinations in addi-
tion to State certification, and only the New York City school
system maintains a Board of Examiners and the specific exami-
I nation and licensing procedure spelled out in the Chance
j
court case.
I
Boston M. Chance had been employed in the New York
I
City school system for over fifteen years and was an acting
j
principal of an elementary school in the Bronx. He was
{
I
found to possess all of the basic qualifications of education
I
I
and experience established by State law and the Board of
i
Education for the position of principal of an elementary
school. However, Mr. Chance did not have a city license as
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an elementary school principal and therefore was barred from
securing a permanent position as principal. m September,
1968, Mr. Chance took the examination given by the Board of
Education for the position of assistant principal, junior
high school, but failed it and thus was not placed on the
eligibility list and was not issued a license entitling him
to permanent appointment.
Louis Mercado, a Puerto Rican who holds a New York
State license as a principal, had been employed in the New
York City school system for over twelve years. He had
served as acting principal of an elementary school in Manhat-
tan, but was barred from permanent appointment because he
did not have a New York City license as an elementary school
principal. Mr. Mercado never took the relevant Board of
Examiners' supervisory examination.
Both Mr. Chance and Mr. Mercado were selected for
their acting principalships by their respective community
school board, in accordance with New York City's Decentrali-
zation Act. In some instances community school boards found,
after interviewing licensed principals listed as eligible by
the Board, that other persons not licensed were more qualified
to serve as principals than those who were licensed.
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At the time of the Chance-Mercado case in 1970,
there were over 900 licensed principals serving the New York
City school system. The principals served on varying levels
such as elementary day, junior high school and high school
positions. While most of them acted as heads of schools,
others functioned in administrative positions. Of the ap-
proximately 900 principals employed by the New York City
school system at that time (1970-71), only eleven were Black
and only one was Puerto Rican. Furthermore, of the 750 li-
censed principals of New York elementary schools, only five
were Black and none were Puerto Rican.
^
Of the 1,610 licensed assistant principals of New
York City junior high and elementary schools, only seven per-
*^snt were Black and two percent were Puerto Rican. Fur-
thermore, when the list for the position of principal, ele-
mentary school, was originally promulgated, only six out of
340 candidates were Black and none were Puerto Rican. When
the list for principal, high school, was promulgated, none
of the twenty-two licensed candidates were Black or Puerto
Rican. The promulgated list of licensed assistant principals
for junior high schools revealed that only fifty-five out of
Ibid., September, 1970.
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699 candidates were Black and none were Puerto Rican.’
The above statistics were the basis for the Chance-
Mercado court action. it was their contention that the
written and oral examinations of the Board of Examiners were
the major factors accounting for the extremely low percentage
of Black and Puerto Rican supervisors in a school system in
which over fifty-five percent of the student body were Black
and Puerto Rican.
Their basic argument was summarized in court papers
as follows:
These tests place a premium on familiarity with organi-
zational peculiarities of the New York City school
system which, while having little to do with educational
needs, are largely gained through coaching and assis-
tance from present predominately white, supervisory
personnel .
°
The plaintiffs further amended their complaint as
follows
:
The testing procedures do not indicate a candidate's
ability to do the job being tested for. There is no
®^i*^snce that they measure merit or fitness, they have
never been validated, and they are unreliable psycho-
logical instruments.
^Ibid.
QChance et al., v. the Board of Examiners and the
Board of Education of the City of New York et al.. No. 70
Civ. 4141, September 20, 1971.
9Amended complaint submitted to the court by Chance
and Mercado.
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Rather than risk the endless delay that would have
been encountered while the parties obtained essential evi-
dence through pretrial discovery procedures, the court
directed the parties to use their best efforts to agree on
a procedure whereby the Board of Examiners and the Board of
Education would compile the necessary racial statistics.
After months of research the court was given the pass-fail
statistics for the relevant racial and ethnic groupings of
candidates for fifty supervisory examinations given over
the past few years.
The Survey
The ethnic and racial survey submitted to the court
revealed that out of 6,201 candidates taking most of the
supervisory examinations given in the last seven years
(1963-70), 5,910 were identified by race. Of the 5,910 iden-
818 were Black or Puerto Rican and 5,092 were others
(white)
. The court's analysis of the aggregate pass-fail
statistics for the entire group revealed that only 31.4
percent of the 818 Black and Puerto Rican candidates passed
as compared with 44.3 percent of the 5,092 white candidates.
The court thus concluded that on an overall basis, white
candidates passed at almost one and one-half times the rate
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of Black and Puerto Rican candidates. The overall figures,
however, told only part of the story. Of greater signifi-
cance, stated the court, were the results of two examina-
tions which had by far the largest number of candidates.
The two examinations were for Assistant Principal of Day
Elementary School and Assistant Principal of Junior High
School (see table 9).
The court concluded that white candidates passed the
examination for Assistant Principal of Junior High School at
almost double the rate of Black and Puerto Rican candidates,
and passed the examination for Assistant Principal of Day
Elementary School at a rate one-third greater than Black and
Puerto Rican candidates.
The gross disparity in passing rates on those two
examinations was of significance to the court not only be-
cause they were taken by far more candidates than those
sny other examinations conducted in the last seven
prior to that time, but also because the assistant
principalship has traditionally been the route to and prereq-
uisite for the most important supervisory position—Principal.
Therefore, to the extent that Black and Puerto Ricans were
screened out by the examination for Assistant Principal they
were not only prevented from becoming Assistant Principals
ETHNIC
SURVEY
OF
CANDIDATES
TAKING
SUPERVISORY
EXAMINATIONS
DURING
THE
PERIOD,
1963-70
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but were also kept out of the pool of eligibles for future
examinations for the position of Principal. The fact that
the process involved a series of examinations at different
times in his or her career served to magnify the statistical
differences between the white and non-white pass-fail rates,
so stated Judge Mansfield.
Dr. Jacob Cohen, an expert in the field of statis-
tics testified that on the basis of a large sample (5,910
out of 6,201 candidates), the test results were especially
valuable and formed a sound basis for drawing valid statis-
tical conclusions as the difference in passing rates between
the ethnic groups involved. In analyzing the statistics he
used the Chi-Square Test (Yates-corrected)
,
which is a
method using formulas generally accepted by statistical ex-
perts to determine whether an observed difference in any
given sample is greater than that which would be expected on
the basis of mere chance or probability. Dr. Cohen found
with respect to the aggregate test that by "the Chi-Square
(Yates-corrected) statistical test, the probability of the
difference being a chance result not related to the factor
of race is determined as less than one in one billion."
(Emphasis added)
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Ethnic Comparison with other
Urban School Systems
In reaching a decision in the Chance-Mercado case.
Judge Mansfield indicated that he was also impressed with
the revealing statistics comparing the percentage of Black
and Puerto Rican Principals to white Principals in the five
largest school systems in the country (see table 10)
.
TABLE 10
ETHNIC SURVEY OF PRINCIPALS IN THE FIVE
LARGEST U.S. SCHOOL SYSTEMS
City
Total No. of
Principals % Black
% Puerto
Rican
% Black and
Puerto Rican
Detroit 281 16.7 16.7
Phila. 267 16.7 — 16.7
Los Angeles 1,012 8.0 1.7 9.7
Chicago 479 6.9 — 6.9
New York 862 1.3 0.1 1.4
SOURCE: Chance v. Board of Education, court papers
filed with Judge Mansfield.
These figures submitted to the court dated June 11,
1971 and accepted by the defendants, clearly showed New York
City to have by far the lowest percentage of minority per-
sonnel. The next lowest listed was Chicago which showed
almost five times the percentage of minority principals found
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in New York City. Statistics presented to the court also
showed similar imbalance with respect to minority assistant
principals (see table 11).
TABLE 11
ETHNIC SURVEY OF ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS IN THE
FIVE LARGEST U.S. SCHOOL SYSTEMS
City
Total No. of
Asst. Prin. (s) % Black
% Puerto
Rican
% Black and
Puerto Rican
Detroit 360 24.7 0.2 24.9
Phila. 225 37.0 _ _ 37 .
0
Los Angeles —
Chicago 714 32.5 _ ^ 32.5
New York 1,610 7.0 0.2 7.2
SOURCE: Chance v. Board of Education, court papers
filed with Judge Mansfield.
Relationship between % of Black and Puerto
Rican Supervisors and % of Black and
Puerto Rican Students
The plaintiffs also argued that discrimination may be
inferred from the fact that the percentage of Black and Puerto
Rican Principals and Assistant Principals in New York City
schools in 1970-71 (1.4% and 7.2%, respectively) was far
below the percentage of the total student body who were Black
and Puerto Rican (55.8%) and when compared with similar
figures for the five largest school systems in the country
constituted not only the lowest minority representation in
the supervisory ranks, but also the lowest ratio of such
minority group supervisors to minority group students.
Judge Mansfield rejected that contention. He stated
that supervisors are drawn from the pool of qualified
teachers, most of whom attended elementary and high school
long ago, and not from present-day students. He stated
further
:
Undoubtedly the low number of minority teachers eligible
to take the supervisory examinations prescribed by the
Board has been due in part to the fact that the percen-
tage of minority students who 10 or 15 years ago went on
to college and qualified for a teaching career, and thus
provided the source of today's minority teachers, was
much smaller than the number of white students following
such a course, with the result that a larger pool of
qualified white graduates entered the teaching profession.
and Mansfield continues,
. . . the minority student population in New York City
has increased during the same period, with the effect
of increasing the racial imbalance between teachers and
students
.
He concluded that current efforts to promote higher
educational opportunities for minority groups will not pro-
duce qualified teachers for some time. Nevertheless, the
percentage ratios of minority supervisors as compared to mi-
nority student body had no value with respect to the ques-
tion before the court, which was whether New York City's
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examination system discriminated against minority candidates
who have already qualified as licensed teachers.
Comparison between Percentage of Blach and Puerto
Rican Members of General Population of New
York City and Percentage of Black
and Puerto Rican Supervisors
The court was also unimpressed with arguments pre-
sented comparing the percentage of Black and Puerto Rican
members of the general New York City population and the
percentage of Black and Puerto Rican Principals and Assis-
tant Principals found in the City's total school supervisory
personnel
.
Judge Mansfield commented that:
Statistical comparisons to the general racial population
of the community may be relevant in determining whether
there is discrimination in job opportunities that are
supposed to be open to the general public,
. . . But we
dealing with candidates who must meet prelimin-
ary eligibility requirements as to education and ex-
perience that are not possessed by most of the general
population. Where the education of our children is at
stake, such insistence upon the highest possible quality
in our teachers is a salutary and lawful objective, pro-
vided it does not result in racial discrimination be-
tween candidates who are otherwise eligible, which is
the case here.
The evidence submitted by plaintiffs, with the ex-
ception spelled out above, established to the court's satis-
faction that the examinations prepared and administered by
the Board of Examiners for the licensing of supervisoiry
personnel in New York City schools did have "the ^ facto
effect of discriminating significantly and substantially
against qualified Black and Puerto Rican applicants."
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De Facto Discrimination Alone not Sufficient
However, Judge Mansfield stated that the existence
of such ^ facto discrimination, standing alone, would not
necessarily entitle plaintiffs to relief. He disclosed that
the Constitution does not require that minority candidates
be licensed as supervisors in the same proportion as white
candidates. He further stated that:
The goal of the examination procedures should be to
provide the best qualified supervisors, regardless of
race, and if the examinations appear reasonably
constructive to measure knowledge, skills and abilities
essential to a particular position, they should not be
nullified because of a d^ facto discriminatory impact.
Content Validity v. Predictive Validity
The court next moved to the issue of the validity of
the examinations. The defendants and plaintiffs disagreed as
to which side should bear the burden of proving that the ex-
aminations were job-related. Judge Mansfield ruled that
since the plaintiffs successfully showed that the examina-
tions resulted in substantial discrimination against a mi-
nority racial group qualified to take them, the Board of
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Examiners be given the burden to prove "that the examinations
are required to measure abilities essential to performance
of the supervisory positions for which they are given."
It seems to be generally accepted, particularly as
a result of the Supreme Court ruling in Griggs v. Duke Power
Co.,^° that before an examination can be recognized as a re-
liable instrument for measuring the fitness and ability of a
candidate to perform tasks demanded by a given position, the
examination must be validated, i.e., shown to be reasonably
capable of measuring what it purports to measure. Experts
disclose that the first step toward this basic objective is
to insure that the subject matter of the examination will
the candidate information that is relevant to
the job for which it is given. if so, it is said to have
"content validity. "
It is generally accepted that in constructing an ex-
amination that will have content validity, " the preferred
course is first to have an "empirical" analysis made of the
position for which it is given, usually by experts or pro-
fessionals in the field. Such an analysis requires a study
to be made of the duties of the job, of the performance by
those already occupying it, and of the elements, aspects
10
.Griggs et al., v. Duke Power Company, No. C-210-G-66,
December 23, 1970.
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and characteristics that make for successful performance.
Questions are then formulated, selective procedures estab-
lished, and criteria prepared for examiners that should
elicit information enabling them to measure these charac-
teristics, skills and proficiencies in a candidate and de-
termine his capacity to do the job satisfactorily.
Dr. Robert Thorndike, Professor of Psychology and
Education at Columbia Teachers College and a testing con-
sultant to the Board of Examiners, has observed:
Whenever a test is being tried for selection of personnel
for some job specialty, it is most desirable that it be
validated empirically. Experimental evidence is called
to show that the test is in fact effective in dis-
criminating between those who are and those who are not
successful in a particular job. Though it may be nec-
essary under the press of an emergency to rely upon the
professional judgment of the psychologist to establish
the value of a test for personnel selection, this must be
recognized as a stop-gap.
Dr. Thorndike is of the opinion that content validity is
generally assessed in terms of how well the examination task
matches specific parts of the performance required of the
job and how important those parts are to the total performance.
"Predictive validity, " on the other hand, is an ex-
amination's ability to identify who will perform well on the
job. This type of validity, experts say, usually is evaluated
L. Thorndike and E. Hagen, Measurement and
Evaluation in Psychology and Education
,
January 1, 1971,
pp. 616-41.
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by empirical studies to determine whether examination scores
are closely related to appropriate measures of success on
the job.
Distinctions have been made with respect to validity
between a proficiency test and an aptitude test. Concerning
supervisory examinations in the New York City school system.
Dr. Thornkike's position has been that because a proficiency
test assesses the extent to which an applicant has certain
specific skills or knowledge required on a job, it is usually
validated by a "content validity" study, other testing ex-
perts, however, state that "predictive validity" studies are
more appropriate for proficiency tests as well as aptitude
tests. Dr. Aaron Carton, Professor of Education at Stony
Brook State College has stated:
Without studies of predictive validity (i.e., assessmentsto how well the tests select individuals who function
successfully on the job) the very assumptions as to what
constitutes expertise in any given field cannot be fullytested .
^
In Chance-Mercado v. Board of Examiners both the de-
fendants and the plaintiffs had opposing views with respect
to the validity of the examinations given for supervisory
positions in the school system. Plaintiffs argued that
content validity" was of limited value in selecting
12Affidavit of Dr. Aaron Carton, October 25, 1970.
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supervisors because of the difficulties faced in preparing
tests that fairly sample the job and accurately predict a
candidate's performance. They further argued that ex-
aminations for such positions are useful only if they have
"predictive validity," since content validity is primarily
relevant for the purpose of determining whether a candidate
has learned a defined body of knowledge rather than for the
purpose of determining how he will use and apply that knowl-
edge on the job.
The Board of Examiners took the view that "content
validity" was more important in determining a candidate's
proficiency or capacity to perform the duties of a Principal,
and that "predictive validity" should be "de-emphasized"
in judging the utility of such tests "because predictive
validity is more relevant to aptitude for learning than to
achievement or proficiency for satisfactory performance on
the job .
"
Structure of a Typical Supervisory Exam
A typical supervisory examination at the time of the
Mansfield Decision consisted of two parts: (1) a written
test, and (2) an oral interview. The percentage weight at-
tributed to each part of the examination varied according to
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the supervisory position involved. Generally, forty-five to
fifty percent was accorded to the written examination,
twenty-five to thirty percent to the oral examination and
another twenty-five to thirty percent to an appraisal of
the candidate’s training and experience, record, written En-
glish, and physical and medical condition. At the time of
the court case, it was disclosed by officials of the Board
of Examiners that examinations for Principals of Day Elemen-
tary schools were weighted fifty percent for the written
part and fifty percent for the oral interview with no weight
apparently given to the other factors mentioned above.
The written test in the past had usually consisted
of an essay portion and a short-answer section, the latter
usually consisted of a series of approximately 200 multiple
choice questions, each of which required an answer-number to
be selected and registered by the candidate on a separate
answer sheet. The oral interview was conducted by a com-
mittee of three examiners. it usually consisted of a
hypothetical problem situation that might be encountered by
a Principal or supervisor in the course of administration
(e.g., problem in human relations, teacher training, or ad-
ministration of a program) followed by questions to which he
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or She responded orally
.t so^e length. The co™„ittee then
evaluated the candidate’s speech, grar™ar, clarity of ex-
pression, comprehension of the problem, definiteness and
P ticality of his or her proposals, soundness of judgment,
ability to present ideas and meet challenges, poise, courtesy
and similar qualities. More recently, (between 1968-1970)
the examination for Principal was changed to consist of only
say type test, with the short-answer portion deleted,
primarily because it was largely a matter of memory. However,
the short-answer section was retained in most written examin-
ations for Assistant Principals.
The Board of Examiners' Argument
The Board of Examiners contended that its examin-
ations were valid, reliable and objective." it further
asserted that for each examination given, it had obtained
from the Board of Education a statement of the duties of the
position for which the examination was to be given. Accord-
ing to Board of Education officials, a committee or panel
of experts were assembled, after the duties of the position
were established, to specify those responsibilities considered
most significant. Representatives of the Board of Examiners
stated that well known interested educators and lay persons
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were consulted with respect to the qualities for which a can-
didate was to be tested, with the aid of those consultants,
the Board of Examiners' staff constructed questions designed
to elicit the knowledge and skills required of a candidate.
To support its position, the Board of Examiners sub-
mitted affidavits of several respected experts in the field
of educational testing. Examples of two such statements
follow:
In general, the Board of Examiners appears to have made
a conscientious and informed attempt to develop testtasks that do correspond to selected ones of the speci-fications set forth by the supervisory persons who set
out the requirements for the job.^^
The approach used by the Board of Examiners in deter-
mining the validity of relevance of its tests consists
essentially of a strategy which relies on the judgments
of experts and consensus among them as to what consti-
tutes an appropriate test item.^'^
Decision
Judge Mansfield indicated in his decision that the
Board of Examiners" methods and procedures as described,
seemed reasonable enough. However, the Judge found a fatal
weakness in the Board of Examiners’ system. The weakness,
1 -DAffidavit of Dr. Robert L. Thorndike, October 9,
1970.
^^Affidavit of Dr. Aaron Carton, October 25, 1970.
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as stated, was found in the methods used by the Board to
implement the techniques and procedures adopted in principle
and approved by their testing experts. Judge Mansfield
found that, "Despite its professed aims the Board has not
in practice taken sufficient steps to insure that its ex-
aminations will be valid as to content, much less to pre-
dictiveness." As examples of this flaw Judge Mansfield
cited instances where "experts" or "well known interested
lay persons" were supposedly consulted for advice on qual-
ities being tested for in the construction of an examination
for Elementary School Principal, which was given on
November 3, 1970. Some of the named consultants submitted
affidavits to the effect that the meeting had not been
called for the purpose of obtaining views on the qualities
to be tested or to discuss appropriate selection criteria,
but for other purposes. One person, Mr. Peter J. Strauss,
Member of Community School Board No. 2 stated:
It is my recollection of the meeting that the ensuing
discussion of the qualities to be sought in a candidate
was initiated by the consultants, not by Mr. Rockowitz
or any other representative of the Board of Examiners.
Many of us expressed our dissatisfaction with the
adequacy and relevance of the qualities which the Board
of Examiners was apparently intending to test for, based
on the established 'duties of the position. ' We indi-
cated that in our view it was essential to test for
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b^th^Board'o^ never been consideredy the Board of Examiners in examining principals. ^5
Mr. Strauss stated further that no conclusion, consensus or
agreement was reached between the consultants present at the
meeting and the Board of Examiners. No follow-up meeting
was ever held.
Furthermore, Harvey B. Scribner, then Chancellor of
the New York City school system, never shared the Board of
Examiners' confidence in the validity of its examinations.
In a memorandum to the Board of Education dated October 13,
1970, Dr. Scribner noted that he was "pressed to evaluate
whether the present examination and licensing system, which
dictates specific limitations of employment and promotion
of staff for the public schools, is a help or a hardship
the efforts of community boards to operat^
. . . .
" He
recommended that in lieu of current employment practices the
Board adopt New York State certification, plus such criteria
as each community board might prescribe for those to be
selected by it, as the minimum requirement for employment
in New York City public schools. He concluded:
For the reasons outlined in this position paper, my
position with regard to the Chance and Mercado case is
that I prefer not to defend myself against the action.
To do so would require that I both violate my own
15Affidavit of Peter J. Strauss, November 4, 1970.
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be workable. We arp -c . ^J-J-eve to
leaves no alternative to tL ^ education which
creative ^ selection of the mostteachers; the most talented supervisors- the
administrators whopossess the highest level of leadership qualities pos-
ble^%
wherever they may be found and as are availa-e at any given time. i
The court finally ruled as follows:
Reluctant as we are to invade a profession characterizedby an expertise not shared by us, we must conclude onthe record before us that while the Board has adoptedprocedures designed for content validity, it does notappear in practice to have achieved this goal.
As a result the court issued a preliminary injunction
restraining the Board of Examiners from (1) conducting fur-
ther examinations of the type found to be unconstitutionally
discriminatory against Blacks and Puerto Ricans, and (2) pro-
mulgating eligible lists on the basis of such examination
procedures. Thus, for the first time in over seventy years
the solid control held by the Board of Examiners over who
becomes a supervisor in the New York City school system was
broken.
Special Circular No. 30
As a result of the Chance-Mercado Decision, the
school system had to produce a temporary procedure for the
assignment of supervisors to vacant positions within the
04
system. On October 25, 1972, Chancellor Harvey B. Scribner
issued Special Circular No. 30 entitled. Regulations
Ggyerninq the Assignment of Acting Supervisors
, while the
court order was in effect no permanent supervisory positions
were made, instead persons possessing appropriate state
certification or meeting eligibility requirements for the
most recent appropriate supervisory examination were eligi-
ble for appointment as Acting Supervisors.
The court order has been modified a number of times
since the original order of July 14, 1971. However, the
regulations governing supervisory appointments as described
in Special Circular 30, remain the procedure by which a
candidate is assigned to a supervisory position in the New
York City public school system.
Conclusion
Author, David Rogers was quoted as having said,
"The Board of Examiners is the one institution that would
have to be radically changed for any meaningful reform such
as decentralization and perfoimance budgeting to be
effective." There is convincing evidence that Rogers' as-
sessment of the Board of Examiners is equally true with re-
spect to affirmative action. It is reasonable to state that
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no meaningful Program of Affirmative Action within the Board
of Education can be implemented without radical changes in
the Board of Examiner's selection process.
This chapter has described how the court has mandated
major changes in that selection process as it pertained to
supervisors. As a result of the court mandated changes, the
system has already experienced appreciable increases in the
percentage of minority supervisors in the school system.
However, few such changes have occurred with respect to the
selection process for teachers. Consequently, the New York
City school system has the lowest percentage of minority
teachers of any major school system in the country.
It IS hoped that the New York City Board of Education
will recognize the significance of the precedent established
in the Chance case and voluntarily adopt an internal affir-
mative action program. it can be reasonably assumed,
however, that the failure on the part of the Board of Edu-
cation to voluntarily adopt an affirmative action program
for its employees will eventually result in additional court
mandated affirmative action requirements.
Ironically, the Board of Education does have an
equal opportunity policy and affiirmative action program for
the contractors, vendors and suppliers who provide the
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school system with the necessary goods and services to
function. School officials estimated that the cost for
such goods and services amount to over a half billion
dollars per year and produce thousands of jobs. m the
following chapter we will explore the Board of Education's
contract compliance program and its relationship to the
overall concept of affirmative action.
CHAPTER IV
affirmative action thru
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE
Introduction
The institutions of American education, historically,
have represented both opportunities and obstacles for the
growth and development of non-white communities. For many
years teaching represented the one major "professional" area
where Blacks were accepted, at least on a conditional basis.
However, the conditions of Black involvement in education
have been highlighted by the limitations of assignments in
segregated schools and the virtual exclusion from key ad-
ministrative and policy making roles. A recent survey of
the number of Black professionals now in key administrative
positions and serving on the boards of the nation's schools
indicates that some progress has been made. On the other
hand, the long time exclusion of Blacks and other minorities
from positions of power and authority in education has left
the leadership with the tremendous task of understanding and
dismantling, not just those practices which are overtly
racist, but also those that are hidden within the complexities
107
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of the institutions.
It is possible to point to some areas of public edu-
cation today and talk about progress with regard to equal
employment opportunity. However, the extent of participation
by Black and other minority groups in the "business" of edu-
cation* IS, at best, discouraging in the context of its im-
portance to both the economic and political growth of Black
communities
.
Systematic inquiry into the extent of Black parti-
cipation in the businesses related to providing goods and
services to public schools has been almost non-existent.
Further, political action aimed at forcing public schools to
respond equitably to Black communities has, for the most
part, addressed the issue of Black participation in the
business of education in only a very limited fashion. Start-
ing about 1963, civil rights organizations, such as the Urban
League, CORE, and the NAACP, began to make a number of de-
mands related to school construction. Not only did the civil
rights workers struggle to prevent the construction of
*The business" of education can be defined as those
functions in a school system which are non-pedagogical and
which provide the many goods and services necessary to sus-
tain the system. It includes the contractors, vendors and
suppliers who service the school system.
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schools Which were destined to become segregated, but they
obbied aggressively for the employment of Blacks and
other minorities in the various skilled trades involved in
construction projects using public funds. These political
actions were aimed principally at getting jobs for Blacks
and other minorities within the contracting white firms.
Partly because of the embryonic state of development of
most minority construction firms during those early days,
public agencies were not pressed to do business with mi-
nority owned firms.
Around 1965, a number of school districts across
the country began to appoint Equal Employment Opportunity
and Contract Compliance Officers. The establishment of
such positions was largely in response to pressures from
community groups and the requirements of emergent federal
legislation such as the 1964 Civil Rights Act as well as
Presidential Executive Order 11246. Many school districts
pointed to EEO and Contract Compliance Officers as examples
of their commitment to equal opportunity for minorities.
However, examination of many such offices suggest that they
are, for the most part, examples of symbolic politics.
School policies to support the work of EEO and Contract
Compliance Officers are, generally, grossly insufficient.
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Also, the effectiveness of most contract compliance programs
is greatly impaired by the lack of adequate budgets or
Staffs
.
Thus, the range of minority group involvement in
the business of providing goods and services to the public
education systems of America is extremely limited. The
United States Office of Education projected 58.9 million
students to be enrolled in classes from kindergarten to
post-graduate studies for the 1975-1976 school year. While
that projection was 200,000 fewer than last year, the cost
of education increased by $11 billion from last year— for
a total of $119 billion or eight percent of the Gross
National Product in federal, state, local and private money.
^
Most of that money will go into the salaries of 3.06 million
teachers and 300,000 non teaching staff members. Of the
approximately 8.5 billion spent annually by the nation's
school systems to acquire the buildings, books, pencils and
paper consumed in educating the nation's school children,
only a microscopic percentage can be identified as going to
Black or other minority group firms.
^
^The New York Times
. September 3, 1975, p. 33.
2Black Enterprise
, "The Cost of Education,
"
September, 1972, p. 54.
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still, the concepts of community control, strong
equal opportunity and contract compliance programs are
changing that picture in a few cities. And while Black in-
volvement in the business aspect of education is embryonic
and, therefore, difficult to evaluate, both the need and
the opportunity to broaden the involvement seems clear.
Contract Compliance and the
York city School Systcrn
The New York city Board of Education is a major
consumer of goods and services, provided by a variety of
private businesses, vendors and contractors. Some examples
of the Board's role as a major consumer of goods and ser-
vices are as follows.-
During the fiscal year 1973-1974 construction was
completed on seventy-one capital school projects ata total cost of $154,423,806.^
In fiscal year 1973-1974 construction contracts wereawarded for sixty-four capital school projects at acost of $123,320,840.90.^
Capital school construction contracts at a cost of$29,634,531 were also awarded for modernizations, air
Board of Education, City of New York, Division ofSchool Buildings, Report on Capital Construction Prnrrr-^nifor Fiscal Year 1973-74
.
^
4
Ibid
.
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poUution, renovations of kitchens, maintenance ofschool buildings and security installations.^
As of June 30, 1974, the Bureau of Construction ofthe Board, had under its supervision the construction
of ninety-six school projects costing $489,427,414.^
During the fiscal year 1973-1974 designs were com-
projects, with an estimated value of$17,368,989. Twenty-three projects estimated at$134,744,100, were completed by private Architects.
Sixteen projects, with an estimated value of $9,809,889,
were completed by private Engineers.”^
The grand total of construction contract awards for the
fiscal year 1973-1974 was in the amount of $152,955,371.
For the fiscal year 1972-1973, the amount was $153,118,576.45
(see tables 12 and 13)
.
The Bureau of Maintenance of the Board of Education
estimate that over 5,000 contracts involving maintenance and
repair work are awarded annually by the Board.
Mr. Walter Kraus, Director of Supportive Services
the Board, estimates that the New York City Board of
Education spends over $350 million annually for supplies
and related services to maintain the school system. In-
cluded in those services are such costs
^Ibid.
^Ibid.
^Ibid
.
as
:
TABLE 12
CONSTRUCTION C0NTR.4CT A',^RDS
Summary - Fiscal Year 1972-1973
TYPE OF NUi-ffiSR OF
PROJECT PROJECTS
New Buildings 16
New Buildings (Foundations)
Additions
6
5
Kodemizations 12
Temporaries 7
Portable Bldgs.
Conversion
Playgro'unds
Flexible Shops
Shop Equipment
Miscellaneous
Bureau of Maintenance
L-6a3 Projects (intmsion Alarms,
Modernization <t Reconstruction)
E-1419 Projects
(Air Pollution Control Equip.)
7^1380
(Renovation of Kitchens)
zj-17h9 (Renovation of
School Buildings &
-Playgrounds)
I
sceHaneous Awards
S-1 Surveys & Borings
1
1
6
3
7
1
VALUE
$103
,
063
,
022
.
6,606,915,
' 12
,
514
,
079 .
6,145,832.98
1
,
859
,
768 .
102,790.
399,400.
1.611.620.50
1
,
002
,
333 .
1.211.981.50
220,000.
1,881,113.08
375
,
303 .
553 , 759 .
15,278,600.39
289,059.
TOTAL 65 $153,118,576.45
SOURCE: Division of School Buildings,
City_Board,. of --Education
.
ADDED PUPIL
CAPACITY
20, 293
1,479
1,820
23,592
New York
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TABLE 13
CC'...vT lUCTIOir CONT?w4CT AVi^RDC
Summiry - Fiscal Year 1973-1971,
TYPE OF
PrtOJECT
?JUI-Sra OF
PROJECTS VALUE
ADDrD PUl'lL
Kev: Euildings U $102,362,0143.00 20,800
Nc n Buildings (Foundat-ions) 2 1,261, OCX),00
yvdditions 1 567,969-00
I'odprniza lions 20 10,^8,976.29
Tcrapora rics 1 274,592.00
Portable Buildings Relocation 1 44,365.00
Addition <5; I-Iodemization
(Foundation) 1 193,000.00
Playgrounds 1 193,200.00
Athletic Fields 4
~
2,713,965.00 _ _
_
Shop Equipment 10- 1,203,966.30
Miscellaneous 4 - 1,102,147.00 _
E.C.C. IJcw Building - ' 2 1,532,859.00 240
Site Improvements 2 1,091,900.00 ^ __
Pumping Station 1 65,900.00 _
Bureau of Maintenance -
L-6I43 Projects
(Modernization & Reconstruction) 94 1,362,402.00
E-I419 Projects
(Air Pollution Contix)! Equip.) 159 3,941,625.00 — — —
E-I58O
(Renovation of Kitchens) 23 254,612.00 — —
I-I749 (Renovation of .
School Buildings & Playgrounds) - 22,425,631.00
E-I75O (Security Installation) 336 1,650,061.00
Miscellaneous Av.-ards
Surveys & Borings 1 414,937.50 —
GRAITO TOTAL 677 $152,955,371.09 21,049
SOURCE: Division of Schoo
1
Buildings, New York City
Board of Education.
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Transportation
^-:n-
T
^154 million
Ponfl ?21 millionF od and lunch supplies -
- $ 47 million
There are additional contracts for textbooks, audio-visual
materials, electric typewriters, office machines, micro-
scopes and every other imaginable piece of equipment neces-
sary to maintain the system.
The vast majority of these supplies and related
services are provided through contractual arrangements with
private contractors and vendors. Combined, these contrac-
tors and vendors employ thousands of workers throughout the
country.
Thus the establishment of a strong equal employment
program by the New York city Board of Education would play
a significant role in enhancing job opportunities for Black
and other minorities as both workers and entrepreneurs.
Contract Compliance Program
Recognizing the need to expand equal employment
opportunity beyond the stage of non-discrimination, the
Board of Education on May 22, 1968 adopted resolutions
which established its Contract Compliance Policy. Follow-
ing that action, the Board on February 19, 1969 established
the Office of Contract Compliance and appointed a Contract
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compliance Officer, effective March 15, 1969. On April 15,
1969, the Board, on the recommendation of the Compliance
Officer, amended its resolutions on contract compliance for
the second time, resulting in what was thought to be a
tronger policy. The principal features of the contract
compliance procedure were as follows:
conference
All apparent low bidders are required to attend a
pre-award conference. The purpose of the conference is to
acquaint the bidders with the statutory and contractual re
quirements of the Board's Equal Employment Opportunity
Program.
Program o f affirmative action
The submission of an acceptable program of affirma-
tive action (PAA) is required of all low bidders prior to
the award of contract. The PAA must describe specific
steps a contractor or vendor has taken or intends to take
to provide minority group workers with equal opportunity in
training programs, journeymen recruitment, and all other
aspects of employment. The steps described must satisfy
the Board that minority group members will be employed in
all trades and categories during all phases of the contract.
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The Contract Compliance Officer is the judge of the ac-
p ability of the PAA. The low bidder's PAA must be
submitted to the Compliance Officer within seven days after
the pre-award conference. If the low bidder fails to sub-
mit an acceptable PAA within the seven days, the Compliance
Officer may recommend that the low bid be rejected, the
amount of the bid deposit be forfeited, and that the low
bidder be disqualified from bidding on Board of Education
pirojGcts for one year.
Responsibility of prime contractor
Prime contractors are responsible for the compli-
j
ance of all subcontractors who also must submit acceptable
PAA's to the Compliance Officer prior to their approval to
' work
.
1
Monthly field reports
Monthly workforce reports, giving the ethnic and
I
racial breakdown of on-site workforces by job categories
I
are required of all contractors and subcontractors working
,
on school construction sites.
I
I
!
Compliance Inspection Report
I
j
All Board contractors, subcontractors and vendors
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are required to submit a statistical report showing the
ethnic and racial breakdown of the firm’s entire workforce
at least semi-annually.
Compliance review meetincj
Periodic compliance review meetings are held with
contractors or vendors to review past and present compli-
ance performance and to gauge the rate of progress and make
recommendations for improvements where necessary.
compliance machinery
The Board of Education’s project superintendent,
responsible for each individual school construction site,
is required to maintain a daily log showing the racial
and ethnic background of each worker on site. The daily
data is combined to form a monthly ethnic survey which is
submitted to the Contract Compliance Officer. From this
information a summary sheet is compiled showing the total
percentages of minority participation in each job category
each month.
On-the-job training
On February 18, 1970, the Board adopted a resolu-
tion, recommended by the Compliance Officer, requiring all
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contractors involved in new construction and .ajor moderni-
zation work, to participate in an on-the-job training pro-
gram for minority group workers. The program became ef-
fective May 1, 1970. It was the first such required pro-
gram in the City of New York.
On December 10, 1970, an agreement between the New
York Building and Construction Industry Board of urban
Affairs Fund, the State of New York and the city of New
York, was reached regarding city-wide on-the-job training.
The agreement contained many inequities. Therefore, it was
the recommendation of the Compliance Officer that the Board
of Education not become signatory to the Plan, but continue
to operate under its own policy adopted February 18, 1970
(see appendix 1). Subsequently, the Board did decide to be-
come a participant, but not signatory, to the New York Plan.
As a result of its participation, dozens of unskilled mi-
nority workers were trained as skilled workers on school
sites as a condition of the contract.
Another significant policy change recommended by
the Compliance Officer and adopted by the Board on April 23,
1970, was the discontinuance of bid, perfonnance and pay-
ment bonds for construction, modernization, repair work and
maintenance work where the estimated cost of the work was
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550,000 or less. The primary purpose of this policy was
to provide more opportunities for Black and Puerto Rican
contractors to bid on school work in this area (see
appendix 2)
.
New revision.c;
Effective January 2, 1974. the Instructions to
Bidders was amended for the third time, again on the rec-
ommendation of tlie Coni- t •i:n c ntract Compliance Officer. The most
significant change in the contractor's requirements for
equal opportunity was the insertion of specific goals and
time tables as part of the contract. The contractors and
their subcontractors were now required to hire minority
group construction workers in accordance with specific
goals and time tables, by trades, spelled out in the con-
tract documents (see appendix 3). The document stated,
"At a minimum, on or before July 1, 1978 contractors shall
make a good faith effort to employ minority journeymen in
each building and construction trade in approximately pro-
portional representation as the percentage of minorities in
the population of the City of New York."
Also, for the first time, prime contractors were
required to submit "Written evidence or other proof which
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shows that minority subcontractors have been solicited
and given an equal opportunity to submit proposals and
that such proposals have been given equal consideration
award. The Board's Contract Compliance Officer was
responsible for maintaining an active list of qualified or
qualifiable minority contractors.
WsakncssGS of tli© Contract
Compliance Program
On paper the New York City school system appeared
to have had one of the nation’s strongest contract compli-
ance programs. However, it was not until September, 1970,
with the appointment of Harvey B. Scribner as Chancellor,
that the compliance program became effective. Prior to
Dr. Scribner's appointment, the program suffered from
bureaucratic hostility, inadequate priorities, as well as
insufficient staff and other resources necessary to con-
duct compliance enforcement activities with maximum effec-
tiveness. For example, while most New York city central
Board of Education programs originate from central Board
headquarters, located at 110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn,
the Office of Contract Compliance was physically located
within the Office of School Buildings* in Long Island City,
The Office of School Buildings is the unit within
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a considerable distance from the seat of power at 110
Livingston street. The failure of the Board or the Super-
intendent of Schools to provide sufficient support and re-
sources for contract compliance enforcement and the sub-
ordinate position in which the office was placed in the
agency’s hierarchy was, undoubtedly, less a result of a
lack of understanding of what was necessary for effective
compliance enforcement, but more a reflection of the deeper
problem of misordered Board priorities in which equal em-
ployment opportunity was relegated to a position of secon-
dary importance. When such a situation exists with re-
spect to any program pertaining to equal employment oppor-
tunxty or contract compliance, the strongest policy state-
ment or compliance procedure is meaningless. This was, in
effect, the position of the New York city public school
system's contract compliance program in its early beginning.
During that period the school system had three
different Superintendents of Schools.® Even though the
the school system responsible for the construction and
maintenance of all school buildings and is located at 28-11
Bridge Plaza North, Long Island City, New York.
Dr. Bernard Donovan; Dr. Nathan Brown (acting);
and Mr. Irving Anker (acting)
.
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contract Compliance Officer was airectly responsible to
the Superintendent of Schools, records of the Contract
compliance Officer indicated that little meaningful sup-
port was given by any of the three Superintendents ser-
ving during that period.
This lack of meaningful support from one of the
Superintendents is illustra-h^^H i 4-^.-Lxrusrrated in a letter written to him
by the contract Compliance Officer on September 10, 1959,
congratulating him on his appointment and pointing out to
him some of the problems facing the Board's Contract
compliance Program. Part of that letter was as follows:
. . .It IS imperative that our program function inan affirmative, progressive, and meaningful manner.Te program can only function in the manner described,1 It IS given the full support of the Members of theBoard, the Superintendent of Schools, and all otherBoard of Education personnel whose function relatesin any manner to the Office of Contract Compliance.
I regretfully submit that after six (6) months in
office and considerable discussions with various
Board of Education personnel, l found that very fewpersons were cognizant of the establishment of the
Office of Contract Compliance, and little understanding
of the function of such office was had by the few
persons that were aware.
As of this date my office has not yet been budgeted;
we have been unable to acquire the necessary staff to
adequately carry out our responsibilities; and to my
knowledge, no direct line of responsibility for this
office has been firmly established within the school
system. (See appendix 4.)
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The records indicate that although the Superin-
tendent of Schools responded to the Contract Compliance
Officer's letter, no budget for the Office was ever es-
tablished under his administration, nor was the staff in-
creased. In April of 1970, that Superintendent retired and
was replaced by another Superintendent (acting) appointed
from within the school system ranks.
The record further shows that on May 28, 1970, the
Compliance Officer, at the request of the Board, submitted
his first progress report to the newly appointed Acting
Superintendent. Again, the Contract Compliance Officer
spelled out the weaknesses of the program to the new
superintendent and requested support. The highlights of
the report were as follows
:
Administratively we have found that the Office of
Contract Compliance appears to be left out of the
mainstream of Board of Education activities. With
the exception of the Office of School Buildings, few
if any, other divisions, bureaus, etc., are aware of
the existence of this office and more important, of
its responsibilities. We have failed to find the
Office of Contract Compliance listed in the official
Board of Education directory or located on any Board
of Education organizational chart where an explanation
of its function and authority is defined. We recom-
mend that this situation be corrected as quickly as
possible. We also recommend that regular meetings be
scheduled between the Acting Superintendent or
Chancellor and the Compliance Officer, preferably once
monthly.
There is no record of any response from the Superintendent
of Schools or his aids to the Contract Compliance Officer's
request for support of the program.
IjieJlrs^Chan^^ A Commitment to Ghana.
Harvey B. Scribner was appointed Chancellor of the
New York City public school system on September 1, 1970.
The position of Chancellor was established by the state
legislature as part of the Decentralization Law of 1969, and
replaced the position of Superintendent of Schools.
On September 22, 1970, the Contract Compliance
Officer wrote Dr. Scribner introducing himself and des-
cribing the function of the Office of Contract Compliance.
Dr. Scribner responded on September 25, 1970, with a memo
to the Contract Compliance Officer which concluded,
"... and I want you to know you are welcome to see or
contact me at any time."
Evidence of the Chancellor's commitment was con-
firmed a few days later by another letter from him dated
September 29, 1970, authorizing the Contract Compliance
Officer to begin working on a plan for the implementation
of the Board's on-the-job training requirement (see
appendix 5) . This was followed by a meeting of the
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Chancellor and the Contract Compliance Officer in the
Chancellor's office on October 8, 1970.
Shortly after the meeting of October 8, the Con-
tract compliance Officer was ashed to join Dr. Scribner's
personal staff, which consisted of an Executive Assistant,
a legal counsel, and six other Special Assistants who
formed the Chancellor's inner cabinet. This cabinet, in
effect, was the Chancellor's chief advisory committee on
all matters pertaining to the school system. Such mean-
ingful commitment and support from the top is perhaps the
most important single act an administrator can do to
effectuate an affirmative action program.
In the New York city Board of Education, as in
most other agencies, institutions or corporations, there
IS one location or address that is considered the seat of
power for the organization. For the school system that
location is the 10th and 11th floors of 110 Livingston
Street, Brooklyn, New York. The 11th floor houses the
Members of the Board and staff. The 10th floor houses the
offices of the Chancellor and staff and is indeed con-
sidered by the system as the official seat of power for the
school system. It was to this location that Chancellor
directed that the Office of Contract Compliance be
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relocated. Thus that .office was removed from its location
in Long Island City where two-thirds of theL-nira O school system
never knew it existed, to 110 Livingston street, loth
floor, where the entire school staff would have to notice it.
By relocating the Contract Compliance Office and
staff to no Livingston street, loth floor, the program
overcame three major problems which the United States civil
Rights commission have cited as historically hindering most
contract compliance and affirmative action programs,
.hat
is accessihilitv, visi”hi i t jY/ sib lity, and program priority via
proximity to the Chief Administrator.
Subsequent to the relocation, additional staff was
assigned to the office. Finally as a result of such
visible showing of support by the Chancellor, the Contract
Compliance Officer was consulted on all matters pertaining
to equal employment opportunity and had a direct voice in
such matters whether relating to internal or external
situations. This distinction must be made because, up to
this time, the Board of Education's Affirmative Action Pro-
gram was an external program only. its policies, regula-
tions, and procedures were specifically aimed at those out-
side organizations with which the school system contracted
for goods and services. There was no formal internal
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affirmative action program within the Board of Education.
The Chancellor was later to resolve that situation by
redesignating the Office of Contract Compliance as the
Office of Equal Opportunity and expanding its authority to
include matters of internal equal opportunity as well as
external matters (see chapter V).
During Chancellor Scribner's administration, many
Black and Puerto Rican professionals were assigned to
supervisory positions seldom if ever previously held by
minorities. For example, the first Black was appointed
as Executive Director of Personnel. Another Black was
appointed to the high level position of Chief Adminis-
trator of Career Education. A Puerto Rican was named Chief
j
Administrator of Bilingual Education. An ex-high-ranking
I
Black police officer was appointed chief Administrator of
I
School Safety. The first Puerto Rican High School Princi-
!
pal was appointed and the first Black and Puerto Rican
I Members were appointed to the Board of Examiners on the
personal recommendation of the Chancellor.
In addition, the progress made with regard to mi-
nority participation in the business of education was at
its highest level during this period. The rules and regu
lations regarding affirmative action requirements by
I
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contractors were vigorously enforced by the Office of
Contract Compliance. For the first time in the city of
New York, sanctions were imposed on contractors and sub-
contractors who would not or could not comply with the af-
firmative action requirements of the Board. After due
process, such contractors were declared to be in non-
compliance and were ineligible to bid on school work for a
period of one year or until released by the Office of Con-
tract Compliance. During this period approximately one
hundred and thirty-five prime and subcontractors were
classified as being in non-compliance.
Recommendations for Award
Another important procedure of the program is that
of the inclusion of the signature of the Compliance Officer
to all resolutions recommending award of contract. Without
his signature certifying the contractor's approval, the
resolution is invalid. This procedure was primarily aimed
at reducing resistance among some school officials, to the
implementation of the contract compliance program. This
procedure is another good example of the hind of control a
contract compliance officer or equal opportunity officer
should have in order to be effective. This procedure was
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the result
1971 wh ich
of a directive by the Chancellor dated October 13
was sent to the chief operational school offic-
ials involved in contracts.
On Site Inspections and Sanctions
In order to ascertain whether or not contractors
are in fact carrying out their affirmative action plans as
indicated in their written programs, some type of on-site
surveillance is necessary. On school construction sites
this on-site surveillance was the responsibility of field
inspectors. On occasion, the field inspectors were em-
ployed directly by the Board of Education. In other in-
stances, the field inspectors were employed by a private
firm which was funded by the City of New York. in any
event, any sound contract compliance program must have some
method of determining whether or not contractors are liv
ing up to their commitments.
In the event the contractors do not live up to
their commitments and cannot give a valid reason for their
failure, sanctions must be imposed if the program is to
have "teeth." As previously stated, approximately one hun-
dred and thirty—five prime and subcontractors were de-
clared ineligible to receive Board of Education contracts
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for failure to satisfactorily comply with affirmative
action requirements. m some instances, progress pay-
ments were withheld until the contractors complied.
The two groups of illustrations presented, show
the difficulties encountered by the New York City public
school system’s Contract Compliance Officer when top level
support and priority was lacking, and its accomplishments
When such support and priority was evident.
It should be noted that the position taken by
Chancellor Harvey Scribner with respect to affirmative
action and equal opportunity in the New York City school
system was indeed extraordinary when compared with other
chief administrators. Reports from the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights (1974) indicate that the chances for suc-
cessful affirmative action programs are extremely slim
without a similar degree of top level support and commit-
ment from the office and staff responsible for the pro-
gram's implementation.
School Construction and the
Building Trades
The Building Trades in New York City have the repu-
tation of being among the most racist institutions in the
city. In the early 1960's, the skilled trades, with the
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possible exception of carpenters, painters and brick-
layers, remained practically lily white. m trades re-
quiring less skill, such as excavators, concrete laborers,
and mason tenders, for which many Black and Puero Rican
workers could immediately qualify, civil rights leaders
accused the unions, in collusion with the contractors and
with the "tacit" approval of the city authorities, with re-
stricting their employment to slightly more than a token
number. During that period there was also evidence that
even where non-white construction workers had union books,
they were seldom referred to jobs from the union hiring
halls
.
The New York City Commission on Human Rights, in a
publication entitled, "Bias in the Building Industries,"
(1963), documented the extent of race discrimination in the
Building Trades during the 1960's.
Also, in 1963 the City Commission on Human Rights,
as a result of a series of hearings, reported that it found
a pattern of exclusion in a substantial portion of the
Building and Construction Industry which effectively barred
non-whites from participating.
This condition, according to CCHR was a result of
the following:
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1- The failure of employers to accept their re-
sponsibilities to include minorities in their workforce
2. Non-whites seeking union membership, either as
apprentices or journeymen, were faced with almost insur-
mountable barriers
3. The government-at the federal, state and
municipal levels-had failed to enforce its laws and regu-
lations barring discrimination.
On July 13, 1963, The New York Times , after re-
porting on the Mayor's special panel investigating racial
discrimination in the Building Trades, commented editori-
ally that:
Negro participation in the Building Trades is lessthan two percent, concentrated in the low paying jobs.The high paying jobs, including steamfitters
, iron
workers, metal lathers and plumbers, are trades pretty
much off limits to non-whites.
In March of 1967, the Commission held a follow-up
series of hearings to update the findings of 1963. it
concluded, as a result of these hearings, that the patterns
of exclusion in the Building and Construction Trades
Industry persisted, and that the unions and employers con-
tinued their discriminatory employment practices, parti-
cularly in the same skilled trades which had been previously
investigated.
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in New York city, according to a survey conducted
by the Conttission in 1967, the basic construction industry
bad a labor force in excess of 200,000 journeymen workers
Who are members of local unions affiliated with eighteen
international unions. Black membership was limited almost
exclusively to unions representing unskilled or semi-
skilled workers. But in the major skilled craft unions-
plumbers, sheetmetal workers, metal lathers, steamfitters,
iron workers, elevator constructors and operating engineers-
which have established some of the highest wage rates in the
city, a high degree of minority imbalance continues to exist.
In the nine local unions investigated by the Commission, the
non-white journeymen constituted less than two percent of
the total journeymen membership of approximately 28,000
workers
.
A significant finding by the Commission was that,
"The Building and Construction Trades cannot maintain high
employment without public works and construction projects
wholly or partially financed with federal, state and
municipal funds."
Engineering News-Record
, a leading construction
weekly, reported that:
1. Of all new construction projects in the United
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States that were on the drawing boards of architects and
engineers in April, 1967, approximately forty-three per-
cent were federal, state and municipal public works
projects
2. In the New England sector for the same period,
almost sixty percent of those new projects were federal,
state and municipal public works projects.
The Building and Construction Trades in New York
City represent an expanding part of the economy. The
capital budget for New York City in 1974-1975 was
$1,949,800,000. Of that amount, the Board of Education re
ceived $264,900,000.
Compliance by School Contractors
In view of the extensive involvement of the Board
of Education with the Building and Construction Trades in
New York City, and because of the extremely poor record of
the Building Industry to employ non-whites, compliance by
construction contractors on school sites became the Office
of Contract Compliance's number one priority.
The first step necessary to implement compliance
in this area was to conduct a survey of all school con-
struction sites indicating the racial and ethnic breakdown
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Of all worlcers by tr.de. m addition, each pri»e contrac-
tor and his major subcontractors were required to submit
ethnic workforce reports of their entire workforce to the
Office of Contract Compliance The orirr-ir.^im ig nal surveys taken
in August, 1969, indicated that less than ten percent of
the skilled workers on school construction sites were non-
white. By December, 1971, the total percentage of mi-
nority workers had risen to 19.2 percent. By October 31,
1974, the total percentage had risen to twenty-nine per-
cent. This included above average percentages in most of
the skilled trades.
Then Chancellor, Harvey B. Scribner, summed up
the Board of Education's Contract Compliance Program in
testimony before the New York State Advisory Committee to
the United States Commission on Civil Rights on March 9,
1971, when he said the following:
Over the past year, the Board of Educat ion
—which is
currently the largest single governmental builder inNew York City has maintained an average of approx-imately 20 percent minority group employment on school
construction work- forces. In the higher-paying trades,
such as electricians, plumbers, ironworkers, steam-fitters and sheet metal workers, minority group repre-
sentation during the past year has averaged 11.3 percent.
Both of these figures compare favorably with national
data, as well as with data from other large cities.
These figures also represent substantial, but not yet
satisfactory, gains for the Board of Education.
Despite these gains, however, more remains to be
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Puerto Rican construction workersare strll not adequately represented in the con-
dition"'°"
Because of long-standinq tra-ons and prejudicial customs. Black and Puerto
jobs less easy
situation counterparts. Until thisIS changed, I intend to press—through thecontract compliance program of the Board of EdLation—for even greater gains.
^
Conclusion
In addition to employing over 125,000 persons di-
rectly, the New York City school system, indirectly, em-
ploys thousands of other persons as a result of contracts
for goods and services. As such it is equally important
that the school system have meaningful affirmative action
programs to cover both its internal employment practices
as well as the employment practices of the contractors,
vendors and suppliers who contract with it, to provide
goods and services.
We have seen how, after a somewhat poor start, the
Board of Education's Contract Compliance Program developed
into a significant program which was responsible for the
employment of hundreds of minority workers in every con-
9
•
. .Written remarks by Dr. Harvey B. Scribner, Chan-
cellor of New York City public schools, before the New York
State Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, March 9, 1971, U.S. Customs Court, New York City.
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ceivablo job category. The Board of Education was particu-
larly proud of the results of its Affirmative Action Pro-
gram for construction contractors. it saw the percentage
of minority construction workers on school construction
increase from less than 10 percent in 1969 to over
29 percent in 1974.
The success of the program was due mainly to the
fact that the Board of Education adopted a strong policy
in this area of compliance and that the program received
top level support from the Office of the Chancellor.
However, one cannot help but note a degree of
hypocrisy on the part of the Board of Education. Though
It adopted enforcement procedures for contract compliance
with respect to outside contractors, it has failed to
adopt similar provisions for monitoring its own internal
employment practices. In the following chapter we will
discuss the events leading up to the establishment of an
Office of Equal Opportunity within the school
the current status of that office
system and
CHAPTER V
establishment of the office
OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Introduct j on
During the middle 1960's as discussed in the pre-
ceding chapter, many urban school districts across the
country adopted equal employment opportunity policies which
were specifically directed at contractors, vendors and
suppliers who provided them with goods and services. For
example, the Contract Compliance Program adopted by the New
York City Board of Education in 1968, with its later amend-
ments, was once described by Black Ent erprise as one of the
best public school compliance programs in the country.^
However, a recent survey concluded that few public school
districts have voluntarily adopted similar equal employment
opportunity policies to govern their internal personnel and
employment practices. Noticeable among the major public
school districts having external contract compliance require-
1
Charles Taylor, "Politics and Policies or are the
Public Schools Equal Opportunity Employers," Black Enterprise.
September, 1972, p. 18.
"
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ments, but lacking internal equal opportunity or affirmative
action programs, is New York City. This chapter will be
devoted primarily to an analysis of the efforts by some to
establish and implement an internal equal employment oppor-
tunity policy for the New York City public school system,
and the resistance to such efforts by others from within the
system. The analysis will include a review of the background
with respect to the establishment of an Office of Equal Op-
portunity within the school system and some of the events
which occurred afterward, which in effect, prevented any
meaningful implementation from taking place.
Background
The New York City Board of Education's Contract
Compliance Program, from all indications, was highly suc-
cessful in Its efforts to increase job opportunities for
Black and other minority employees of contractors, vendors
and suppliers doing business with the Board. A review of
the Board of Education's organizational structure revealed
no similar mechanism existed to ensure equal job op-
portunity for Black and other minority employees within the
school system. Critical of this apparent double standard on
the part of the school board, a number of civil rights
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organizations in the early 1970 's began applying political
pressure to the Board of Education to adopt an internal
equal employment opportunity program.
The first positive reaction to efforts to establish
an internal program took place, according to school records
in December of 1971. At that time the Contract Compliance
Officer of the Board of Education, acting on behalf of some
the concerned civil rights organizations, wrote School
Chancellor Harvey Scribner requesting his permission to in-
vestigate the possibility of establishing an internal pro-
cedure. The Compliance Officer's letter to the Chancellor
dated December 3, 1971 stated in part the following:
As you know, my office is currently responsible for
assuring that all contractors, vendors and suppliers
comply with Board policy regarding equal employment
opportunity. it seems to me equally important that the
same assurance of equal opportunity should also apply
within the Board of Education. To my knowledge there is
no formal procedure or unit within the Board directly
responsible for the assurance of equal opportunity.
Surely the need for such assurance is intensified bythe decision of Judge Mansfield. ... Do you think
that the Contract Compliance Office should be re-defined
and expanded to provide this assurance along with its
present function?
. .
.^
The Chancellor agreed that the Board should have an internal
2
Memorandum from Richard H. Smith to Harvey B.
Scribner, dated December 3, 1973, New York City, Board of
Education.
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equal opportunity program and requested that the Compliance
Officer submit his recommendations on the subject. m a
confidential memorandum dated December 17, 1971 the Compli-
ance Officer submitted recommendations to the Chancellor
regarding the establishment of an office of equal oppor-
tunity. The principal recommendation was that the respon-
sibilities Of the Office Of Contract Compliance be re-
defined and expanded into an Office of Equal Opportunity
with the dual responsibility of not only assuring contract
compliance by external contractors, vendors and suppliers,
but in addition to monitor the employment and personnel
practices of the school system.
In approximately the same time frame that the
Compliance Officer's recommendations were submitted, the
Economic Development Council (EDC)
, a private organization
consisting of management experts on loan from business, was
asked by the Board to study the school system's headquarters
function, organization and operation, and to make recom-
mendations for improvements.
In November 1972 EDC completed its organizational
study and made recommendations for the reorganization of
the top management structure at central headquarters. In-
cluded in EDC's recommendations was the proposal of the
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Contract Compliance Officer that an Office of Equal Oppor-
tunity be established with the confined responsibility of
ensuring that the personnel practices of the Board of Educa-
tion, as well as its contractors, comply with both the
letter and the spirit of all equal opportunity legislation
or policy. The Office of Equal Opportunity was one of six
independent offices recommended to report directly to the
Deputy Chancellor.
Former Executive Director of Personnel, Frederick
H. Williams,* also concurred with the recommendations of
EDC and the Contract Compliance Officer in this matter.
Prior to the recommendations for the establishment of an
independent Office of Equal Opportunity, all complaints per-
taining to allegations of job discrimination within the
Board of Education were referred to the Office of Personnel.
The Office of Personnel merely acted as a go-between for the
City and State Commissions on Human Rights in these cases.
It did not investigate or process any such allegations of
discrimination.
In a letter to Chancellor Scribner dated January 16,
1973, Mr. Williams requested that all responsibilities
*Frederick H. Williams was the first Black to be
appointed to the position of Executive Director of Personnel.
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pertaining to the internal monitoring of school employment
practices to "assure that they comply with anti-discrimina-
tion laws and guidelines
.
. ."be assigned to the proposed
Office of Equal Opportunity. m a later discussion with
Mr. Williams regarding this matter, he disclosed that his
primary purpose for recommending that such function be
removed from the personnel office was his concern regarding
possible conflict of interest in attempting to monitor his
own personnel practices.
Mr. Williams' letter to the Chancellor was a re-
affirmation of the proposal to establish a separate Office
of Equal Opportunity independent of the Office of Personnel.
It was also an attempt to end the debate which occurred
among Board Members with regard to placing the responsi-
bility of internal monitoring of the school system’s employ-
ment practices within the Office of Personnel.
After careful examination of all the proposals
relevant to equal employment opportunity and affirmative
action. Chancellor Scribner on March 29, 1973 issued Special
Circular No. 105, 1972-73.* This Circular entitled, "Office
*A special circular issued by the Chancellor is a
directive to the school staff and is comparable to the
issuance of an executive order issued by the Mayor.
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Of Equal Opportunity redesignated the Office of Contract
compliance as the Office of Equal Opportunity. it further
directed that the new office would maintain its former re-
sponsibilities "But in addition, the Office of Equal Oppor-
tunity will monitor the employment and personnel practices
Of the City School District, and make recommendations to
the Chancellor in keeping with the objectives of equal
opportunity." The Contract Compliance Officer was desig-
nated as the administrator of the new office (see appendix 6)
Thus, the Office of Equal Opportunity was finally established
within the New York City public school system with, what
appeared on surface to be, a mandate for the implementation
Of an internal program of affirmative action.
On October 4, 1973 a post-script action took place
when Special Circular No. 20, 1973-74 was issued by the new
Chancellor, Irving Anker. This circular officially announced
the installment of a complete new headquarters reorganiza-
tional structure, and again had the effect of reaffirming
the new Office of Equal Opportunity. it stated in part that.
The plan as described is to become effective as of thedate of this circular. ... The full cooperation of
staff in the implementation and evaluation of this new
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plan of central organization will bethe school year ahead.
^
appreciated in
The implementation of the actions just described,
ordinarily would have been enough to firmly establish an
Office of Equal Opportunity within the hierarchy of the
school system. However, an examination of school records
showed that this was not the case. The key as to why this
was not the case revolved around a change in the leadership
structure of the school system.
New Administration
A review of the history of affirmative action pro-
grams and equal employment opportunity offices across the
country have shown that, in addition to their general lack
of adequate budgets and staffs, such programs and offices
are often vulnerable to changes in their organizations' top
administration. The New York City public school system was
no different in this regard.
On December 21, 1972 Chancellor Scribner called a
news conference and read from a prepared statement the
following
:
I wish to announce that I intend to leave office upon
completion of my contract on June 30, 1973. .
3^ . n .Special Circular No. 20, 1973-74, "Headquarters Re-
organization," Board of Education, Office of the Chancellor.
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. . During my first two years of office, despitecontroversy and opposition from various specialrnterests favoring the status quo, I enjoyerSe
months
’=1'® Board. m recent weeks and
to me
become increasingly clearthat some members of the Board seem uncom-ortable with the leadership which I provide.
Effective July 1, 1973 the Board appointed Deputy
Chancellor Irving Anker to replace Harvey Scribner. The
director of the office was unable to schedule a meeting
with the new Chancellor to discuss the newly established
responsibilities of his office. Having failed on several
occasions to reach the Chancellor directly, the director
on October 23, 1973 wrote to him outlining some of the
areas of responsibility of the Office of Equal Opportunity,
and indicated some of the activities already begun by the
office. The letter concluded, "l would like to confer
further with you on these plans at your earliest convenience
(See appendix 7.) There is no record to show that a re-
sponse from the new Chancellor or his assistants was made.
On November 30, 1973 the Director of the Office of
Equal Opportunity again wrote to Chancellor Anker. This
Press release issued December 21, 1972, Office of
the Chancellor.
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time informing him of a request by the New York City Human
Rights commission that the Board of Education's equal op-
portunity officer and personnel officer attend a conference
on equal employment opportunity. The director informed
Chancellor Anker that he would attend the conference as
the school system's equal opportunity officer. Again there
was no response from the Chancellor or his assistants on
this matter. The director did, however, receive a copy of
a memorandum from the Chancellor to Prank Arricale, the
newly appointed Executive Director of Personnel replacing
Frederick Williams, dated November 29, 1973. The memorandum
recommended to the Board that Mr. Arricale, the new Per-
sonnel Director, "be my liaison with the City Commission
on Human Rights for matters dealing with equal opportunity
for personnel," This was the first example of the new
Chancellor s attempt to back away from the previous Chan-
cellor s commitment to an affirmative action program to be
implemented by an independent Office of Equal Opportunity,
Reacting to Chancellor Anker's memorandum, the
Director of the Office of Equal Opportunity wrote the
Chancellor and stated in part the following:
. . . One of the chief purposes of the central head-
quarters reorganization was to eliminate the dupli-
cation and overlapping of responsibilities. Yet a
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second unit called the Office of Equal Opportunitvhas been established within the Division of Personnel
tharoer
placed in charge of such unit, andat pe son reports to the Executive Director ofersonnel. There appears to be a question of policy
th-
^ appreciate clarification ofnis wTnole matter.^
According to school records, no official '•clarification" of
the matter ever came from Chancellor Anker. However, the
records do show that the "Equal Opportunity" unit within
the Division of Personnel was quietly removed, and no action
was taken by the new Executive Director of Personnel to
function as the school system's equal opportunity officer.
Chancellor Anker had every right to rescind Special
Circular 105 issued by former Chancellor Scribner and sub-
stitute his own, i.e., moving the Office of Equal Opportunity
to the Office of Personnel. This action, however, was never
taken. Consequently, the Office of Equal Opportunity estab-
lished by Circular 105 on March 29, 1973, authorizing the
implementation of an internal affirmative action program, is
the only official office of equal opportunity within the
school system.
Memorandum from Richard H. Smith to Chancellor
Irving Anker, re Office of Equal Opportunity, dated
January 31, 1974.
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Although no official effort was made by the Chan-
to replace the Office of Equal Opportunity, he con-
tinued to ignore its existence. Thus, it became increas-
ingly clear to the Director of the Office of Equal Oppor-
tunity that certain high level school officials were
covertly if not overtly denying the existence of the Office
of Equal Opportunity and, contrary to law, preventing the
adoption of any meaningful internal affirmative action
program for tli© scTiool syst©m.
In October, 1973 the Board announced the appoint-
ment of Bernard R. Gifford as Deputy School Chancellor.
Dr. Gifford thus became the highest ranking Black within
the school system. As a result of the headquarters re-
organization by EDC and announced on October 4
, 1973, the
Director of the Office of Equal Opportunity was directly
responsible to the Deputy Chancellor rather than the Chan-
cellor. As such. Dr. Gifford inherited the growing con-
flict between the school system and the Director of the
Office of Equal Opportunity.
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The Quota Phenomenon
Many observers of the Board of Education agreed with
the director's position that powerful factions within as
well as outside the school system opposed the implementation
of an internal affirmative action program. These factions
defended their position by branding any efforts at estab-
lishing an affirmative action program as an effort to estab-
lish racial hiring quotas. This was indeed a successful
tactic; the mere mention of the word "quotas" in the New
York City school system would immediately give cause for a
series of high level meetings. Some evidence of this quota
mentality is shown by the following illustrations:
Proposed policy statement
. In June, 1972 forroer
Board of Education President, Seymour Lachman, presented to
the Board a proposed policy statement dated June 23, 1972
entitled. Policy Statement on Personnel Practices in the
New York City School System." The proposal stated in part.
The Board of Education of the City of New York hereby
reaffirms its policy of non-discrimination .... The
New York State Constitution states that appointments
and promotions in the civil service of the State
be made according to merit and fitness. The executive
law of the State of New York prohibits racial or ethnic
discrimination in personnel practices. History has
taught that quotas are evil. The Board of Education
is unequivocally against any quota system. ...
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This proposal was followed by an article in the
New York Time s on July 9, 1972 headed, •'School Board Split
on Job Quota Stand. " The article reported that a split had
developed among members of the Board over whether to take
a public stand against ethnic hiring quotas. This matter
arose after the community school board for District 1, on
the lower east side of New York, adopted a policy on June 8,
1972 stating that school job vacancies be filled in a way
that would "more nearly" reflect the ethnic composition of
pupil population. The District's pupils are predominantly
Black and Puerto Rican: its teachers and supervisors.
largely white.
As a result of the action taken by Community School
Board 1, two of the, then, five meirbers of the central Board
of Education were reported to have urged their Board to
adopt the policy statement mentioned earlier, expressing
unequivocal opposition to such "quotas." But a third
member, Isaiah E. Robinson, the lone Black Board Member, was
reported to have felt that the concern about quotas was
groundless and reflected a misinterpretation of the District 1
policy statement. Mr. Robinson sent his own memorandum to
the other Board Members. The memorandum dated July 6, 1972
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said that the Board should address itself to the real need,
and issue a statement calling for "affirmative action" to
recruit more minority group members and women to school
jobs. The District 1 policy statement was eventually modi-
fied and no official policy statement on the question of
school hiring practices has been officially issued by the
central Board of Education.
2. Position of UFT. Albert Shanker, President of
the United Federation of Teachers (UFT) which represents
approximately 60,000 teachers in the school system, in his
^®ekly New York Times column dated July 16, 1972, expressed
his opposition to "quotas" in an article entitled, "A Quarrel
With Quotas." Portions of the article were as follows:
Wherever one turns, there is mounting evidence that
racial and ethnic quota systems are gaining official
favor. Where once quota systems—official or unofficial,
especially the latter—were abhorrent to most Americans
and were, in fact, largely illegal
. .
. , this method
of choosing people is becoming a new trend.
. .
. . . The current preoccupation with ethnic quotas
spalls danger. It is time that those who recognize
the injustices of the past and who are working to undo
them speak out against this particular method,
. .
Mr. Shanker
' s opposition to "quotas" was also ex-
pressed in a second article on the subject appearing in his
T ime s
,
0Albert Shanker, "A Quarrel With Quotas," New York
July 16, 1972, sec. 5, p. 5.
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Times column on October 20, 1974
. The
article was entitled, "The Quota Mentality Vs. the 14th
Amendment." There is little question that the position of
Albert Shanker with respect to "quotas" has substantially
contributed to the resistance on the part of the school
system to effectuate an internal a-F-Fi = •r r i ff rmative action program,
Conrounity School Board 7r m 1973
Queen's Community School Board 28, which has jurisdiction
over twenty-eight schools in the Forest Hills and Jamaica
section of Queens, refused to take part in a federal ethnic
census of the school staff, maintaining that the census
would lead to "quota" hiring in the school system. The
District s student enrollment is approximately 60 percent
Black and Hispanic and its teaching staff is 83.1 percent
white, according to 1973-74 school ethnic census. Even
the threat of losing up to $1.7 million in federal funds
could not persuade the District Board to change its mind.
Oppcsition of CSA
. Peter S. O'Brien, President
of the Council of Supervisors and Administrators (CSA)
, the
4000 plus-member organization representing all middle-
management school administrators, has continually voiced
his membership's opposition to any form of "quota" hiring.
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one such example of his opposition was clearly expressed in
a letter to Chancellor Anker dated October 24, 1974
. The
letter was a result of a directive by the Chancellor to the
school staff, requesting their compliance with federal law
requiring the completion of EEO-5 Reports. (An EEO-5
Report is an annual federal ethnic survey of secondary
school staff mandated by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Act of 1972.) Portions of Mr. O'Brien's letter opposing
this directive were as follows:
It has recently come to our attention that members
of the administrative and supervisory staffs havebeen directed to participate in a survey questionnairedesigned to classify school personnel on the basis of
race and ethnic identification.
.
... In so directing, CSA members are asked to judge,
evaluate, classify, categorize, and pigeonhole their
fellow human beings and co-workers by categories
chiefly used by racists and bigots. This demand is
indecent.
. . .
. . . This recommendation is inadequate; the survey
is dangerous in that it will assist bigots and racists
to foster illegitimate schemes.
. . . The surveys are morally reprehensible and
offensive to the CSA's values and beliefs. The survey
is obscene, the CSA cannot participate in a survey
which does so much violence to its members, who have
cultural backgrounds representing all races, and sub-
verts the structures and patterns of nondiscrimination
that have been achieved and so proudly sustained by
its membership. We know that you will, upon due re-
flection, agree that such surveys can only lead to
illegal and racist quotas. Therefore, I respectfully
request that you direct the withdrawal of the patently
racist survey.
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Mr. O'Brien's organization represents supervisory
personnel in the school system. Current school ethnic data
indicates that approximatly 15 percent of the supervisory
staff consists of minority personnel. This increase over
the less than two percent increase recorded in 1971 was
substantially a result of the Chance v. Board of Education
court case discussed in the previous chapter, and the
Decentralization Law of 1969, and not the result of affir-
mative action on the part of CSA or the central Board of
Education
.
Common Misconceptions of
Affirmative Action
This apparent obsession shown by factions within the
school system in opposition to quotas is generally shared by
many others throughout the country. For example, in the 1972
presidential election campaign, both Richard Nixon and George
McGovern expressed their opposition to quotas. The term
quota has a long history of semantic contortion. For many
Jews, Catholics and other white ethnic groups it signified
for many years exclusion from elite schools and the higher
rungs of industry and banking. But while such practices
have been greatly reduced regarding discrimination against
white ethnic groups, discrimination against Black and other
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minority groups persist. Many white ethnic groups argue
that ratio or quota hiring does violence to the concept of
•'first come, first served, thereby violating the consti-
tutional rights of white applicants already on a qualified
list. But the essence of affirmative action is that
whites—white males in particular— already have the "inside
track" to the job opportunities, and that until affirmative
recruitment has taken hold sufficiently to overcome that
advantage, the "first come, first served" principle will
continue to give a discriminatory advantage to whites.
Another common misconception is that affirmative
action does violence to the concept of preferring the
better qualified" applicant. Proponents of this view
maintain that if an applicant has made a higher score on a
competitive examination, or if he has more years of educa-
tion, he should be preferred as "better qualified" than
another applicant who, while eminently qualified for the
job, has a lower score or less education. But often, com-
parative test scores or years of education do not accurately
measure the applicant's ability to perform the job. More-
over, minorities and women have suffered decades of dis-
crimination both in employment and in opportunities to obtain
the education and training that are requisites for many jobs.
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The use of standards unrelated to the duties of the jobs
being sought, and having the effect of depriving such ad-
mittedly qualified persons from obtaining such jobs, per-
petuates discrimination. Accordingly, the courts have
recognized that job standards must "realistically" and
"specifically" be fitted to the jobs for which they apply.
Following are additional misconceptions regarding
the implementation of affirmative action, submitted as re-
sponses to some commonly asked question about this subject:^
1. Question—Are not goals and timetables the same
as quotas for racial, ethnic, and sex groups?
Answer—No. The essential difference is that under
a quota system a fixed number or percentage of minorities
or females is imposed upon the employer, who has an absolute
obligation to meet that fixed number. No excuses are ac-
cepted, nor can failure to meet the quota be justified.
Goals and timetables, by contrast, are result-oriented pro-
cedures by which the employer determines goals and a time
7
Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971).
he responses submitted as well as some of the
arguments for affirmative action are based on material sup-plied by the United States Commission on Civil Rights,
^atement on Affirmative Action for Equal Emplovment
Opportunity
, (February, 1973).
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schedule for correcting minority underutilization, and then
makes every "good faith effort" to achieve the self-imposed
goals
.
2. Question—Why are goals and timetables necessary?
Answer-The necessity for goals and timetables arose
out of long experience in which lip service to equal em-
ployment opportunity was paid by employers who did little
to correct the situation. it also arose out of the reali-
zation that procedures for assuring equal employment oppor-
tunity can accomplish little unless they are tied closely
to results.
The United States Civil Rights Commission has found
that after generations of intentional and systematic dis-
crimination against minorities and women, the pattern of
unequal employment opportunity persists. Although inten-
tional discriminatory practices are now illegal, many in-
stitutional and systematic practices still exist. Research
has found that patterns of employment have become firmly
established, creating many positions that minorities and
women no longer even try to fill. Accordingly, if they are
truly to get a fair deal in the job market, there is a com-
need for an effective program of affirmative action
assuring women and minorities that meaningful equal employ-
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ment opportunity is what they can reasonably expect. To
achieve such assurance employers must affirmatively seek
out minorities and women and place them in jobs for which
they are qualified but from which they have long been ex-
eluded.
3. Question—Do not affirmative action plans es-
tablish preferential treatment for minority groups and women?
Answer No. On the contrary, their purpose is to
undo a preferential system many years in the making and to
redress the historic imbalances now favoring white males in
the 30b market. Redressing this imbalance requires that
discriminatory patterns be eradicated and some measure of
equity be established for persons who have been discrimina-
torily excluded in the past. Implementation of affirmative
action plans must, therefore, necessarily involve a selec-
tion process aimed at achieving these goals. For the pur-
pose of remedying discriminatory practices, a selection
process designed to achieve such goals is a valid technique
so long as it does not produce a pattern of discrimination
against qualified members of another group. The fact is
that very few persons are ever hired on a totally objective
basis. Obviously many subjective elements enter into the
selection process. The candidate's personality, dispo-
sition, experience, and apparent judgment are just a
few of the elements that always influence a selection.
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unfortunately, a significant reason for the paucity of mi-
nority group persons and women in many job categories is
that these subjective factors never included providing a
fair share of employment opportunities to them.
It has become increasingly clear that an affirmative
action plan must require some action that has not hereto-
fore taken place. Otherwise it is useless. One of the re-
quirements, therefore, is that in the subjective evaluations
that always occur in the selection process, one factor pre-
viously excluded should now be included—a concern that a
reasonable number of qualified minorities and women be hired
until equity is attained.
4. Question—Are goals and timetables aimed at
achieving proportional representation of minorities and
women?
Answer The concept of goals and timetables is not
synonymous with proportional representation. The concept
does come into play when it has been determined that mi-
norities and women are underutilized or underrepresented in
one or more job classifications. When underutilization has
been established, affirmative action programs (as already
described) are employed to bring minorities and women into
the labor force in the numbers that "would reasonably be
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expected by their availability." Goals and timetables may
De viewed as the measure or yardstick to determine whether
the affirmative action programs are, in fact, achieving the
goals of increasing the number of minorities and women in
the labor force. The concept of goals and timetables often
conjures up an image of some precise mathematical division
of a pie, whereby each group or subgroup gets a share de-
pendent upon the size of the group. But the concept in no
way depends upon a precise mathematical formula. Rather,
It focuses on the demonstrable results of past discrimina-
tion (the underutilization) and seeks to remedy that by com-
pensatory programs (affirmative action).
In su^nary, the "goal" that is referred to is nothing
more than a description of what that labor force would look
like absent the effects of illegal racial or sexual dis-
crimination, and the "timetable" is the informed estimate
of time needed to achieve the discrimination-free labor
force without disrupting the industry or denying anyone the
opportunity for employment.
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Conclusion
The foregoing illustrations, perhaps, tell the real
story of the New York City school system's opposition to
establishing an internal affirmative action program better
than any official explanation that could be given. An
unofficial explanation, attributed to a current Board
member, is that the Board is waiting for recommendations
from the Chancellor. Yet there is no evidence to indicate
that Chancellor Anker has directed that such a program be
submitted.
The Office of Equal Opportunity, however, continues
to exist, at least on paper. The director of the office
continues to remind the system of its legal, moral and
ethical responsibilities to adopt an internal affirmative
action program. Thus far, neither the Chancellor nor the
Board have taken a public or official position in support
of an affirmative action program. Evidence points to the
opposite that the Chancellor and the majority of the
members of the Board have unofficially and informally taken
a position opposing such a program.
As a consequence, the New York City public school
system the largest public school system in the country
—
contra2Ty to law, does not have an internal affirmative action
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program.
The future of affirmative action in the New York
City school system may well be in the hands of the courts.
The Chance case, previously discussed, substantiated the
belief of many that the school system's supervisory selec-
tion procedures were discriminatory. There are currently
several court cases nearing trial dates, alleging that the
school system also discriminates against Blacks and His-
panics in its teacher selection procedures. One such case,
Rubinos V. Board of Education, bears close watching, civil
rights' legal experts give this case the best chance for a
court victory which could result in a court mandated affir-
mative action program being imposed on the school system.
In the opinion of the Board's Director of the
Office of Equal Opportunity, it is merely a question of time
before the system is forced, either by the courts or as a
result of pressure from the minority communities and women
organizations, to implement an affirmative action program.
The need for such a program has been established in this
study. However, the politics involved in the matter have
yet to be overcome.
CHAPTER VI
STRATEGIES FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
In Chapter I the historical background of employ-
ment discrimination in this country and the various laws,
executive orders and judicial decisions which theoretic-
ally constituted a comprehensive ban on job discrimination
was reviewed. After carefully observing the employment
picture of our society, it becomes obvious that those
groups historically victimized by discriminatory employ-
ment practices continue to carry the major burden of that
wrong doing.
Unemployment and underemployment for Blacks and
Spanish Americans remain far higher than that of white
Americans. For the past fifteen years, the unemployment
rate for non whites has remained at twice that of whites.
A recent report published by the National Urban League
indicated that although white unemployment has dropped
from 12.2 million to 11.8 million during the third quarter
of 1975, Black unemployment rose to a record high of
3,075,000 for the same period, bringing the unofficial
jobless rate for Blacks to twenty-six percent.
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In whole industries in New York City such as,
building construction, secondary and higher education and
government civil service, racial and ethnic minorities and
women are consistently absent or found in disproportionate
numbers in low wage, low status jobs.
Income is another measure of the job discrimina-
tion suffered by minority Americans. in 1973 the median
family income for whites was $12,595 compared with $7,269
for non whites. The discriminatory effect on minorities
IS obvious when one considers that thirty-two percent of
Blacks were below the low income level in 1971. The number
of white Americans living in poverty was reported to be
only eight percent. The receipt of public assistance is
another indicator of the economic status of minority
citizens. While four percent of the white population re-
ceives public assistance, twenty-five percent of the mi-
nority population receives aid. In toto, 6.4 million
minority group persons rely upon public assistance in
order to survive.^
1
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, The Social and Economic Status of the Black
Population in the United States
, 1971, pp. 32-46.
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Institutional Discrimination
Federal, state, and local laws prohibit employment
discrimination by employers, labor unions, and others.
Studies indicate that direct or overt discrimination, to
a great extent, has been eliminated. But direct or overt
drscrimination has frequently been transformed into insti-
tutional forms of discrimination. Accordingly, one of the
nations most pervasive forms of employment discrimination
IS "institutional discrimination." Here, discriminatory
practices are a part of the fabric of the systems and in-
stitutions which control access to employment opportunity.
A clear example of this form of discrimination was
reviewed in the Chance-Mercado v. Board of Education court
case in Chapter III. The Board of Examiners and the Board
of Education were enjoined from conducting supervisory
examinations and establishing eligibility lists. The
process (testing procedures) by which the lists were pro-
mulgated, though allegedly unintentional, was in fact,
discr iminatoiry against Blacks and Puerto Ricans.
The effects of institutional discrimination has
been to erect formidable and, at times, insurmountable
t>3rriers to minorities and women seeking employment. The
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bottom line effect has been to create a substantial pref-
erence for white males irrespective of their relative
qualifications vis-a-vis members of the excluded groups.
Purpose of Affirmat ive
Action Program
The Director of the Office of Equal Opportunity
believes an affirmative action program for the New York
City public school system should not be designed to estab-
lish quotas or preferential treatment for minorities and
women. Rather, the purpose of such a program should be to
eliminate the institutional barriers that minorities and
women currently encounter in seeking employment and pro-
motions, and thereby to redress the imbalance which is
caused by the historic favoring of white males in the
hierarchy of the school system. The elimination of dis-
parities in employment opportunity is absolutely essential
if the polarization with which New York City is now af-
flicted is ever to be eradicated. The effectuation of an
affirmative action program by the Board of Education is
therefore in the interest of the school system and the City
of New York.
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Significance of Ethnic Survey
Essential to an affirmative action program within
the New York City school system is the development of a
comprehensive inventory of all employees by race, sex and
ethnicity. This data should be collected by organizational
unit and by pay grade. It is also Important that figures
be collected concerning the number by race, sex and eth-
nicity of job applicants—accepted and rejected— including
the reason for rejections, promotions, training opportuni-
ties offered, terminations, awards, transfers, and other
matters relating to employee work conditions. These figures
could be compared for each job category with estimates which
are made of the availability of women and minorities within
the New York City area.
Self Analysis
The use of affirmative action remedies is basic both
to Title VII and to Executive Order 11246. Thus, for example,
when the court in an action under Title VII determines that
the defendant has discriminated in violation of the Title,
the court will order the employer to undertake affirmative
action which will remedy the discriminatory consequences of
past discrimination and prevent the reoccurrence of such
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discrimination in the future.
A princxpal difference between Title VII and Exe-
cutive Order 11246 is that the executive order imposes
upon federal contractors the duty to make a self- determina-
tion as to the need for affirmative action, without resort
to a judicial determination. The New York City Board of
Education contracts for funds in excess of $50,000 from
the federal government
.
^ This in fact makes the Board of
Education a federal contractor and subject to the provisions
of Executive Order 11246 and revised Order No. 4. Thus,
the keystone of the affirmative action plan which the Board
of Education as a federal contractor is required to adopt,
is the self-analysis evaluation.
Like other affirmative action requirements appli-
cable to the Board of Education, this "self analysis" re-
quirement appears in regulations promulgated by the Office
of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) of the United States
Department of Labor. The regulations require.
Members of the staff of the Bureau of Reimbursable
Programs for the Board of Education estimated that close to$50 million in direct federal funds was received by the Board
of Education during the school year 1974-75. For example,
a program called Follow-Through received an estimated
$1,500,000; Title VII (Bilingual Education) received approx-
imately $15 million, all in direct funding from the federal
government
.
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the“acili? classifications atexplanation if minorities orwomen are currently being underutilized in anyone or more job classifications.
. .
_3
The regulations define
"underutilization" to mean
Having fewer minorities or women in a particularDob classification than would reasonably beexpected by their availability. 4
^
Once a pattern of underutilization is identified,
the next step is to assess the obstacles-paying particular
tention to forms of institutional discrimination"
—which
have produced the underutilization, and to design correc-
tive affirmative action accordingly.
With respect to the Board of Education, under-
utilization of Black and Spanish-surnamed Americans in any
number of job categories has been established. Most notable
are teachers and supervisors, but many other categories are
included. For example, out of 57 accountants employed by
the school system as of October 15, 1971, six were Black.
Of 174 carpenters employed by the school system, five were
Black and none were Puerto Rican. Out of a total of 650
school custodians on the payroll as of the same date, twenty
3
41 CFR 60-2.11 (a).
4
Ibid.
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were Black and six were Puerto Rican, of forty-seven
plumbers, none were Black or Puerto Rican. However, in
the lower paying school aid category, of 4,599 employees,
3,075 were Black and Spanish-surnamed. ^ Mainly it is
this requirement of a self analysis, which is usually
achieved by conducting a system wide ethnic survey, that
is most objectionable to the forces within the school system
opposed to an affirmative action program.
Legal Requirement
The absence of a court mandated affirmative action
plan does not negate the New York City Board of Education's
moral obligation to eliminate all discriminatory employment
practices. it is of no consequence that such employment
practices are largely unintentional. In addition to its
moral obligation, the New York City Board of Education,
since it is covered by Title VII and Executive Order 11246,
also has a legal obligation to obey the law and take steps
to eliminate any discriminatory employment practices that
may persist in the school system. Clearly, the continuation
5
Census by Race and Ethnicity of City Personnel on
Payroll of October 15, 1971, Conducted by the New York City
Commission on Human Rights.
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of discriminatory practices will eventually give rise to
EEOC action or private litigation, with its concomitant
remedies of back pay, reinstatement, affirmative recruit-
ment and proportionate hiring, as well as other sanctions.
The Board of Education would be well advised to eliminate
unlawful employment practices itself, as opposed to await-
ing future court or administrative action. Given the
polarization which exists and stems in part from the ex-
isting gross disparities in employment opportunity, such
affirmative action steps on the part of the Board of
Education are not only legally mandated; they are also
consonant with sound management principles.
Goals and Timetables
As noted, one aim of affirmative action is to
assure against the continuation of discriminatory prac-
tices. Another aim is to redress patterns of minority and
female underutilization. The best test for determining
whether these aims are being achieved is by a results test.
Whether expressed in terms of applications, hires, or pro-
motions, the results test is the best indicator of whether
women and minorities in fact are achieving the access to
employment opportunities required pursuant to the twin aims
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of affirmative action. Thus, goals and timetables set out
the numerical increase in minority and female employment,
by job classification, which the Board would aim to achieve
in correcting identified underutilization.
In essence, equal opportunity goals and timetables
are no different from the performance goals familiar in many
business contexts-for example, in sales campaigns. m all
such instances, the key to effective management is a reasoned
determination of what results ought to be achieved. Those
targeted results then become the foundation for supervisory
determinations as to when the on-going efforts should be
strengthened. Thus, for example, if sales figures drop
below targeted goals, this sounds a signal for corrective
action. Similarly, if minorities or women hires fall below
targeted goals, this should sound a signal for a careful ex-
amination of whether systematic barriers to equal employment
opportunity have been overcome, and whether more satisfactory
progress can be made in redressing patterns of underutilization.
The crucial factor that must be kept in mind with re-
spect to goals and timetables and affirmative action is that
they complement each other. The goals and timetables com-
prise a guide in determining whether the affirmative action
plan is working.
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Recommendations
After careful review of the relevant data and
based on the foregoing conclusions, the following recoin-
mendation is made.
The Board of Education should immediately adopt an
internal policy of equal employment opportunity and imple-
ment that policy by establishing a Program of Affirmative
Action. The primary purpose of the policy and program
should be to identify and eliminate all forms of discrim-
inatory barriers that minorities and women currently en-
counter in seeking employment and promotions within the
school system.
Model Program of Affirmative Action
Following is the author's concept of a model Pro-
gram of Affirmative Action for the New York City Board of
Education.
PROGRAM OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY POLICY FOR NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL
DISTRICT PERSONNEL
I. INTRODUCTION
The New York City Board of Education is committed to
the goal of equal opportunity in employment, and shall
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promote this principle as a basic policy in the gover-
ning of the New York City public school system.
The Board is aware that equity in job opportunity can
not be obtained without the application of effort and,
in some cases, unusual measures.
This Affirmative Action Program will require sustained
action and cooperation on the part of the entire school
staff in order to implement recruiting, staff develop-
ment and career advancement efforts that are calculated
to achieve an increase in qualified or qualifiable mi-
nority and female representation at all levels of re-
sponsibility within the school system.
The following policy of equal employment opportunity is
consistent with the requirements and objectives of
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended.
Presidential Executive Order 11246 as amended. Revised
Order No. 4 of the U.S. Department of Labor, and Mayoral
Executive Order No. 14, City of New York, as well as
other applicable Federal and State regulations concerned
with equal employment opportunity.
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I I . POLICY
the policy of the Board of Education, City of New
York to provide an employment process that is free of
overt as well as covert discrimination based on race,
color, age, sex, national origin, handicap, marital
status, religion or political beliefs or affiliations.
In adopting this policy, the Board of Education recog-
nizes that a passive policy of non-discrimination will
not, of Itself, eradicate existing institutional forms
of discriminatory barriers to equal employment oppor-
tunity. It is for this reason that the Board of Educa-
tion commits Itself to a positive Program of Affirmative
Action, designed to significantly increase the number of
minorities and women at all levels of the pedagogical and
administrative work force where they are found to be
underutilized. The overall objective of the Affirmative
Action Program is to remedy the disparity in staffing
and recruitment patterns that are the present conse-
quences of past discrimination and to prevent the occur-
rence of such employment discrimination in the future.
The affirmative action program encompasses all phases
of the employment process, including evaluation of job
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classification to ensure job-relatedness
, recruitment,
selection, validity of examinations, retention, lay-
offs, assignment, training, promotion, salary and
benefits. Essential to this affirmative action pro-
gram is the development of a comprehensive inventory
of all employees by race, sex and ethnicity.
III.
_ASSIGNMEIS1T OF RESPONSIBILITY
The Chancellor of schools or his designated repre-
sentative shall have overall responsibility for the
affirmative action program.
It shall be the responsibility of each and every Exe-
cutive Director, Supervisor, Community Superintendent,
Administrator and staff member in both central and
district offices, to see that their procedures, pro-
grams, policies and operations are consistent with
Board of Education equal opportunity policy.
It shall be the responsibility of the Director of the
Office of Equal Opportunity, who shall be responsible
directly to the Chancellor, to supervise, coordinate
and evaluate the implementation of Board of Education
equal opportunity policy and to develop, on behalf of
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IV.
the Chancellor, programs and procedures to assist the
various central and district offices of the Board of
Education to effectuate that policy.
The Chancellor and the Director of the Office of Equal
Opportunity will report to the Board semi-annually on
the results of the affirmative action program.
POLICY DISSEMINATION
A. INTERNAL
The Office of Equal Opportunity in cooperation
with the Division of Personnel is responsible for
disseminating information regarding Board of Edu-
cation equal opportunity policy and the affirmative
action program to all supervisory, administrative
and management levels and to all employees of the
Board of Education by:
1. Publicizing the policy statement through a
of media to promote its widespread
circulation and understanding among employees,
employee organizations, trade unions and
associations
.
2. Conducting special meetings with top manage-
ment, mid—management
,
and supervisory person-
nel to review the policy and affirmative
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action program, to explain the purpose and
background of the affirmative action program,
to clarify responsibility for the program's
implementation and administration, to com-
municate an understanding of all factors
necessary for success of the program.
Assisting supervisors, administrators and
managers within each district, division,
bureau, and unit with meetings of all their
supervisory personnel to explain the purpose
of the board policy and the affirmative action
program, making clear their individual re-
sponsibilities for assuring equal employment
opportunity and securing a commitment to the
goals of affirmative action and the success of
the program from all supervisory personnel.
4. Providing all employees and applicants for em-
ployment, appropriate material and information
regarding the board's policy.
5. Assuring that board policy and relevant posters
are placed in prominent areas throughout the
school system.
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B. EXTERNAL
The Office of Equal Opportunity in cooperation with
the Division of Personnel and the Office of Public
Affairs, will publicize and promote the board's
equal opportunity policy and affirmative action
plan by contacting and informing parent groups,
community organizations, other agencies, all re-
cruitment sources, colleges and universities,
religious groups, news media, and all other appro-
priate organizations and groups.
The equal opportunity policy will be included in
all contracts, purchase orders, leases, etc.,
®^tered into by the Board of Education.
V. WORK FORCE ANALYSIS
The Office of Equal Opportunity in conjunction with
the Division of Personnel, will take such steps as are
necessary to conduct an annual in-depth survey and
analysis of minority and female employment in each job
classification within the Board of Education to deter-
mine where specific problem areas may exist so that
appropriate remedial action can be initiated.
The information provided by workforce analysis will be
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utilized to establish the Board of Education's five
year goals for increased representation of minorities
and women. Such goals will be set where dispropor-
tionate utilization is identified.
VI
. GOALS AND TIMETABLES
A. DEFINITION
Affirmative action goals and timetables reflected
in this report are result-oriented procedures by
which the Board of Education determines goals and
a time schedule for correcting minority and female
underutilization. Goals and timetables will not
be considered as quotas, but as flexible targets
and anticipated results that the City District can
reasonable expect to achieve.
B
. GOALS
Any serious attempts to remedy underutilization of
minorities will require setting measurable goals
and reasonable timetables for achieving them.
Some actions to comply with this policy can be
taken immediately; other actions will require in-
termediate and long range goals. The survey of
present employment and analysis of underutilization
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and concentration by job classification will pro-
vide the school system with the basic data for
formulating specific goals and timetables.
The immediate goal shall be to require each com-
munity school district and central division to be
responsible for developing on a yearly basis their
plan for contributing to the overall goal of the
entire school district. Such plans shall include
the necessary affirmative action procedures to re-
cruit, employ, and promote members of groups
formerly underutilized at the various levels of
responsibility who are qualified or may become
qualified through appropriate training or experi-
ence within a reasonable length of time. The plan
shall be submitted in writing for review and ap-
proval by the Director of the Office of Equal Op-
portunity and shall include:
1. Identification of problem areas of under-
utilization, utilizing their workforce
analysis
;
Specific corrective actions to be undertaken,
setting forth individual responsibility for
2.
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implementation and target date for initiation
and anticipated completion;
3. Plans for monitoring the progress of the
corrective action.
The ultimate long-range goal of the board's affir-
mative action program shall be representation of
excluded groups identified as underutilized in each
major job classification, in reasonable relation
to the overall New York city labor force partici-
pat ion of such group.
C. FACTORS RELATED TO GOAL SETTING
Below are listed some of the positive results
which can be achieved through- the use of affirmative
goals and timetables:
1. Aggressive recruitment of minorities and
females
;
2. Improved job—related selection process;
3. Development of training programs to enhance
the upward mobility of minorities and females
currently employed;
4. Encouragement of minorities and females to
pursue careers within the school district.
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The establishment of a single district wide goal for
the New York city school district will be difficult
because of the following reasons:
1. Limitation on new staffing due to financial
constraints
;
2. Anticipated vacancies and turnover in light of
the impact of a shrinking student population;
3. The factor of reduced turnover among district
employees due to increasingly restrictive job
market
;
4. The seniority and tenure employment provision
of the City School District.
However, it is the intent of this plan that, wherever
possible, efforts will be made to reduce the adverse
effects of factors such as those listed above.
Furthermore, because of certain employment patterns
common to most K-12 School Districts, an effort will be
made to develop affirmative action techniques and
activities designed to promote qualified women to various
levels of responsibility and to provide appropriate
training and experiences to qualify them for promotional
opportunity.
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VII. EMPLOYMENT PRACTT^Pc:
Office of Equal Opportunity, in conjunction with
the Personnel Division, will identify personnel pro-
cedures and policies within each District, Division,
or Operating Unit thereof that may have an adverse
effect on the employment, promotion, and retention of
women and minorities. It will modify or recommend
modification of procedures and policies to help re-
move the causes of underutilization and to meet the
employment goals and timetables of this program. This
will include but not be limited to:
1. Providing technical assistance to the adminis-
tration in the area of job analysis and job
restructuring
;
2. Encouraging informed participation by the
thirty-two Community School Boards, Community
Groups, Labor Organizations and others inter-
ested in the affirmative action activities of
the district;
3. Taking appropriate action to remedy individual
cases of demonstrated injustices;
4. Recommending to the Chancellor additional reme-
dies or procedures which promote equal employ-
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merit opportunity;
5. working cooperatively with the Staff Develop-
ment Bureau to achieve a comprehensive staff
development program that is district-wide in
scope.
Community Superintendents and Division Heads will be
responsible for identifying employment, assignment, re
quest for transfer, staff development and promotional
practices within their influence that may have an ad-
verse effect on women and minority groups and correct-
ing those practices to eliminate their adverse effect
through the affirmative action plans for each of
their operating units.
A. RECRUITMENT
Ongoing recruitment activities of the Personnel
Division shall include but are not limited to:
1. Maintaining and staffing Personnel Offices in
those areas within the district where large
numbers of minority group members live;
2- Placing a substantial number of job advertise-
ments in publications with minority group ap-
peal, maintaining mailing list of minority
group organizations to which examination
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announcements are sent, and maintaining re-
cords of the results of such activities;
3. Avoiding use of newspaper ads divided into
traditional male/female help wanted columns
whenever possible;
4. Using women and minorities as recruiters to
contact high schools, junior colleges, and
colleges with high enrollment of women and
minorities to interest them in a career in
education;
5. Using women and minority employees as recruit-
ment representatives at "career days" and job
fairs in Junior and Senior high schools;
6. Using simplified job applications and examina-
tion announcements in English and in languages
other than English whenever practicable for
classified examination;
7. Reviewing entrance qualifications for examina-
tions with interested groups to assure that
required qualifications are job-related and to
provide alternate methods of demonstrating the
required qualifications whenever practicable.
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B. SELECTION
The affirmative action responsibilities of the
Personnel Division shall include:
1. Developing and utilizing practice tests for
entry-level classes and developing and dis-
tributing sample-test booklets in advance of
written tests for higher level classes when-
ever possible in classified examinations;
2. Using "work sample" tests or other job-related
procedures in lieu of traditional written
tests for classified examinations involving
employment classes with low requirements for
reading skills;
3. Ensuring that qualified women and minorities
are represented as interviewers on district
interview boards and ensuring that all members
of interview boards have been properly trained
in interviewing before such assignments;
4. Developing selection devices, especially for
classes for which examinations typically have
an adverse effect on minority group members and
women which maximize j ob-relatedness and
minimize the adverse effect;
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5. Reviewing and revising those health and crim-
inal conviction standards which are unnecessary
impediments to employment;
6. Making minority and sex census reports of ap-
plicants, candidates and eligibles, and re-
porting this information to the New York State
Education Department and to the United States
Equal Employment Opportunities Commission as
required;
7. Documenting in writing the reasons for passing
and failing candidates and providing for the
generalized discussion of this information
between the Personnel Division staff and the
candidates upon their request;
8. Reviewing, evaluating, and modifying where con-
sistent with the New York State Education Law
and other law the following:
a. Certificated position descriptions;
b. Position titles;
c. Minimum job requirements (including sex,
background and medical stands)
;
d. Application Forms;
e. Types of tests used;
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f. Methods of administering test;
g. Interviewing techniques, rating proce-
dures to ensure that no artificial bar-
riers to the employment of women and
minorities are present.
- 9. Reviewing and modifying where appropriate per-
sonnel policies and procedures to overcome any
employment technique which has an adverse im-
pact on women and minority groups;
10. Providing the opportunity for employment per-
manency to underutilized groups as soon as
possible and practical.
C. ASSIGNMENT
1. It shall be the responsibility of the Personnel
Division in cooperation with the Office of
Equal Opportunity to develop a set of assign-
ment procedures which will provide for the
assignment of all personnel within the district
in such fashion as to insure that all work
locations with a substantial number of multi-
position classifications shall be integrated to
a reasonable extent. Where such integration
cannot be accomplished, the administrator of
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that location shall document in writing the
reasons for the lack of an integrated work
force and report such to the Personnel Division
and the Office of Equal Opportunity.
D. STAFF DEVELOPMENT
1. The Staff Development Bureau of the Division of
Personnel will be responsible for providing or
designing staff development programs, utilizing
existing resources whenever possible to improve
opportunities for women and minorities in order
for them to realize upward mobility.
2. Specific efforts will be made by the Personnel
Division to assess the availability of quali-
fied or qualifiable women and minorities pres-
ently employed by the district who may be in-
terested in promotional or new assignments and
to encourage their participation in training
programs where appropriate.
3. The Office of Equal Opportunity and the Staff
Development Bureau will work cooperatively to
assure the inclusion of all underrepresented
personnel interested in an appropriate form of
training or improvement program.
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4. Selection of employees for any training program
will take into consideration the affirmative
action goals of this program and the needs of
the District. The Office of Equal Opportunity
will work with the various operating units,
the Staff Development Bureau and the Personnel
Division to ensure that selection for training
has been accomplished in a manner consistent
with the equal opportunity policy of the
District.
5. Federal and State funding sources will be
sought to assist the district in its effort to
establish a sound staff development program
available to all employees.
6. Community Superintendents and Division Heads
will be responsible for developing, restruc-
turing, on—the— job training, supervisory and
managerial training, improved methods of
selecting employees for training and other
forms of employee development that can be ac-
complished on their own initiative or with the
aid of the Office of Equal Opportunity and the
Staff Development Bureau.
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VIII. LEGISLATIVE ACTION
The Chancellor- s office will be responsible for re-
commending new legislation which will improve the af-
firmative action efforts of the district and for recom-
mending changes in existing statutes identified as
having an adverse effect on female and minority
employment.
IX. COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
A. RESPONSIBILITY
Each Community Superintendent and Division Head
responsible for the affirmative action
efforts of each department under his/her control.
The Community Superintendent or Division Head may
designate a representative to perform this function,
in which case he/she will have the responsibility
for investigating and resolving any complaint of
discrimination made by an employee of that District
or Division. The designated representative shall
be known as the Affirmative Action Representative
for that unit.
B. PROCEDURE
1. Any permanent school district employee may
protest in writing to the Community Superin-
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tendent or Division Head and request an in-
vestigation of any procedure or practice in
selection, assignment, staff development or
promotion the employee may feel is discrim-
inatory.
2. If the complaint concerns a matter within the
purview of the classified or certificated
adjustment procedure, the complainant shall
use that procedure to resolve the grievance.
3. If a complaint is being processed through the
classified or certificated Adjustment Procedure,
the Office of Equal Opportunity may be request-
ed by the district or complainant to assist in
the resolution of the grievance.
4. If the complaint does not concern a matter
within the purview of either Adjustment
Procedure, it may be referred in writing by
the district or the employee to the Office of
Equal Opportunity.
X. MONITORING AND REPORTING
A. MONITORING
1 . Semi annually, the Office of Equal Opportunity
and the Personnel Division will evaluate the
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district's progress toward achieving the dis-
trict goals for this plan. They will monitor
the number of appointments of women and minor-
ities in each major classification, the results
of recruitment programs, applicant rejection
ratios by race, or ethnic group and sex shall
included in this report.
2. The annual employee performance evaluation for
all personnel at the supervisory level and
above shall take into consideration the affir-
mative action efforts and results of the em-
ployee as a requirement of the evaluation
process.
3. The Office of Equal Opportunity will identify
and report to the Chancellor any Community
School District or Division that fails to sub-
mit to that office and the Personnel Division
its yearly goal and program for achieving
that goal.
4. The Community Superintendent or Division Head
or designated representative will be respon-
sible for monitoring their operating unit's
affirmative action program and procedures.
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This includes:
a. Monitoring new appointments, promotions,
transfers and terminations and reviewing
any significant trends.
b. Reviewing employee progress during pro-
bationary periods with particular
emphasis on women and minorities.
c. Compiling a brief report on the number
of discrimination complaints received in
the Community District or Division and
the final disposition of each.
d. Provide all necessary information and
assistance to the Personnel Division and
the Office of Equal Opportunity with re-
spect to these monitoring activities.
5. The Personnel Division will meet periodi-
cally with the Office of Equal Opportunity
to review the progress of their procedures
and the affirmative action program. Prior to
such meetings, operating units shall submit to
the Personnel Division, a copy of their units'
reports on progress toward meeting their goals.
This information will be reviewed to determine
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the community District's or Division's contri-
bution to the overall goals of the district.
B
. REPORT ING
The Chancellor and the Director of the Office of
Equal Opportunity will semi-annually report to
the Board of Education on the progress of the Af-
firmative Action Program and Equal Opportunity
Policy of the district, and any other matters re-
lated to equal opportunity or affirmative action
It wishes to bring to the Board's attention.
XI. ACCOUNTAB IL ITY
For administrators and all other supervisory personnel
found not to be contributing to the district’s plan or
in non-compliance with the provisions of this Affirma-
tive Action Program and Equal Opportunity Policy, the
appropriate disciplinary action provided for in the
Board of Education's Rules and Policies, will be im-
mediately exercised.
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Conclusion
In the preceding five chapters, an attempt has
been made to examine and analyze those factors within the
New York City public school system that contribute to job
discrimination, and to establish the need for a positive
affirmative action program to eliminate such discrimina-
tion. One inescapable conclusion is that reform is
urgently needed with respect to its current policies and
procedures governing recruiting, hiring, selecting, assign-
ing and promoting minority and women employees.
There is overwhelming evidence to support the
claim of some that the school system's employment practices
are, in effect, discriminatory. A review of the Board's
own ethnic survey of teaching, supervisory and administra-
tive staff disclose lower percentages of Blacks and
Hispanics than in virtually any other major urban school
system in the country. For example, out of over 56,168
teachers surveyed for the school year 1973-74, 4,988 or
8.9 percent were Black. The availability of minority
teachers in other urban areas far exceed New York City
(see Chapter II, table 7).
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The court, in Chance v. Board of Education, enjoined
the Board of Examiners from conducting examinations for
supervisory positions, on the grounds that the examinations
were unconstitutionally discriminatory against Blacks and
Puerto Ricans. The courts have further ruled in other
cases under Title VII that, if an employment practice ex-
cludes a significantly higher proportion of qualified per-
sons from one group, it has a "disparate impact" and unless
job related it is prohibited. There are many instances of
such "disparate impact" within the employment practices of
the New York City school system. We have previously cited
some of them. The evidence submitted leads to the con-
clusion that the present employment system is not only dis-
criminatory. It is also outmoded, lacking validity, unnec-
essarily cumbersome and rigid, and inconsistent with the
concepts of decentralization. The evidence also gives
credence to the belief by many that the current employment
practices, particularly the selection process, cannot be
corrected except by wholesale reform.
The evidence submitted has further shown the Board
of Education's continuous reluctance to voluntarily reform
its employment practices by establishing its own affirma-
tive action program.
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The legal requirement of the school system to adopt
an affirmative action program has been established. The
educational, moral and ethical imperatives of affirmative
action within the school system should need no further
explanation. it is clear that, in the current economic
situation facing the school system and the City of New
York, effective implementation of affirmative action will
require greater—not less— commitment to the goal of equal
opportunity in employment.
Dr. Bernard Gifford, Deputy Chancellor of the
school system, correctly summarized the predicament of the
Board of Education in this regard, in a report entitled.
Seniority and Layoffs
.
Dr. Gifford commented as follows:
- .
. ,
the New York City Board of Education is
caught in a web of fiscal, legal, management, labor,
and government pressures with regard to the conflict
between last-in, first-out layoffs and staff
integration/equal employment opportunity. The Board
must not only contend with these internal and external
pressures in order to resolve the present conflict,
but also must anticipate future problems in order to
avoid losing its policy making prerogatives to the
courts.
. . .
Gifford further stated in his report that the
courts may eventually mandate changes in the seniority rule
spelled out in the contract between the Board and The
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United Federation of Teachers, as well as the Education Law
of New York State. He concluded by stating that, "The
facts of the present situation indicate that consideration,
action and leadership by the Board of Education is necessary
at this time."
Clearly, race and ethnicity are not matters which
the New York City Board of Education can continue to ignore
Assuring equal opportunity will require affirmative action
to upgrade the role of minorities and women in the school
system -the same kind of affirmative action the school
system routinely requires of its contractors, vendors or
suppliers. This does not imply the establishment of rigid
quotas or preferential hiring. it does however acknowledge
the importance of achieving better racial representation as
a goal of all personnel policies and practices within a
system where such equalization has been tragically delayed.
APPENDIX 1
BOARD OF EDUCATION RESOLUTION
REQUIRING
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS
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.
(
SCHOOL COKSTRUCTIOK'
AS A COI'JDI i'"' N OF AWARD FOR niillRE
R'ORK (AMENDED)
The Acting Superintendent of Schools presents the following rc^olutxons for adoption:
RESOLVED, That the following statement sets forth the policy of theBoard of Education pertaining to oa-t.,e-job training programs in-volving workers from disadvantaged areas, as a condition of awardon all future new school construction and major modernization con-tracts; and be it further
RESOLVED, T^at the Chancellor or the Acting Superintendent of SchoolsIS heieby directed to issue such regulations, orders and instructions
as is deemed necessary and appropriate to carry out the intent of theabove, policy; and be it further
RESOLVED, That such policy will take effect as of May 1, 1970.
STATEMENT
1. The Board of Education of the City of New York shall henceforth
require that, on all future new school construction and major
modernization contracts, an acceptable plan for on-the-job train-ing programs involving workers from disadvantaged areas be sub-
mitted by contractors and subcontractors doing such work.
2, Such plan must be submitted to the Chancellor or the Acting Super-intendent of Schools prior to the award of a contract and shall
conform to the rules, regulations and instructions promulsated'^hy
the Chancellor or the Acting Superintendent of Schools after con-
sultation with the Board of Education.
j. Tne plan shall provide for the training of as many workers from
d isadvantaged areas as is practical in the project work-force
during the course of construction.
The plan must establish a program for the training of workers
from disadvantaged areas with the intent of qualifying such
workers for full journeyman status.
EXPLANATION
At its meeting on May 22, 1968, the Board of Education adopted reso-
lutions amending its general instructions for bidders, in order to
strengthen its policy requiring equal employment practices for all
contractors with whom it does business.
This policy was further strengthened with the appointment of a Con-
tract Compliance Officer. This resolution is intended to further
strengthen the Board's policy.
\7hile there has been an increase in employment of workers from dis-
advantaged areas and in their participation in apprenticeship pro-
grams, this new policy is calculated to develop also the skills of
those not eligible for apprenticeships programs, for any reason.
In this way it is anticipated that such persons will achieve employ-
ability as journeymen.
These resolutions and the regulations promulgated pursuant thereto
should accomplish this purpose.
appendix 2
board of education resolution
SUSPENDING BID, PERFORMANCE
and payment bonds for contracts
NOT EXCEEDING $50,000.00
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BO/JD OF EDUCATION OF THE CIT-’ OF NEW YORK
OFFICE OF SCHOOL EDILLi:%CS
DIVISION CF MAIin'ENAHCE AIJD OPERATION
April 3, 1970
MODIFICATION TO SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS - INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS
The Acting Superintendent of Schools presents for adoption the folloving
resolution:
RESOLVED, That Bid Bonds, Perfomance Bonds end Pa^ioent Bonds way be
waived in the bidding docucenta at the discretion of the E>:ecutive
Director, Office of School Buildings for contrects not exceeding §50,000,
EXPL/dL\TION
These raodificatlons to existing bond requirements, heretofore adopted
by the Board of Education on February 21, 1950, Itcni iJ 18, pp, 230-236
and ciended on April 27, 1950, Itca v 20, pp. 1016-1025, will In our
opinion encourage participation by r’inority contractors vho ere desirous
of bidding on our contrects for Maintenance and Repair vork. Heretofore,
minority contractors have been unable, or e>:perienc9d difficulty in
obtaining bonds.
Respectfully submitted.
Approved*
IRVING ANKER
Acting Superintendent of Schools
Division of Maintenance & Operation
RICHARD^ MARTIN, DIRECTOR
HUGH MC L/iREN, JR., Executi^Je Directs
Office of School Buildings'^
AI:sh
APPENDIX 3
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR CONTRACTORS
HOARD or lducatjor
Tin: CITY OF RIA/ YORK
OIVl.'^lON OF SCHOOL blllLDlKHS
•
•
’• 2S-1A nuiDcr: i’lazn north
1-ONG ISLAND CITY, KLW YORK 11101
modification TO INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDFRS
WORK DID ON OR /^FTFR JANUARY 2, I974 .
LFFLCTIVE FOR A1!i^
J’Ar.b* 10 / PARAGKAFIl I 3 .
SUBSTITUTE THE FOLLOWING
DELETE IN ITS ENTIRETY AND
13
. i^qual_OjQpprtunitv Requirements For ConLr.-ictoi^c;
The .attention of .m11 bidders is pnrticul.irly directed tothe various provisions set forth in the contract documents
with respect to providing equal employment opportunity,prohibiting discrimination in emplojTiient, soliciting of
minority subcontract ors
,
and providing on-the-job train-ing programs.
A. Pre-Award Conference
Prior to the award of contract to the low bidder, and if
requested by the Office of Equal Opportunity, such bidder
shall attend a pre-award confcrc;nce to be held in the
Office of Equal Opportunity of the Board of Education for
tlic purpose of acquainting hir. with the statutory dad cen-
tractural requirements and what specific measures shall
constitute an acceptable Program of Affirmative Action.
® * Program of Affirmative Action
1, The low bidder for the contract, prior to the
«vw..rd thereof, sli;ill submit to (;he Director of the Office
of Equal Opportunity of the Board of Education a policy
letter known as a Program of Affirmative Action.
2. The term "Program of Affirmative Action" (herein-
referred to ns P.A.A.) means a written plan formulated
by a contractor whicli includes .an analysis of cmploj'mcnt, at
.’ill levels and in all c;itcgorics and aspects of its worlc
force, which indicates at \.hich levels and in what categories
.and .ispocts, if any, the contractor is deficient in the
of minority groups; and contains goals and time-
tables tow.ard the attainment of ^fhich the contractoi' ’ s good
faith effort must be directed to correct those deficiencies.
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, Cunt *d. %
2 . T!)ic r.A.A. sh.iil .»
conLr.i- l.r; except th.it, i-ith
,00, f.hc Director of
Jii l.A' .‘.li.ill he '.••iitliori 7,(_'d to
niny J»o
.-.j'j'roiuy ate in tlic
pj»3j' to* all noard of lahicatlon
regard to contract.s nmler
the orricc of equal Opportu-
.
m.iKc sncli nodifications as
individual ease.
4. The lo»* bidder's I’.A.A. with* respect to the
•' ffi rn.iti VC .action to he t.aKcn by him in connection with
c<pi.il cnipi Qynicnt ojqiortuni ty
,
will be considered by the,
Ho.ird of I.ihic.ation in its dctcriTiin.ation as to wlictbcr a
nuncric.al low bidder will be judged the lowest responsi-
ble hi ddc:r entitled to .aw.ard of this contr.act.
5* The low bidder '.s writte.n P.A.A. must be
submitted to the Director of the Office" of Equal Ojiportu—
.* ni.l.j' A/ithin 15 days .after the bid openini;. The Director
.
of the Office of Equ.al 0pj-»ortuni ty acting; for the
’
Cli.ancellor sh.all be the jud^c of the I’ro^r.am's iicccpta-
bility
.
6. In the event the low l)iddcr fails to submit an
•acct:j>t.‘blc written P.A,.\. witliin the s.aid 15 d.ays, the
1 Director of Equ.al Opjiortunity may recommend th.at the low
bid be rejected, the .amount of the bid deposit be
forfeited, .and that tlie low bidder be di squ.alificd from'
bidding on Bo.ard of Educ.ation work for a period of one
year.
7* The P.A.A. shall set forth ^oals of minority
manpower u tili7,.ation for the contractor, and insof.ar as
they can be projected for all of- its subcontractors,
within .at Ic.ast the pnrcnnt.arje ranges per time period
which follow below, for c.ach building and construction
trade ivhich will be used on the contr.a ctor ' s project(s).
Tlicsc j^o.als sh.all express tlic con tr.actor ' s commitment
to comply with this .af fj rm.ati vc .action prot^ram in each
specified buildin" .and construction tr.ade on its con-
struction projcct(s) durin:; tlie terms of the covered
contr.act,
RANGE OF MINORITY \/nRKERS
EXPRESSED IN PEPvCEKTAr.r. TI:rms
• TRADE (A) FROM 1973
- UNTIL JUNE 30, 1974
. (n) FROM JULY 1, 1974
• UNTIL JUNE 30, 1975
.
' (c) n^OM JULY 1, 1975
•
- UNTIL JUNE 30, 1976
- (D) n:oM JULY 1, 1976
.
UNTIL JUNE 30, 1977
- 2 -
KAKf:r; or i*.3):c!'.iTy v;oj;ki:!'.s
’lii 'i‘ : 'i • di . L'L Jd.-] \ • d.'.'id''' ‘ 'H ‘ ) 1
S
Cent 'd.
'••kadi:
DlccLi'i c.il Voi'Iccrii
C;ir7>cntcrs
/Stenmfitters
•I
^ . .
I- Metm.jWjrc^and wood lathers
Pa \ liters
( poi’flting Engineers
K'
. Mbers
r*t 1-0 cturn IL li'or.-. c *'kers
Elevator Constructors
Bricklayers
Asbestos h'orltcrs
(A) 16^ — 19a
(n) 20% — 23^
(c) 23% — 26^
(D) 27% - 30:2
(A) 23% — 28?
(B) 25% — 29?
(c) 27% — 30?
(D) 28% — 32?
(A) 11^ — Xj^/o
(B) 16:2 — vi%
(c) 21% — 23%
(D) 2^5% - 28?
(A) 24% — 25?
(B) 25% — 27?
(c) 27% - 29?
(D) 28% - 31?
(A) 20% — 23?
(B) 22% - 25?
(c) 25% - 28?
(D) 27% - 315s
(A) 18:2 — 22?
(B) 21% - 25?
(c) 24% - 28?
(D) 27% - 30?
(A) \5% - 20?
(B) 19^ - 23a
(c) 235s - 27?
(D) 2 6^ — 30?
(A) 20% — 26?
(B) 22% — 28?
(c) 25% - 30?
(D) 28% - 31?
(A) 5% - 6?
<B) 11% — 12?
(c) 17% — 19?
(D) 24% - 26?
(A) 23% - 28?
(B) 25% 29?
(c) 27% - 31a
(D) 28% - 32’?
(A) 5% - 10?
(B) 11^ — 16?
(c) 18^ — 22?
(D) 24% - 27?
-3 -..;
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•» tk )M:i:c i:?CTAnr. Trig;5 - Cont'd,
TKADC
Roofers (A) lOjC _ 15^
(B) 155s - 20%
(c) 20% - 24 %
(D) 2S% _ 29%
Ornamental Ironworkers (A) 22% _ 23 %
A*
(n) 24 ^ — 25%
(c) 26% _ 28%
(n) 2S% _ 30%
Cement Masons (A) 19% — 23%
(D) 22% - 26%
(C) 25% - 28%
- (D) 27%-' - 31%'
Glaziers (A) 12% - 16%
(B) 11% - 20%
(c) 21% - 25%
(D) 26% - 29 %
Plasterers (A) 20% - 25%
(B) 23% - 21%
; (c) 25% - 2^%
(D) 2S% - 31^
Teamsters (A) 22% - 23 ;?
(B) 2^% - »> rc'•*•0/0
(c) 26% - 28%
(D) 28% - 30^
Mos^fic, tile, and terrazzo workers (A) 8% - 10?;
(B) 13 % - 155^
(c) 19% - 21?^
(D) 24 % - 21%
Tapers (A) 22% - 25%
(B) 24 % - 21%
Cc) 26% - 29 %
. (D) 28% - 31%
Boilermakers (A) 11% - 13 %
(B) 15% - 185;
(c) 20% - 23a
* (D) 25 % - 28%
Sheetinetal Workers (A) 15% - 16%
(B) 19 % - 21%
(c) 23 % - 25 %
(D) 26% - 29 %
Laborers (A) 25% - 30%
(B) n /.r^i)/o - 31%
(c) CD - 32%
(D) 29% - 33%
- 4 -
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- Cont'tl,
TRADE
Tunnel Workers
M.'ison Tenders
r
/p eiTiol i t ion Workers
(A) 255^
_ 30^
(B) 26%
- 21%
(C) 28?;
- 32^
(D) 29% > 33^
^ (A) 25% - 30^
(D) 26?;
- 21%
(C) 28?
- 32?
(D) 29? _ 23%
(A) 25? - 3C?
(B) 26?
- 31?
.
. : M 28? - 32?
' (D) 29? _ 33^
!At a minimum, on or before Inlv ^ mnQ ' ^
7n.-.ke a good iiith-effo^rto . 1 ’ shall
8 Nothing herein shall be interpreted or enforcedns requiring the use of quotas .in hiring.
9. An acceptable P. A.A. shall also include therollowxng:
a. An acceptable plan for complying with the
on—the-job training requirement as
* Specified in the bid documel^ts,
b, : AvVxtten
- evidence or other proof which shows
'
that minority subcontractors have 'been ' ‘
. aJ
' solicited and given an equal opportunity to
.
,
submit proposals and that such proposals
have been given equal consideration for
award. The Office of Equal Opportunity,
Board of Education, shall maintain a list
of minority contractors which have
. ,
satisfied the requirements of the Board of
Education for competence and financial
responsibility
.
c, A commitment that the low bidder under-
stands ;md will comply with the
requirement to submit monthly equal
opportuni ty— contra ctor workforce reports
to the Office of Equal Opportunity, Board
of Education.
-5-
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,
d. Co:i»nitincnt to ^rood f.'iith cifoi-ts to p:\r-
tici)^.•ltc in pro"r;ims for rapid ad vanccjucrf;.
journeyman pay scale of minority
employees wno by tr.aini.n;^ and/or experience
can perform the duties of a qualified jour-
neyman.
e. The P.A.A, shall specif 3»^ • the unions or other
employee organizations from which tlie con-
tractor anticipates obtaining workers in each
building and construction trade, and shal3.
include commitments to good faith efforts to
seek to affect, directly or through its
ccii Ci'.'iC'Cui* • ^
-^r other Ciiiplo^'er
organization, programs by such unions or
or'S^.nizations to advance trainees to
jcurnej'man status when they successfully com-
plete their course of training, and programs to
accept new minority apprentices at the rate of
no less than one minority apprentice to every
three non-minority apprentices.
f. Unless otherwise exempted by the Board of
Education, all facilities of the contractor,
including any which are in anj' respect
separate and distinct from activities of
the contractor related to the performance
of the contract . shall be equally subject to
these provisions,
g, ' The P.A.A,, or portions thereof
,
.shall be ---
submitted on such forms as shall be provide--*
ed by the Office of Equal Opportunity,
Board of Education.
*h. The P.A.A. shall include a commitment to
submit to the Office of Equal Opportunity,
Board of Education, a separate P.A.A, of the
form and substance .specified in subdivisions
a, througli g. hereof, for each subcontractor.,
prior to its approval by the Board of
Education. -
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U, l*ro?’r.M!i i»r \f f'i rm.it. i VC At/, jnii. f ri n L ’ ri ,
Dnltiss oLluirwisc exempted by the Uo.’ird of
r.dueati on, no .specific i:oo(l f.iitli commit-
mc;nt, including :;o;ils of minority m.inpowcr
lit iliz.ition, contained in the I’.A.X. shall
be .-icccpt.iblc vliich is not at least equal
to' .•my sueh coiirniitment contained in the
most recent jircvious affirmative action
.
j>rot;r;ini, if any, of the- contr.ictor.
t • sf
ST/
C ; efinireircnt.s After Award of Contr.nct _ , .
’
In addition to a written P^A.A, the. prime contractor .shall:
n
1. I'ile ;ind .ilso.v^cause its subcontractors to file'
equal opportunity- conrpliance workforce reports monthlj’ with
the Office of hqual Opportunitj’, 'Board 'of Educiition. TJie
Orfice of Equal Opj>ortunity may require weekly or 'bi-week-
ly reports from any one specific contr.rctor. or ;
subcontr.'ictor .as it deems ^idvisable.
Sucli compli.'incc workforce reports 'shall indica
the following; * *' ’ •••*’ -
tc
a. The -per’CcTnfcaqe of work completeo_oi>.. the
contractor’s construction project(s).
b. Tlie subcontractors of every txer workxnf; on
the contractor's construction project('s).
C.
.
V.
The total number of workers ;ind the total
number of minority workers durin" the •
specified period-;in each building con-
strncti on * tr ade^'^iheiiiding separ.ite
statistics for'^56iirb''^ymcn, apprentices and
-tr.ninees. .-.'loj oonr. . . .
•• zrtctj.v:
Explanations for any current or anticipated
cjia rtures from the total manpower utili7--- —
tion or minority manpower utilization
projected in the contr.’ictor's 1*..A.A..
“
.i;
.rra_
Any and all efforts' m;ide'-:to recruit indi-
vidu.'ils from minority - groups
.
All other policies or practices of the
contractor .affecting compli.mce.
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C«>nl. ' «l •
0 . K cipi i * n.r.r Av.umI
Conprr.'l.r. wiUi <iv33 ri'.l.ts -roups .'ml r(^*;ponsi 1»3 1 :
.:iM -nun j.ty orp.-ini 7..«l i ous r.«)ur.i:rnc(l wjl.h Uu: u«M;tl T»>r j'l-.pro-
j.MMl.niJ.vo »uinil)»:rs of ininorit.y -ronji worlcorR in U»c
l>niltliu- .incl con.sl.i'uct j on t.r.wW; industry.
3, Hint minority ;;roup pu-mbcrK Troni ot.lu:r
sources
sl'onld the union with which he hns ;i co.llectivc
h.»ir;.nnin,
n-rrement he. nnahle. or unwillin- to supply them.
1 A, Secure rrom his sxd>coutractors
ITo-rnms ofACfir-
/m.-rivc Action aud other -cncral requirements
dcscrihct
I
y>n r-.-if'l or
/ sh.Ol be 'riven an order to proceed
until hia J’ro';ram of
Affirmative Action is received and approved by the
! Director of the Office of tqual Opportunity.
D. Sanctions and Remedies - .
’ ‘
It is .—reed th:.t it tl.e contr.-.ctor
does not eo.,,ply «i U.
cqn.nl orrnrtunity provisions herein st.ntcd ,
’
determined by the Bo.nrd of Ednention the ;
contr.net moy be e.vneelled, tern,.n:.ted , •‘''V;’
'
'4,
wliole or in part and the contractor may
be dec .
incliciblc for further Hoard of Education
conl.i ac .s
-.nd/or subject to such other sanctions as may
be 3mp
:7{nd remedies invoked by the bc-d of Eduent.on
to .
its discretion.
Contr.vetors sh.nll be t“:/rts''rdro:trnro: tl
their eubcontractors . • c v-ith non-discrim-
comply with the
'
in;.tory contr.nctu.-.l provisioos, “ e-.ninst .n con-
tbe imposition of snnctions .nnd " y,;,
tr.—tor . fj°"^of"2qcnrOpportnn to h.ilt
rched.?ie"s “payL'nts to
eontrnctors nbo f.-il to comply
with the provisions hereof.
• +v>v» r\meri of li{luC"‘*tion s
E. For information Equal Emplovmcnt
•''’n-“\°ni?r"biddcrrm.-.v'consult nith the Office
of
. Equni Opportunity of the bonrd
of Eduention.
- 8-
APPENDIX 4
LETTER FROM CONTRACT COMPLIANCE OFFICER
TO ACTING SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
NATHAN BROWN, DATED SEPTEMBER 10, 1969
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Soptc-.j‘:;r 10, 19G9
rr, Pix'-a
Cupcrl:;‘tcndcnt of Schools
110 Llvin'-ctcn Ctroot
rrco*-l3-n,'i!c-y York 11201
Ccn.r Dr, rroE’at
rirst, I would lilto to ocnjratulr.to you coot sii;ccrsly cn ycur roocnt
E-ppolntnrit c.3 /:Ctlr:3 Su:; .rt-Utrndr^t of Sclco?.s,
S.s you !ooc7
,
I r-u i'copo~cibl9 for todroLni^torinj tho r->r-rd*3 policy
w’.’.icb requires equal eriplc—ru-ut opportunity practices fron all ocutiv.otors vith
r-uon it ec .:3 lurinoos. In this initial ctu~3 ry offico is primrily conceruod
t ilh c:nt::.oior3 aho aro iiivclvcd in tho construction end minternneo of cur
city's schools,
Decently tho subject of tins in tho ocnstructicn iniustry has caio
notionviie bmilincs. I would liho to relato to you sons current illustrations
cf ur^rert in the ccnstraction iniuotry,
T;.o U.S, rcrartaent cf Labor Issued an crier r;-..*irln3 tpcoiiic Goals
for Liriai aincrity gtcu? ner.bers in fcdoral fiaenoo oeectruotion joes ^
•'l-'-^- In Pitte-bur-'h, Chicago and Duffalo, cer.rtructicn on public esslct&l
oro'ccts'rcro in.itei buorucs cf nr.ssivo dcaonstcv.ticas by rinority L''vi:f3 coa'.dns
ncro 'ebs ica tho construeticn irdustry, F.eoantlr, the announced that It
taho leral c.ctien to step xror'a cn GOYemnont fiu'-U'.cci coustructicn sites
f”-ou''-eut~th3 count-Tf imlce’s qualified ainorities ucre cnplcjcd cn tho pojccts.
In Kcr Yorh City, Jouecs Ih.uGhtcn, Director of tiio licrlen Uaceplcyrinx
Center, an
or^isaticn dedicated to pleoinG Black end Puorto Fnoen vorners^^ tho censtruo-
ticn inivetry, has pcblicly ccouael tho Beard cf leuratien end
ot oor cl.y f.zcnoios
cf abatiuj and s-upyertinG discriieinaiory practices b,
l.’r. IhUGhecn also stated that his crGaninaticn Is ccnceccrinG
o^.jw-do dc-on^tm
ti^.s step all cranicipul ccnstruotica In Kou York City.
In cn attempt to avoid ths srueo kirds of ir.rcet in tho
oonstruoticn In-
dustry nth rcr-’-rd to Board of Education cohool
Prerren function in an alflmativo, proGressivs , an— V in
criy fonotlcn in tho rruuncr described, if it is riven
tho
IT^ rVSora of tho !=-.rd, tho £up=rlhtc=dcot of Sohoolo. or.d oil ether
s;2d =ft“o:r.tlc.l poroohhol rtoeo fuoetloh rolotoo ih Ohj n:---nor
to tho Ctfloo of
Contrast Ccaplicr.cs,
I
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r.'
Cc-ptr-’jsr 10, 1CG9
I
bio d
VC r/ Icjr:
Ccc- lior.c 0
,
tho icj 1'z.i'
rcjrotfvjlly that aftar r.Lx (G) rcnthg
iacu3sloi3 vll'a v-.ricua H: .;•! of riuoatiaa
:'cc/i3 vrci'o co-air.ant of tho cstablir;— 'at of
c-:->i littls ii--.!:.rc:t''-zilia3 of tho fur.oticn of
ccn3 t?oit vcro tvara.
tr. ofiloo fivi cca«
-3l, I fcurJ that
x':o Oifioo of Ccatraot
ruch cffioo C0.3 hal b/
unr.n-,
^7 ofxico 1.33 r.ot 7ot borca t-jdcctoi; vo havo been
ulv3 ncocssary otaff to adcfji.loly carry cut our rccncnsl-b 1 .c.. rnd to ny ^oulclc^, r.o direct 15-3 of responsibility for t]\is offlo#has l :ca furcly cstsblicizcd uithjui tho cehool systen
I'.o loft, cri
pn-vX-aity to
ties, t\o r*ec
cc::plir.r.cs.
Dcao'/aa had bc^y.ra to address hincelf to
it is fer i-hs s:rj rcsccns that I resp-
rset vith jcu at your c.crlicst ocr.vrnie;
ds r_nl dircotica of this c-rtrc-oly iare;
tho cho'co ratters bofora
tx'^ully request tho op-
to dieeuss tho opera-
'te.at proarc.3 of oontraot
Siaceroly yeurs,
Pi sherd H. faith
/ — Cw.i«r.iet Co..^plicnco Cffiocr
I t—fero
V
appendix 5
LETTER FROM CHANCELLOR HARVEY SCRIBNER
TO
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE OFFICER
DATED SEPTEMBER 29
, 1970
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
or TMc cur or ncw yorr
IIO LIVINGSTON STRCCT
N.V. M701
HARVCY B. SCRIBNER
September 29, 1970
Hr, Richard H. Smith
Contract Compliance Officer
Office of School Buildings
28-11 Bridge Plaza North
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for sending me a copy of your report on the
ethnic composition of construction workers.
May I suggest that you recommend a plan for implementa-
tion of on-the-job training. After its receipt, we should plan
a meeting to discuss it.
Sincerely
HARVEY B. SCRIBNER
Chancellor
S:j
APPENDIX 6
SPECIAL CIRCULAR NO. 105, 1972-73
ESTABLISHING
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
216
•:>peclal Circular No. 105, 1972-1973
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TI-iE CITY OF NEW YORKOFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
March 29, 1973
“SSy Sl‘SSlcHOOI^
Ladies and Gentlemen: * -
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ' ’ • *•
compliapca is redesignated as tie Office of Eq^i
^
Office \vill continue to perform the function of assuring contract compliance in the areas of Annstruction, architectural, engineering, supply and vendor contracts.
P ^ co -
<^portunity win
-monitor the emplojment and personnel practices of
of opp^^ “ reccmmeadatioas to the ChaoceUor in keeping ^th the objective
current responsibilities win be broadened to administer the Office cf Equal
Very truly yours.
V •
HARVEY B. SCRIBNER
ChanceUor
X
X
appendix 7
LETTER PROM DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
TO
CHANCELLOR IRVING ANKER
DATED OCTOBER 23, 1973
— -» DOAnO OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
OrricE or the CHAriccLLoit
l»0 LIVINGSTON CTnCCT
BROOKLYN, N.y. llaol
TCU SC6-S730
Richard H. Smith
ccx<TKACT coMrUAMCc orricsR OctobCr 23^ 1973
Mr. Irving Anker, Chancellor
Board of Education
110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201
Dear Mr. Anker:
_
''
•
/
In accordance with the responsibilities of my office as
specified in special circular No. 105, 1972-73, issued March 29,
1973, I am listing below what I consider to be among my immediate
responsibilities. As indicated, I have already begun some of the
activities; others will require additional staff.
1 . Analysis of Central Headquarters Complex Personnel
I have requested that the Division of Personnel furnish me
with all current available statistics regarding personnel of central
headquarters complex. After receiving such data I will undertake a
detailed analysis cf the emplo\’Tr>.ent patterns and practices of the
central headquarters complex with regard to the recruitment, employ-
ment, assignment and
.
promotion of minorities and women, with a view -
toward assuring that the Board of Education is in compliance with .
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended by the Equal .
Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, as well as appropriate state and
city law.
2 . Directive from the Chancellor to Staff
I am in the process of preparing a directive from you to all
staff explaining the function of the Office of Equal -Opportunity , the
obligations of and commitment to equal employment opportunity by the
Board of Education.
3. Meeting with Executive Director; and Unit Heads
your directive is issued, I will meet with Executive
Directors and other appropriate unit heads to further discuss the
purpose and objectives of the Office.
4 . Establishment of a Complaint Unit
Pending the assignment of adequate staff, I will establish a
unit within the office responsible for attempting to resolve problems
arising out of allegations of discrimination regarding equal employ-
ment opportunity.
18
Mr. Irving ;m>:er October 23, 1973
5 . Review Job Performance
Begin a review, in cooperation with the Division of Personnel,
of 3ob performance in the Board of Education. Such job review will bedirected toward identifying those who should be given the oppor-
tunity for promotion. This would include providing counseling to
such employees on promotional opportunities and encouraging minority
arid women employees to participate
. in promotional examinations where
necessary.
6 . Review Recruitment Efforts
Review and improve recruitment efforts .outside of city service,
to interest minorities and women in employment in the Board of Educa-
tion. This is particularly practical for professional and adminis-
trative jobs with exempt and non-competitive titles.
I
In carrying out the responsibilities listed above, particular
attention will be given to the recruitment, employment, assignment
and promotion of members of the Puerto Rican community. I make
special mention of this matter in view of the fact that the annual
census of school population for the 1972-73 year indicates that
265,923 students or 23.0% of the total school population consists of '
Puerto Rican students. Our most recent statistics of the total per- ‘
centage of Puerto Rican employees in all job categories indicate ap-
proximately 6%. Obviously the figure is considerably less in the
professional categories (approximately 2%)
.
Attahced is a proposal outlining a potential design for this
office. I would like to confer further with you on these plans at
your earliest convenience.
RHSrgc
Att.
Bernard R. Gifford
cc: Frank C. Arricale
• N •
Sincerely yours,
RICHARD H. SMITH
Director
Office of Equal Opportunity
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